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tion of two or three millions,
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ISSUED BY THE
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PRINTING

the Treasurer

of the Fire Department fund had absorbed all the money he could lay hold of, and
rottenness and corruption prevailed universally. The most of the stories were

A Weekt¥ Bevicrous NEWSPAPER

FREEWILL

DOVER,

credited to thie comptroller, and were re-

ESTABLISHMENT

echoed

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.

with

elaborate

comments

by the

evening papers. Thus the public mind
kept at a fever heat, and the credit of
To whom all letters on business, remittances of city and its fame were for atime ata
morey, &c., should be sent. All communications
ebb.
2
desl
ed for publication should be addressed to the
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the
low
i
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MEMITLANCES must be made in money or* ders, bank checks,
or drafts, if possible.
hen
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.
oneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
e regular charges for money orders, bank
* checks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their
discontinuance,
and until payment of all arrearagesis made as required by law.
Each subscriber 1s particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub-

scription,

and to forward what is due for the ensuing

year, without

further

reminder

[rom this oflice.
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them.

with the

privilege

ed from

the track,

was

when

run

over

the car

rolled

Some disheartened husband asked the
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher it he approved
of wives spending their time at Watering
places and leaving their husbands to the
mercy of servant girls, and received this

characteristic

‘No

woman

who

will leave
STAR.

fh. i a

Letter.

;

MIDNAPORE, June 30, 1873.
DEAR SisTER HILL,
ere
* &.%
2 Ourlast Star.
is full of Missions, and the Saturday mail
My

brought us very cheering tidings from head-

1873.

17,

reply:

values her domestic happiness
her husband thus unprotected.”
!

India

quarters.

sind iipmee————

When

we

read

that

six

new

helpers were to be sent out as soon as they

Pastures.

and the money could be had, our hearts
overflowed, and before we were awure all

vi

————
Cloud shadows lie
Upon the soft grass underneath my feet: +"
;
God’s great infinity

~telapped their hands and cheered, We
were all seated around the table in the sitting-room when James read the glad news’
from brethren Libby's and Knowlton’s letters. Then the Star was run through, and
as the ‘words ‘of cheer from the brethren
were read, and a letter telling what the
good sisters had resolved to do, and we
learnéd that yon were again to resume your
former work for India, cheers and exclam-

‘Wraps me around in blissful rest complete ;
Like angels’ breath . =
1 feel the air from heaven, which séems so near

No thought of pain or death,
No want or woe, can grieve my spirit here,
God’s band holds mine,
I lean on him in loving faith secure,
And read in every line
Of Nature’s book, ** His mercies shall endure.”

ations of, ‘“Good ! Good I" could not be

T look above
In thankfulness for all the good I’ve seen,

.

a man

and seriously injured by car No. 302 of the
Third Ave. line, near eighteenth St. and
Third Ave. The injured .man fell from
another car of the same line, which was
urged on by the conductor, who made no
attempt to ald the sufferer. Both the driyer and conductor of car No. 302 also showed an inhuman haste, and grudgingly waited, till the mangled man had been remov-

of returning

SEPTEMBER

In Green

when

ES

The Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

and a driver,

GOSSIP. AND JOTTINGS.

tinue to send it until payment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken fromthe
odice or not.
3.-- The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office,or
removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
tacie evidence of intentional fraud.
8

shown in the conduct of two conductors

regularly

from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa
must Py

The brutality of a certain class of the
men employed! on the street cars was

away,

DECISIONS,

who takes

INHUMEN-€ONDUCT OF A CONDUCTOR.

;

sy

re-

pressed, nor did we try to repress them,
We bad been waiting so long—by turns,
hoping and fearing, cheered and disappointed—that when the assurance came that In-

* And trust the Father’s love

‘Who led my feet within these pastures green.
The day will end,
And light fade slowly till the west is gray;

dia and our feeble band were not forgotten,

that our brethren and sisters are really alive

‘When He at last shall send

and determined to carry on the

Cold winds and heavy dews upon my way,

work,

our

Can I still trust his love
And wait until the morolng breaks again?
:
In darkness look above
As in the sunshine, when [ feel no pain?

joy was beyond our power of expression.
I wished Sisters Crawford and Smith were
with us,and that you and many others could

Lord, help thy child
To be as hopeful in the heavy night,
When skies are dark and wild,
As in the happy day, when all is bright;
Let me hold fast thy hand
In death’s durk valley, as in pastures green,
‘So I at last may stand
In that dear country which my faith hath secn.

joicings. Bro. Knowlton's"Tong letter to
James was read, and did us great good.

Special

have witnessed and participated in

We have been

here

with

Correspondence.
NEW YORK, Sept. 9, 1875.
FINANCIAL

EXPLOITS,

forging of $1,000,000

worth

of New York Central Railroad Stock certificates. Over $100,000 worth have already
been seized, and it is believed that as much

more

has

been

successfully

negotiated.

Detective Capt. Irving was privately warned, about a month

ago,

of a conteraplated

attempt
to flood the market with the spurious certificates. He urged the detectives
of the Central office to exercise increased
vigilance, and personally joified them in a

.~vain

effort to discover

and

capture

hours

Broadway, left a genuine certificate for
$1,000 with Oloott and Co., bankers and
brokers of Broad St., for negotiation. Subleft

16

more

certificates,

which appeared to be genuine. ' Upon examining them afterward, however, Mr.
Olcott discovered two bearing the same

all to
where

numbers. He promptly took them
the office of the railroad Company,

the 16 last received were pronounced

for-

geries,—the first being the only genuine one
of the lot,—which represented a total of
. $17,000, Both police and brokers seem
greatly

mystified,

and

apprehensive

of

difficulties and dangers not yet revealed.
A SERIES OF SYSTEMATIC

®HEFTS.

The ferment into which the city of Brooklyn has been ‘thrown by the disclosure of
Rodman’s defalcations is simply indescribable. Some idea of the excitement that
prevails may be inferred from the readiness
‘most startling rumiors and
with which the
caught up, repeated,
are
reports
absurd
and believed. Any one ‘who should start
a story, that Hugh McLaughlin had absorbed the entire available funds of the
city, would find ready believers. ~According to street rumors, not

only had Rodman

defaulted to the tune of hundreds

of thou-

sands of dollars, but the Board of City
works were under a cloud find all their funds

stolen.

school

children

The Tax Office showed a defalea-

for

recitation

rooms,

During

this

spent in examinations, and then all will

turn to their jungle homes to resume

work.

*

*

*

re.

their

%

Affectionately yours,
H. C, PHILLIPS.
0-8-4

the

himself Teonard Brown, broker, of No. 118

he

the

month, about fifty Santal teachers have been
going through a course of training or drill to
prepare them for more successful teaching,
and during a good share of each day the
whole house is one school-room.
This is
the last day ; the next three or four will be

N. H., SEPTEMBER

neverso many walking by its light. There
never were so many attacks on the Christ
whom the Church reveres as its Lord and
Master.
But there never were so many
bowing before him the knee, never so many

following him in daily life, never a time
when men in business carried out with
greater fidelity’ Christ's precepts ugainst
lawsuits, or Christian
. nations

were

The Christian Union makes good answer
to those troubled souls like Dr. Blauvelt,

so

far

imbued with the spirit which seeks peace on

earth and good-will toward men.

Christianity is not a hot-house plant that
needs to be covered in with glass to protect
it from storm. It will outlive the present
phase of unbelief and be all the purer for
the discussion

which

unbelief

elicits,

and

the more strongly rooted in the hearts of its
disciples for the storm that tosses its branch-

es, The prayer discussion which the famous

certainty of our own. The defenders of
Christianity have treated it too often as men
who defend a battery by clubbing off assailants with their guns. What we want to

do is to unlimber the battery itself and set
it to work. Let us take the Christianity
which Jesus Christ gave to us; let us imbue
eur hearts with it,’and realize its spirit in
our lives, and proclaim it as a Gospel to the

poor; let us by it heal the broken-hearted,
preach deliverance to the captives, and recovery of sight to the blind, and. liberty to
them that are bruised; and we may be sure
that the poer whom it has made rich, the
broken-hearted

whom

it has

healed,

the

captives whom it has freed, thie blind whom
it has made to see, and the

bruised whom

it has set at liberty will believe in it with a
radiant faith which po mists can darken, a
loving faith which no skepticism can weaken.
The best answer to modern skepticism
would be a modern Pentecost.

—

During the late war a regiment of Massachusetts cavalry,having seen hard service at
the far South, were returning, weary and
dispirited,in government tratsports—where

little regard could be paid to comfort—of
the Potomac.
They had seen only enemies,
and heard only curses on their flag for a
long time; and perchance they may have
felt that men at home did not realize their
sacrifices and felt no gratitude towards
them. They may, too, have been suffering
from touches of home sickness, honorable
even in strong-hearted men, and have been

pressed down by the fear of what might
await their families, should their lives, like
those of their missing comrades, be called
for as a new offering on Freedom's altar.
thirst,

and other privations new ta
the sons of
thrifty New England; and from ’all these
causes they were déjected as they steamed
their way up the James River.
At a certain spot—a spot never to be for-

do not dissent

from

the conclusion

that ‘‘something must be done,” and that
“intelligently,

and

promptly,

efficiently,”

their attention and brought them to their
feet. A lone woman stood on the bank,
waving aloft for their cheer and welcome

be-

Resolutions were passed denouncing the
salary grab, the interference of federal offi-

thing that

cers in state elections, calling with emphasis

ing the whole burden of their support on
the mother. A kind lady questioned this
child, but six years old, as to how they got
along.
J
+‘Oh,” said little Molly, “mother and I do

for purity in the civil service, and tossing
verbal compliments to the labor reformers,
woman suffragists, prohibitionists, &c. Its
BE
noticeable work was the defeat of Butler, of
Paul and Felix. .
which we have spoken elsewhere.
rt
THE ALABAMA AWARD,
j
We know how Paul would bring home}
the word on both “sides. He would keep
Some of the most important events are
nothing back. He strikes with a will. He performed so quietly as to arrest little atthrusts the sword in to the hilt. He has no tention. On Tuesday, 9th inst., such an
compassion
; for he knows that compassion occurrence marked the diplomatic life at
in this place is unfaithfulness to a fellow- Washington. About ten o'clock, Sir Edsinner’s soul. Felixis compelled to listen, ward Thornton accompanied by Mr. Archi-

all the work now,and we do it first rate.”
‘But what can you do to help, with such

little hands as those 7” asked the lady.
Molly held up her plump little hands, and
turning them over again and again, said,—
‘Oh, I can do lots and lots!

cradle pillow, and blow the whistle for the
baby. Sometimes mamma gets tired washing,and she cries. © Then I go and lift baby
out of the cradle—he’s awful heavy—and
hold him right up before mamma.
Then

+9

Between Sir Samuel

cided orders have been sent here, and should
the slave trade recommence when I leave, it

will be the fault of the Soudan

"There are now

eleven

another matter,

There never were more vigorous, telling,
and seemingly successful attacks upon the
authenticity and avithority of the Bible than
now.

But there never were so many Bibles

printed;
never

mever

so many

so many persons

in

widely diffused;
church,

family,

and Sabbath schools studying its precepts;

of the ease-loving at

home, there were still hearts suffering

with

them, and praying for their safety and their

return. They forgot their gloom, engaged
in conversation, and ere they knew it, were
at their haven.
She did not create the symbol,

nor inspire its

And what
waved the
very little
toiled and
but it was

folds

with

patriotism.

did this woman do? She simply
flag to cheer them on. It was a
thing. Probably .ehe had long
watched for her country’s heroes,
this one little act which inspired

And
them then with hope and courage.
even if she had done no more, if she was too

poor to give, too frail to nurse, too isolated
to join'in benevolent and patriotic enterprises, this one deed was enough to bless
her memory, and to make us wish to know
her name.
”

the

acceptance of the treaty negotiated with
him by Sir Bartle Frere has brought upon
him,” A visit.to Europe will convince hiin
of the hopelessness of resisting the determination of the Christian nations to put an
end to the slave trade all through the continent.

moves not swifter before the whip than
is substantial

and

true,

and

makes the heart triumph in hope of things
unseen.

and, what is much more, Felix is compelled

bald, British Consul General at New

to listen with secret application of the dreadful word to himself. As the preacher advanced from point to point, the conscience
of the governor, as tlie voice of God in his’

called on Secretary Fish at the State Department, and handed over to him a coin

Thoughts.

Disappointments don’t change
their nature,

who

have

us.
not

Only they are shafts
souls,

and

They
ruin

in

sent" {o

whatever

is

there, whether gold or only copper, they
bring it to the surface.—Situations are like
skeing of thread or silk. To make the most
of them, we need only to take them by the
right end.—Tdleness is the dead sea that
swallows up all virtues, and the, self-made
sepulcher of a living man;?
The idle man is
the devil's urchin, whose livery is rags, and
whose diet and wages are famjpe and dis-

edse.

As Satan selects his disciples when

they are idle, so our Saviour chose his while
they were busy at their trade, either mend-

ing their nets, or casting them into the sea.
Nay, he himself stooped to a trade, and was
a carpenter,—Public opinion is the world’s
law, but the chuveh's idol.
It is that line

on the moral thermometer above which

the

worldling never
Christian should

the
the

children

rises,
never

and to which
sink.—Govern

by gentleness; even
rom

4

the

camel

York,

certificate representing fifteen and oné-ha'f

millions gold, the amount awarded to the
United States by the Geneva Arbitration.
On the one side he is unrighteous; on The transfer of the money was not accomthe other he is impure ; and when the judg- panied by any formal speeches or addresses,
ment fo come is pressed forward, he felt as but was done in a business-like way. Secif an angel with a flaming sword were ap- retary Fish wrote out a receipt in payment
proaching to destroy him, while he had no of the money, which he’ handed over to
power to escape.
Minister Thornton, and thus a great controFelix is like a man chained to the ground versy between two nations was settled, in a
in the middle of Mount Cenis tunnel. Above, financial point of view. After a few minutes’
below,and on either side he is shut in. With- conversation, the British Minister and Conout a figure, the barriers on all sides are sul General took their departure, looking in
nothing else and nothing less than the ev- a very happy frame of mind. The civilized
erlasting hills. While he is chained to the and Christian world has a right to rejoice
spot in that dark avenue, he looks along over such a moral triumph as that.
the gloomy telescope tube, and lo!in the
STOCK OPERATIONS IN WALL STREET.
distance a red fiery spark, like a fixed star.
The Gold quotations during the past week
It is like an eye, all-seeing and angry, glarLave changed enough to surprise and glading on him from afar. But as he gazes on
den the country,—dropping to 110 and, a
it, he perceives that it is growing larger,
fraction. = It is apparently the outcome of
aud, ob,horror! it is advancing. It is coming
gambling operations in stocks, in New
with inexpressible speed. It is a fiery enYork, similar to those which gave us the
gine rushing on—rushing over him !
Black Friday a few years since, and managFelix trembled, and well he might. He
ed largely by the same speculators. Jay
has reached that point mn spiritual experience on which the Philippian jailer stood, Gould had his hand in the affair, but, instead of controlling the gold market, it was
when he “called for a light and sprang
too much for him. The price went down in
in trembling.” But, alas! he does not seek
spite of his pushing upward, arid he is rerelief fromthe terror of conviction where
ported a loser to the amount of a million
the official in Philippi sought and found it.
and a half of dollars. Whereat the public
Instead of “What must I do to be saved ?”
is hard-hearted enough to say, “Served him
breast,

murmured,

‘“Thou

art the man.”

it is, “Go thy way for this time.” Two men

right; pity ‘thé

losses

were

not

heavy

may be led by nearly ‘the same path into
enough to strip him financially naked, and
those soul-pangs which accompany convicsend him to the pillory of bankruptcy.”
tion of sin, and yet the two men may follow
MORE NEWS OF THE POLARIS.
opposite courses in life, and meet opposite
Information has been received from the
rewards in eternity. It is not how you fall
into the pains of conviction that fixes "your ship Tigris, belonging to the relief expestate, but how you get out of them. Not dition sent to learn the fate of the steamer
how you were wounded, but how you are Polaris and the remainder of her crew.
healed, is the turning-point of the loss or Th¢ substance of what is now reported is
saving of the soul. Instead of seeking heal- this: The Polaris went down a wreck in
ing in accepting Christ his Saviour, Felix Aug., having been previously abandoned:
sought ease by stifling the preacher's voice
—quenching the Spirit who spoke in the
preacher.
r
v
0-0-6

Sparks from a Welsh Anvil.
.

She drifted away. from the Tyson

—

Four kings and two queens met together
around the Cross. The four kings were
Satan, Sin, Death, and Jesus of Nazareth,
and the two queens were the Law and the
Daughter of Zion; but only three of the

party on

the 15th of October last, being then about
sixty miles north of Northumberland Island.
There, on

Littleton

Island,

dington and the portion

Captain

of the

Bud-

crew

with

him passed the winter, and on the first of
July, set off southward in two boats; since

which time there is no trace of them. It is
conjectured that they fell in with whalers
off the southerly coast of Greenland, and:

will yet make

their appearance.

The re-

cords of the party up to the time of their
six went home with their crowns on their leaving Littleton’s Island have been securheads.
Jesus, a conqueror, the law honor- ed, but whether they throw any lighton the
ed, and the Daughter of Zion having life abandonment of the Tyson party, and on
though his blood.
:
.
other points, remains to be seen.’
There is nothing little in religion, and
FRUIT AND FRUIT-GROWERS.
there is nothing great without it.
The American Pomological Society held
Moses turned the water into blood, but its annual meeting in Boston last week,
Jesus into wine.
and made a most creditable display and a
The body of the ungodly mau is merely al grateful impression.
Nebraska,
Kansas,

coffin for a dead soul.

i

and

Missouri, Texas, &c., sent up collections
of fruit that were a surprise and a joy,

gives

both in their variety, quantity and quality.
The Mass. Horticultural Society played the

God has two thrones, one in heaven,

the other in the believer’s heart.
Hope is the handkerchief that God

his children to wipe away their tears,
It is not the miser that possesses his mon-

ey, for the money possesses him,
Stephen. could see. heaven through
shower of stones..

Old Simeon in the temple had a song on
his lips, Christ in his arms, and
his soul.—D. Oliver Edward.

Events of the

heaven

part of host most generously and agreeably.

Faneuil, Horticultural and Music Halls were
all appropriated to the show, which set half

a the
in

visitors into

ecstacies, and give all

of them an intense fruit hunger, which was
treated much more effectually by the discussions that took place at the tables than
by those which distinguished the platform.

TRANSATLANTIC BALLOON PROJECT.

Week.

At

—O—

THE MAINE ELECTION.
The Me. state election passed off so quietThese are the points of Livingstone’s zeal, ty on Monday, 8th inst., as almost to warand show how one earnest man ‘can move rant the'uséof the word apathy. A stranger would hardly have been aware of the
the world: With the slave trade suppressed, the way wilt be prepared for the Chris- fact that an election was in progress. In
contrast with that of last year, when almost
tianization of Africa.
every town was in spasms; it is very noticeBEAR
SSS
a oo
|
able. -It illustrates the law of reaction in

the bottom of our

ten ; that however much of'selfishness there

authorities.

steamers on

White Nile, and with honest cruising no
slaver could escape. The Viceroy sent orders to Khar
that at all costs the main
channel of the White Nile should be cleared.”
:
It is equally encouraging intelligence
that the Sultan of Zanzibar is coming to
Europe. It is said that ‘‘he requires rest
and change after the crisis through wkich
he has passed in connection with the abolition of the slave trade, and that he wishes
to escape for a time the odium which the

raised them aloft. It gave them new life
by assuring them that they were not forgot-

ousted from its place by the grace of development, or that God holds his place by the
favor of Herbert Spencer, who graciously
permits us te embrace™a ‘‘relatively concrete” notion of God by reason of our inability to frame the abstract one, is quite

Living-

the equator. His latest letters confirm the
assurance given of the solidity of his conquests. In that dated Khartoum, July 2d,
he says: “I left everything in most satisfactory order throughout my territory—the
Government firmly established ; the natives
contented and paying their corn tax; the
slave-hunters driven from the country; the
officers and troops in good health and spirits,
and no volunteers for Khartoum. Thisisa
change that is the best proof of success.
Two years ago all officers and men wished
to abandon the expedition and return to the
Soudan. The Viceroy has shown great determination in persisting against the slave
trade, and thus opposing the most cherished

to save from it what we can of the floating

done, that the grace of God is likely to be

Dr.

We havé“dlready announced the extension
by Sir Samuel of the boundaries of Egypt to

never ruin people

might be among some

Baker,

stone, and Sir Bartle Frere, the slave trade
in the interior of Africa is faring badly.

the “Stars and Stripes,” ,and for her who

debris, that the Bible depends for -its hold
on the human heart upon our answering
Strauss and other doctors of the Tubingen
school, that Christ is in danger of losing his
crown and fading into a legendary hero of
romance if some one does not paint a finer
and truer picture of him than, Renan hus

i

Baker, Frere, and Livingstone.

the American flag 1 The effect was electric;

that Christianity is a wreck and we. aye only

I set the ta=

ble, and wash the dishes, and shake up the

by the¢‘friends of Christ among us ;” but that
the cause of Christ depends on thelr doing,

it roused their patriotism and warmed their
hearts as they sent up cheer after cheer for

38

hind the flute.—Faith takes hold on some-

There was once a bright, spirited little

institution of his subjects. The most de-

+--+

Wave the Flag.

Number

girl, whose hard-working father was taken
suddenly away from his little family, leav-

of Paul’s conversion, but to demonstrate the

who think Christianity will go to the wall
unless we make better defense against gotten—there appeared on the bank a soli| tary figure, which, at first sight, attracted
Strauss, Renan, Lyell and Spencer :
We

17, 1878.

prayer guage elicited frightened many pious
but timid Christians. Their answers to the she always laughs and takes him, and that
proposed test were often illogical, some- l.rests her, you see.”
i
times not sweet-tempered.
But they lost
Little Molly was doing just what the womno faith in.prayer. There is probably no an onthe James River did,—holding up
man who prays less because of that debate, something to cheer the tired heart; someand there are many who pray with clearer thing wopth living and suffering for, What
and wiser faith.
eth
the flag‘was to the soldier, the baby was to
Our Christian faith does not rest in - ar- the gother ; and Molly did her part of the
gument, it can not be counter-vailed by ,arat work in reminding her of it. Who
gument.
It resis in personal experience.
can not do as miuch as this in the family, to
We believe in the Bible because it has been relieve the weariness and discouragements
a light to our feet and a lamp to our path. which are felt, more or less, by the burdenWe believe in prayer because by means of bearers ?
it we have held sweet communion with our
Who can not hold up the banner for that
Heavenly Father. We believe in Christ be- “kingdom which is not of this world,” encause he has spoken peace and pardon to gaged as it is in a warfare with the power
our souls. We believe in Ggd because we of darkness? We may not be able in our
have dwelt in him and he in us.
weakness to wield the sword, or in our povSo long as the buman heart hungers and erty to provide the sinews of war; but éwe
thirsts after righteousness,so long it can not can stand ap boldly, and in the face ofangry
be kept from the Father's house,where there foes and disheartened friends wave the banis bread enough aud to spare, by arguments ner of the cross,—that banner which is a
of geographers respecting the route thither. pledge of final victory,
"It is indeed true that we need to do someHow often do the servants of the Lord althing, to meet and turn back the tide of most sink by the way, overcome with weaskepticism, and to do it “intelligently,
riness and discouragéments! And how then,
promptly, and efficiently.” But Christianity like angels of light, appear sometimes those
is its own best breakwater. We need not frail ones, who, unable to do more, hold
to defend it, but to use it ; not to invent new aloft the symbols of their faith to cheer them
nor furbish old arguments for its authority, on by reminding them that they are nearing
but to disclose its power by manifesting its home, where triumph must be certain and
spirit ; not to argue the historical credibility complete! ’
:

They had suffered from hunger, and

Defending Christianity.

swindlers before they could execute their
plan. On Friday, a stranger, who styled

sequently

a fort-

feel quite at home here, and every room except the bath rooms, is occupied at different

Financial circles are greatly excited over

a rumored

James

re-

night to aid in a series ‘of meetings. This
is émphatically a public house, and its inmates keep ‘‘open doors.” Except occasionally in the cold season,the outside doors
stand invitingly open day and night, and
are only closed in case of storm. The native Christians and all

BOLD

our

ry

the

time, of our

writing,

known whether the projected

it is not

balloon trip

to Europe is to come off or not. Wise and
Donaldson were to have gone off in company and fellowship on Wednesday. Instead
of that, they quarreled; talked naughtily
about each other to interviewers and
through cards published in the papers; left
the balloon to be partially inflated by
incompetent hands, -and then ripped open
a seam to discharge the gas and save
‘part; no very vital issues were thought to be it from being blown away; then came
involved ; the democrats knew themselves forward as if half reconciled, and promised
to be in a hopeless minority ; Mr. Dingley's to go off according to the programme.
election was accepted as a foregone conclu- Whether there is muéh more than a stupension,and he was very acceptable to the peo- dous hoax and a scheme for advertising men
ple generally. The state ticket was chosen who want to be rich and notorious, will
by a majority of some more than 10,000. probably be learnéd before this statement
The democrats have gained some members reaches its readers.—P. 8. ‘The
balloon
in both branches of the Legislature. Mr. collapsed on Friday, in the process of inDingley is sure to be a popular and efficient flation.
BIE
Governor, - His election may be taken as a
fresh compliment to the Press, as he has

FRANCE AND SPAIN.

France has paid the last installment of her

long been the able and popular editor oti war indemnity to Germany,

Lewiston Journal.
MASS,

This body

REPUBLICAN

was, held

man troops have left

and

home.

the

Ger-

Whereat

Paris makes no secret of her satisfaction,

CONVENTION.

at Worcester,

for

on

Wedhesday, 10th inst.
It gave Gen. Butler
notice that his services'are not in demand

and Berlin, while glad of the money, seems
not over-jubilant at this new proof of French
energy.—Castelar has been put at the
head of affairs in Spain, clothed with ample

at the State House just now, and he took
the announcement with as good & grace as. powers, has frameda new ¢abinet in sympossible, trying to make a virtue of necessi- pathy with his republican views, and the
ty, and to hide his disappointment and cha- people generally wait with an honest ingrin under the mask of a jocularity that terest to see whether he knows how to build
did not appear wholly natural. Governor a free nation out ofthe debris of an over
Washburn was renominated by declamation. thrown and prostrate monarchy.

wl

al

GRACIOUS

wy

MATTHEW

J.

PROF,

A.

CALL.

HOWE,

ve

enthroned.

neither knoweth any

Father,

the

Son .but

11: 25—30.

©

This

Hence, to take his yoke,

“Just as I am, without one plea,”

hymuv has a stanza which is usually outitted,

or

Why © all¥

‘ No
is, no

understand his nature.
be read ** no one,” that

dent

man” may
being, hu-

truth

of

this promise of rest, and the

‘What is meant by * and I will give

sent? Why are the meekness and lowliness of
Christ a pledge of rest to those who eome to him?
30. How does he describe his yoke and burden?
‘What does he mean by this? How does the servjee of Jesus compare with the service of other
masters?
What burdens has a life of sin¥ What
a Christian life? Are you wearing the yoke of
Christ?
What is his invitation to you?

but of rest of soul in the activity and fruitIt is an fulness of virtue, in a state of harmony with
is love, goodness, truth, holiness.
infinite nature of excellence. It is an in- God, and ohunion and fellowship with Jefinite nature of energy and effectiveness. sus. His yoke is easier than the galling
NOTES AND HINTS,
yoke of Satan. It is suited to our natures,
25. The time when Jesus offered this Who can hope to comprehend God? to to our condition and to our fostiy,
praise to his Father was on the return of grasp the length and breadth, the hight
and depth of his thought? the fullness of
the seventy whom he had sent, as he did
s with men? the wisdom of
the twelve, to preach and heal. Luke 10: his sympathie
the mysteries and excellences
counsels?
his
22. They reported to him the success of
ce ? the riches of redempbenevolen
his
of
their mission, and the power of his name
said of the knowledge
David
grace?
tive
over- evil spirits. The kingdom of darkness bowed
to the authority of
Satan fell, as lightning from heayen. Even
the babes of this world beheld the divinity

it.” Jesus
declares, ** No man koows the Father save
to whomsoever the

he

and

Son,

the

of Christ.

of the

By his knowledge

will reveal him.”

BY

Son

Jesus calls God *¢ Father, Lord of heaven
Father, Jesus is qualified to reveal him.
and earth.” It is a favorite term usually This he does. He brings God and men toemployed by Christ in prayer, and in such | gether, and , discloses the goodness of God
discourse as explains his relation to God. to the soul. Mer, however,
to whom the
Jesus does not address the Father as his
forgiving, sympathetic, merciful character
Lord, but * Lord of heaven and earth.”
in’ “part.”
of God is shown, only see
The reason for speaking of God in this,
They do not know as Jesus knows.
They
way is found in what follows. God, the
universal

Ruler,

has

so

governed

khow

that

heart, hungering

are *‘ revealed unto babes.”
He, as ** Lord
of heaven and earth,” could do this. , The

of which

Jesus

at the annual college commencement, it
was received with such an outburst of ap-

And still my soul in dreamy slumber s lying.
God calling yet!—and I not yet arising?

plause as probably never

the fact

So long his loving, faithful voice despising ;
So falsly his unWearied care repaying;
He calls me still—=and still I am delaying.

star in the east.”

speaks as ‘“ hid

preach.

They

for God and coming to

‘Jerusalem, my

glorious

declared him to be

light,

BUTTERWORTH.

.

|

authorites, entitled

“Singers and

Songs

the Chureb.”
The favorite Sunday School hymn
ning—
Sid

the Christ, and verified their words by wonderful works wrought in his name.
They
declared the reign of the Messiah to be

the

*‘ express

unfolding

“ at hand,” and proved it by preaching the

image”

of God’s

of the

Father,

mysterious” being

the

He:

that hath’seen

of

begin-

City Council of Edinburgh, head Master of
the Niddry St. School, and in 1840 was appointed English masterin Madras College.

He held the latter position thirteen years, |
ina} rand ha¥ since resided in Ediuturgh, The

Christ

But thropist, and took an interest, like herself,
| unfo me, and I will give you rest.”
in missions, and in the education of poor
|
the
“réazon
that
the
Jews
were
heavy
laden
“iy
led them unto babes.”
The mis| children.
Mrs, Luke became much attachwas
that,
not
able
to
get
near
to
God,
their
sion of the apostles, as they went preach- |
ed to alittle village school near her father’s
were
sins
remained.
They
not
al
peace
ing and healing, accomplished this result. |
| residence at Pondsford Park, and, on a cerIt was not an arbitrary operation.
God | with God. Theirs is the burden of the sindent”

was

the

same

as

that

bY which

he

.

Y

vet

‘secretly

veiling the

face

of

the

Son

from their sight.
When Christ was preached, the proud philosopher, the wise scholar,

the lofty and the shrewd disdained the truth;
the humble, poor and lowly listened and
believed.
Thus, by the “opération of an
eternal principle of righteousness, God hid,

on the one hsnd, what he revealed on the
other ;—hid frei one class of hearers, re:
vealed
To

to

see

another

the

class.

truth, we

So it is to-day.

must be humble .be-

fore it.

26. In this verse we have the consent of
Christ to the excellence of the principle by
which the results described in the preceding verse were reached. What ¢‘ seemeds
good” was the mode of divine action, not
an arbitrary

regard to
his elect.
was good
condition,
acquired

choice

among

men, : without

their spirit, of certain ones to be
*‘ It seemed good” because it
for him not to regard the outward
nox, the mental eapacity, nor the
knowledge, but the cherished dis-

position of men towards the truth, as. he
proclaimed the doetrine of the kingdom of
heaven.

Otherwise, he

must

change

the

doctrine according to the perverted tastes
and

ter and our Saviour,” we ¢ come” to Christ.
Then rest is-given,—that is, guilt before
God is not felt, and we, pardoned of sin,

made the children of God, have in our
hearts * the love “of God. shed abroad by
the Holy Ghost.” That ii$'a state of rest, a School colleetions, entitled “What
rest in harmony with Christian
and a life of work.

high conceits

of men,

take
the good of earth away from the poor
and lowly.
Whatever seems good in the

sight of God should be studied as a good,
an excellence, a perfection.

27." Christ announces
source of his authority,”

the exten! and
To his govern-

ment all things in heaven or on. earth have
been made subject, so that Jesus can take

to himself the very title just given by
him _to the Father, ‘‘ Lord of heaven and
earth.” This truth is often stated in the

New Testament.
85; 1. Cor.

15:

Matt. 28: 18; John
25—28;KEph.

3:

1: 21, 22;

Phil. 2: 9; Col. 1; 16, 17. The olj
: committing to Christ, the government of

enterprise

29, 30. The yoke to which Christ invites
is in contrast with the yoke of the law,
with the “yoke ‘of paganism, withthe yoke
of irreligion

and

infidelity,

with

the yoke

mustit

be to be there 7” and beginning—

every «dangerous und hurtfal couse.

So freshed with the near prospect of Paradise.

far as it restricts

wus it restricts us to our

She

true

bounds:

119, verse 44,—‘We

welfare,

the limits

and

of happiness.

our liberty

It denies

by

BY

ito us

just what it is a'woe,in the end, to huve.
Hence comparison of Christ’s requirements
with thosé of any rival shows that his yoke
is ‘eagy.. The restraints of Jesus are mild,
and the commands of Jesus are to deeds
bless ‘those who do them, and those |
\
receive the direet results of the obe-}

reading

Bridges

speak

n ‘clergyman in Detroit. "He was
dience,
lis not a hard thing to be a born at Carlisle, Penn., in 1818, and graduChristian. ‘We are not called to serve a ated at Yale College in 1837. He has written a number of hymns, of which “Stand up
mister who is rigorous, exaéting, uhigymfor Jesus,” owing perhaps to its associations,
pathetic and oppressive.
Love is the fulfillment of Christ's law. Love is a pleas- is best known. It ‘was composed to be sung
ant yoke for the neck. Selfishness galls, after a sermon delivered by the. writer on
the sudden death of Rev. Dudley ‘A. Tyng,
pride, hatred and passion gall the’ sensitive
whose dying words to his Christian brothers
flesh, and the more as our years advance.
were, “Stand up for Jesus.”
But'the service of Jesus grows pleasanter
The fine English Sunday School hymn,
as the heart habituates itself to the16 require80 popular in Episcopal churches, beginments of love.
ning—

We take the yoké of Jesus when we give

ourselves to him, and, continuing as disciples to learn of him, we find rest unto onr

‘Daily, daily sing the praises
, Of the city God has made,”

souls, We find rest in doing the will of was composed by Sabine Baring Gould, and
_this world is that he may carry out the work Jesus because we were made to find our originally printed on a card for the use of
“of redemption, thathe may be our Medi- element .in the things he requires. It is St. John’s Mission, Horbury Bridge, Yorkator, our Saviour, our Lord.
If * all the natural air of the soul; we find rest, shire. The same year it appeared in the
things” are delivered unto him, we have too, becauge we enter, then, into fellow= Church Times. The chorus iis vigorous, and
confidence that error and sin will not pre- ship with God; we find rest, also, because the music is as anitnating as the hymn:

REV,

J.

M.

W.

The

Alps

form

wise

men

came

men did not go until more

spells

are

believing

him

after his birth;

for

Luke

than

forty days

tells us

that

Jo-

seph and Mary presented the child in the
temple at the end of forty days, and Mat-

thew says that Joseph took the young child

FARNHAM.

a natural

tween France, Switzerland

boundary

be-

and the Tyrol on

the North, and Italy on the South.
There are numerous passes oxer these
mountains, Mont Cenis and the St. Goth-

rail

Aud evermore do spring;
There evermore the angels sit,

And evermore do sing.
Jerusalem, my happy home,

Would God T were in thee:
Would God my woes were at an end,

Thy joys that T might see.”

Its author was Francis Baker.

The beautifal hymn which has lately be-

come a

the Reformed German
Church in its early
days, was born in. 4697, in the town of Mors,
in Westphalia.
Tle was left an orphan in
boyhood by the death of his father, and, as
his mother’s means were limited, he wus

rienced a deep and abiding spiritual

to

Lake

regret

it,

may

go

Como,

since

shall

the finely eultivated

fields which

level plateau of upper Ialy.
evident that we are

entering

the

leaving

those who were

ayhat the angel told them

about

the child, and’ fhen' * refurned to their
ocks, ** glorifying and praising God;™

the wise men,

being warned

dream,”

“into

nels, and
high

toil up’

steep

the

and

snow

round
region,

and Took down upon the road or village far
belpw and almost perpendicularly beneath
us.

The

houses,

dwarfed fo the

donkeys

seem

size of a child’s toys.

men

It is

clear

day,

and
and

the mists

dis-

in

order, Jirevious

tunvel,

to

entering

to spend

some

the

twenty

of God

and’

no

inconvenience

is experi-

in-

side, and at the first station in France meet
the passport and custom service nuisance.

iva

But his religious perceptions became
clearer; the fountains of heavenly refresh-

ment were opened ; his soul entered into the,

on

fruited
At the

age of 27, he dedicated all his resources and

energies lo the cause of Christ, writing the
dedication in. his own blood. -“‘God graciously called me,” he says,“‘out of the world,
and granted me the desire to belong to

1

long for an eternity that 1 may“shitably
glorify Him for it,”
When he wag thirty years of age, a great
spiritual awakening was -experienced at
Muhlheim, and although Tersteegen shrank
from public notice, he was prevailed upon
to address the people on themes relating to
religious experience. Je began to preach
in private houses, but was soon compelled
te enter upon more publi¢ labors. He
gave up secular employments altogether,
and devoted his whole time fo religious instruction and to the poor. -His house be-

package,

aud

been the most

passed

through

title, ** Visit of ‘the Wise Men,”
ters fully into the reasons for this
We think that the foregoing
amply sufficient tq prove that the
and the

remarkable you could well

see in one day, picturesque, beautiful,
quiet and sublime.
Lo
Geneva is beautifully situated on the
southern shore of the lake of the same
name. In clear weather, Mont
Blanc. is
plainly seen towering far above'all the
other high mountains of this mountainous

region, lifting his_head to the

very

‘»

wise

men

were

entirely

of
unter

the
the

‘which enopinion.
facts are
shepherds
different

persons. We can not conceive why any
one should thick that they were the same,
unless it is because Matthew speaks of the * >
wise men, and says - pothing about the
shepherds; while Lake, on the other hand,
speaks of the shepherds; but-says nothing

about the wise
membered

that

men.

But it" should

neither of the

be re-

evangelists

professes to narrate all the ‘events in the
history of Jesus Christ, and that quite a
number of incidents are narrated by only
one evangelist.
Thus’ John alone tells of

Jesus Christ driyieg the buvers and sellers
and the money-changers out of the temple
at the beginning of his ministry; while the
similar event at the close of his ministry
is narratedby

Matthew,

Mark, and Luke.

And Luke dlone tells of ¢‘the.woman which
was a sinner,” whbo, in the early part of
the ministry of Jesus Chuist, anointed his

feet with: ointment’ in the house of Simon
the Pharisee, in Galilee; while Matthew
‘and Mark tell of the .woman who anointed"

there

to- -day has

they

Bethlehem; but we think
to suppose that, after the

he can, in the Star of Jan. 1
present year, : find ‘an: article

was no more trouble. It is perfectly wonderful to'me how a little money greases
the wheels of government. We
arrived
in Geneya late in the evening, The scen- 4#

ery we have

country”

wise men left Herod, the, star which they
had seen in the east led them to Nazaretl. (See Matthew 2:9, 14; Luke 2:39.)
If the
reader is interested in this last suggestion,

We presented our luggage to be rummaged
as much as they Rlepsed:; (Handing the
officer a franc to expedite matters and pay
him for his trouble, he immediately put a
chalk mark upon each

their own

way from that which

found Jesus at
there is reason

An sthmatie pas-

enced from the smoke if the windows are
open. We quickly glide down the other

At rest, till it finds rest in Thee,”

Him, andto be willing fo follow Him.

grades,

cliffs, till we are in

is pure,

at

“My heart is pained, nor can it be

the heavenly confines as manhood
in a serene and cloudless old age.

stream fed by | the

went

by a different

senger in our car wished the windows
carefully clused, but it is ‘said that the air

experience in the words of St. Augustine :

it were,

and

along

the glaciers and fathomless snow-beds of
the upper regions.
We shoot through tun-

eight-mile

Ie fell upon his

live, as

phin

After several hours amidst this beautiful
and sublime Alpine scenery, the train stops
before the eutrance to the great tunnel.
The pause affords the hands
connected
with thé train an opportunity to. see that

knees and implored God to spare his life,
that he might prepare for eternity.” He ex-

to

the

winding

the banks of a mounfain

minutés under ground.

into manhood, and

cover the

appear
before us up the
mountain-side,
and the air constantly
grows
colder, as
the train with two engeities is urged onward and upward.

inte violent convulsions

An

of the

But it is soon

mountains,

‘a beautiful,

work.

and

one

After leaving Turin, our way lay through

ill, being thrown

relief,

see

steamer

has witnessed.

all is

perienced almost immediate

by

by

greatest achievements of seience tie world

He was riding one day
to Duisburg in a
deep forest alone, W “A he suddenly fell

that threatened his life.

from
Milan

thence

we

select

present,

through the lake, and by diligence to the came. There is ne évidence that Herod
Swiss - side of -the Alps. By this route one knew anything aboutthe visit of the shepmust be prepared with winter clothing, or herds, as, if he MAX 'it might have been
he can not endure the cold of (he upper dangerous to Joseph and Mary and the
egion where he may have a day or two child to remain at Bethlehem till the time
arrived for pyrification in the temple; but
among snow-drifts.
This consideration led a party, provided when the wise men came to Jerusalem,
with only. suitable clothes for this fine inquiring, ** Where it he thats born king
spring weather, to abandon all thought “of the Jews?" it made a ‘great stir, and
of an otherwise desirable route. We are not only was Herod the king, troubled, but
all Jerusalem with him. The shepherds
shut up to Mont Cenis, and do not to mach

latter, you

If you

hav ing seen the child, told

There trees forevermore bear fruit,

the

attention:

and his mother into Egypt immediately
after. the wice men left them. The shepherds found Jesus lying in a manger, indi- *
cating that he was in a stable; the wise
men found him in-a-house. The shepherds,

ard attracted our

ow Psalih

Stein

your

bran
A Sd

of heaven, but,

composed by George Duffield, a Pres

world,

MONT CENIS TUNNEL.

restof divine love,and found in it a press
ent heaven. lle thus gratefully writes sof
Oh! tgvbe there.”s «Phe+original has six the change: ‘‘He took me by the hand, be
stanzas.
" drew me away from perdition’s yawning
The American Sunday School hymn, be- gulf, directed my eye to Himself, and opened to me the'infathomable abyss of his lovginning—
ing heart.” He seemed to be drawn into
“Stand up, stand up for Jesus,”
closer fellowship with Ged as youth ripened
had been

giddy

the

ed Jesus on the day of his birth; the wise

Homeward.

ward conflict followed,
for his early religious
“ We speak of the Fealms of the blest,”
was written by » young English lady, he j| comforts seem to have been like wanderwife of Thomas Mills, Bsq., M. P., ae ing lights, now vanishing and now appearing. "He used to express, this state of his
was much esteemed for ber amisbleness)
tenderness of feeling, and calm religious
trast. She died at the age of twenty-four.
The hymn was composed about three weeks

vain and
broken,

them;

The flood of life doth flow;
Upen whose bdnks on every side
The wood of life doth grow.

once dedicated his life to Christ.

of guilt borne’ by every.neck, and galling
every neck not wearing the yoke of ‘Christ
instead. The religion of Christ 'is a hin- before her decease, while she was yet Jingdrance to men in the pursuit ‘of evil, in ering,as it were,on. the heavenly border,re-

and thus | that
the good of the gospel, together, with ;who

the

of the hymn, which is Christ's present sympathy for the little ones," Was brought to her
mind while riding in a stage coach, and she
composed the poem during the ride, while
the inspiration of the subject yet, lingeved.
It was published in 1865.
The hymn found in nearly all Sunday

the

wise men went to Jerusalem to inquire
where he might be found. The shepherds

to be king, that they might pay homage
to him, and present giftsof gold, frank-’
incense, and myrrh. The shepherds visit-'

yet!—and T ne answer giving;
yoke, and am in bondage living,
linger, but
not yet forsaken,
still—0
xy poor heart, awaken!

Sweeter than all ithe voico of God hath spoken.

**Quite through the street with silver sound,

went di-

to Bethlehem:

God calling
I dread his
Too long I
He calls me

Now,

Thames, during the reign of Elizabeth,
Its
figures avd contrasts are those of imprisen-

*‘ seen his

The. shepherds

went full of wonder and curiosity to verify
the fact that had been imade known to.

Nor to my God a \eart divided carry;

"tain occasion, wished to write a lifile song put to work as an apprentice when very
shuts no eyes when spreadinz the evidences | ner. Jesus says, not to them only, but to
for it, that would awaken an interest in res voting at Muhlleim, on the Rbur.
Here,
of his working before men.to secure their « all ye that iabor and are heavy laden,”
ligion, and have a salutary effect on the when about fifteen years of age, he became
come
unto
me.
The
way
to
come
is
to
befaith. God does not mock men appearing
lieve and do his will. ,
When we bow sin- minds of the children. The leading thought | deeply concerned for bis soul, and expeto disclose to them the presence of" his Son,
cerely at his feet, hen we say honestly
and heartily, *¢ We accept thee as our Mas-

the

He still is ready, willing to receive me,
Is waiting now,but ah! He soon may leave me.

Oh, calling yet! Lfcan no longer tarry,

happy home,”

favorite in the Sunday School,
gospel to the poor, and casting out devils.
hymn beginning—
:
Young People’s Meetings, and Inquiry
hath
seen
the
Father.
But
Christ
is
only
These were the things of Which, on their |
“1 think when I read that sweet NY of old,”
Meetings, beginning, “God calling yet,”
return, they spake ‘‘ with joy” to Christ, known, God is only revealed, to the eye of which is sometimes: attributed to Mrs, Jud+
was written by Gerhard Tersteeden. Thousfaith.
calling him *‘ Lord.” By * the wise” are
son,
was
composed
by
Mss.
Jemima
Luke,
ands
who sing this ‘hymn, and who also
98. Christ, having declared his authority
meant the philosophical, speculative and |
a benevolent and accomplished English lady, love to sing another precious stanza from a
|
and
character,
now
invites
those
who
have
self-coneeited ; by ‘the prudent,” the shrewd
born at Colebrook Terrace, Islington, Au g. | hymn by the same author, beginning—
men of this world, able tc command the never known God to come and be at peace
19th, 1813. She took a great iaterest -in
“Is there a thing beneath the sun,
with
him.
By
those
that
‘
labor
and
are
very stones to be made gold.
1. €or. 1:
That strives with Thee my heart, to share?” .
missionary enterprises, and for. several
heavy
laden”
he
means
all
whose
souls
are
19.
By “ babes” are meant those of a
years edited The Missionary Repository. know but little of the personal history of
burdened
and
distressed.
The
toil
and
the
child-like temper.
The Pharisees and
She exhibited a finie lit eFiTy and poetic taste the writer. Others who love to read—
Scribes represented . the former class, who burden from which the Jews suffered were
early In life, and at the age of thirteen was
produced
by
their
ignorance
of
God's
char“Thou hidden love of God, whose hight”—
had eyes but could not see and’ ears but
able to write acceptably for the Juvenile have névecheard of the great religious hap“acter
and
will.
They
had
made
his
worcould not hear, from whom the truthsof
Magazine.
The hymn was composed under
Christ were hid ; the apostles and ail dis- ship difficult, his «Jaws trivial and perplex- somewhat peculiar circumstances, aud she piness and elevation of soul that its German
ing.
They
were
cumbered
with
the
teachauthor enjoyed,
ciples constituted the latter class, who be- |
had no idea of its value or ultimate. popuings
of
blind
leadérs.
Yet
they
knew
Gerhard Tersteesen, the original author
came as little children and entered the kingHer father,
To larity at-the time of writing.
of the hymns to which we have alluded; and
dom of God. The method of God's hid- | more of God thun any other people.
Thomas Thompson, Esq,, was aphiianone of the most eminent religious pocts of
ing ¢ these things from the wise and pru- 4 them, to all, therefore, Jesus said, ¢* Come

visible way.

to make

of bis birth from having

rectly from their flocks

God calling yet—loud at my door is knocking,
And I, my heart, my ear, still firmer locking,

ment.
Such lines as
i
“0 happy harbour of God's saints,”
The writers of the best Sunday School |
“There envy bears no sway,
hymns are benefactors, whose influence is |
“Thy turrets and Thy pinnacles,
bar dly calculable, but whose personal his“We that are here in banishrhent,”
tory, with but few exceptions, is lite
known. Many of the facts in this article have new meanings as we understand the
are gathered from an English volume on associations amid which they werd writhymn writers, compiled after years of cor- ten. Some of the stanzas, usually omitrespondence, research and comparison of ted in hymn books, are very beautiful :

hidden from those who stay

away from Christ, or come to God by some
other path. Besides, Christ is, in himself,

grebted an

was written in the Tower of London on the

|

It is an office |
* There is a happy land,”
know of Gea seems to haye been suggested by a Hebrew
nature gives, melody. It was written by Andrew Young,
God by him a cultured Scotchman, and a popular teacher
divine character in atrue and of youth. In 1830, he was elected by the

Péhold the

+ which he had sent the apostles and thé sevto

The Son

HEZEKIAH

Hymns

before

Oxford student. His aged father and mother were present on the occasion. After the
reading of the poem, young Heber was for
a long time missing, and his mother, going
to look for him, softly opened the doot of
his sleeping room.
She found him on his
knees breathing out his soul in gratitude
and prayer.
The hymn, used both in the church and
Sunday School, beginning—

Christ for this revelation.
of Jesus to make the race
with better knowledge than
to make all who come.unto

from the wise and prudent,” were those
truths concerning himself and his kingdom
enty

but not altogether.

wills to reveal the Father to every sincere

“ things hidden from the wise and prudent”

*¢ things”

truly,

S Is;

Ww riters of

‘It

for me.

far below the

distance’ therefrom. The shepherds wore
informed by an dngel that the Christ was
born in Bethlehem; the wise men knew

This passing life, these passing joys, all flying,

Communicications.

of God, ** It is too wonderful
Jesus. |
.
| is high; I can not attain unto

side

'A Biblical Question.

estine” was first read by him in the theater,

of God

The nature

Son will reveal him.”

by

near a trinmphant exit,. which took place,
In'answer to thoinguirer'n’ the Morning
April 8d, 1769. He lived an ascetic life” in Star of Sept..3,; as to whether ‘the wise
his best years, practicing austerités, that no
- The favorite Sunday School hymn, begin- ‘physical impediment might shut out the: men Spoken of. pe Matthew; and the
shepherds spokenof by Luke, were the .
ning—
heavenly light or hinder the work of the same persons,” the following facts'are . pre“By cool Siloam’s shady rill,”
Holy Spirit in conforming his soul to the sented to shew that they could not have
was composed by Bishop Heber, He but will of God. He produced one hundred rebeen the same persons: _
gives in it his own experience, His early ligious poems and spiritual songs, some of
The men spoken of by Luke were shepfeet ‘‘trod the paths of peace,” and his mind
the best of which Wesley translated, and herds; those by Matthew were vise men,”
was early “upward drawn to Ged.” He whose authorship is attributed to Wesley in
was a solitary student at Oxford, his gen- most Ameriewns collections of hymns. The or magi, The shepherds were keeping
tle, devotional npdture shrinking from the following is a very literal translation of flocks in the same country as that in which
Jesus was, that is, somewhere near Bethshow and affectation of society. His fine Tersteegen's hymi Beginning—
lehem ; but the wise men came *f from the
poem, “Palestine,” was written for a ocol- |
i GOD CALLING YET.
.
east,” which was “evidently ‘outside ' of
lege exercise. Though so quiet, he became
God calling yet—ind shall I never hearken?
| Palestine, and probably at a considerable
greatly beloved at Oxford, and when: ‘*Pals:
But still earth’s witcheries my spirit darken;

to find a rest of ease, self-indulgence, sleep,

whomsoever the

to

he

the Son, and

saye

makin
revefe

and respected in foreign lands, his life drew

“Just as I am, of that free love, The breadth, length, depth and hight to prove,
Here for a season, then above,
O Lamb of God, I come.”

assurance that the service of Jesus is pleasman or angelio, * knoweth the Son.” Je- ant and satisfying, none should be hindersus calls himself ¢ the Son” because he is ed by their timidity, their fears of failing
Luke in the Christian lite, their age, poverty,
the ** only begotten of the Father.”
1: 35. In his matare divine, in his person sense of guilt, or aught else, from coming
both human and divine, ** the Son of man,” to him. To every one in the community, at
home, in the Sabbath school, Jesus says,
“the Son of God,” the God-man.
« Neither knoweth any man the Father, ‘* Come unto me.” But come not expecting

you rest’
29, W hat doesshe require of the heavy laden?
How can one take the yoke of C hrist¥
What
grounds for heeding the invite ition does he pre-

coyeries that grace was constantly
to his soul, beloved at home and

which wergive here =

side

lines of water

near and it is
within our veach, but better counsels prevail, and to-morrow we leave for Basle via.
Freybourg and Berne.

has recently been noticed in several relig- s piritually minded people who flocked to
ious papers. It was written by Charlottes. «visit him, of the consolations of his own
Elliott of Torquay, in Devon. The original luminous experience, and of the new dis-

Father save the Son.” Express- what is the same, to enter or fervice to
QUESTIONS.
a bewildering claim as that of him and to live a Christian life is to find
25. What expression of thankfulness is here
how could Christ avoid con- what every man hungers and yearns after,
Lord,
universal
recorded?
The oceasion of it? Luke 10: 17—20,
It is true that the
founding his hearers, ard overturning their rest unto the soul.
What "is meant by * these things”?
Who are
meant by *‘the wise and prudent”?
Who by
state of a disciple is that of a * doer of the
lookthey
as
them,
expect
he
Could
faith?
“ habes”?
How did God hide, and low reveal
In that is the pleasure of the state.
ed on him in the limits of manhood, to be- word.”
these things?
26, Why did God choose this pring iple of hidActive virtue is necessary to rest of soul.
Did
being?
infinite
an
was
he
that
lieve
ing and revealing Jruth? When did God make
they not know him, as they had known the To be alive unto righteousness and dead
this choice?
Eph.1
4
What is deliyere i to Jesus?
The meaning
prophet before bim ? Christ reconciles his unto sin is a state of happiness.
of the statement?
What does Jesus further de- |
Jesus does not promise slamber or torclare?
The meaning of * no man knoweth the | claim of universal government to his conSon, but the Rather ”¢ The meaning of ** ne ither | dition, . They did not know
The por, but sympathy with his benevolence and
him.
knoweth any
man the Futher, save the Son”?
very angels did not. Only God himself love for his truth that make his yoke. easy
How «
esus reveal the Father?
Tow hom?
1 John\4/
7,8
Why does he not, reveal the
could fathom the mystery of his being and and his burden light. In view of the €viJohn §—19.

Iyould seek the*walls of Zion, | ~
"Far beyond the starry sky.”

. The authorship of the hymn begintfng=—

man the
ing such

28. Whit invitation does Jesus give?
Whom
does b he Jme an by ** those that labor and are heavy
laden’
Why does he give this invit: ation at all?

came famous as the Prlgrim: s Cottage, and glaciers. The streams run
was visited not only by the most eminent for a little distance, and the
Christians of Germany, but by multitudes of two colors may be traced
of peop)or from foreign lands. Thus Spend- point of junction,
ing his
in communion with God and
We are strongly Aempted
in humble charities, and speaking tothe trip § Mont ‘Blane’ while so

“Ob that I bad wings of angels,
Hereto spread and heavenward fly,

his head a few ‘days before his. crucifixion
in the house of Simon the leper at Bethany

-

BY

able, loving in all relations to men.

17, 18575.

~~

THE

NOTES

meek and Joviz in

character which Jesus elaims, he elaims for
It is meek, not harsh, mot
not, ean not baflle his desigus, nor escape his service.
What can not an grinding, not oppressive, but géntle and
from his rightful sway.
omnipotent Saviour do for-bis follower and kind. Hw heart is expressed in his laws,
friend? But as hiS‘power is.infinite, so is counsels, promises, warnings. We find in
«No man knoweth the the religion of Jesus his own sweet spirit
| his knowledge.

Sabbath School LessorvSSept. 2,
AND

am

heart,” that, is, gentle, Tonsiderate, rcason-

They do

subject to his power.

are

wicked

QURSTIONS

Jesus says, “I

vail against his chsh, The gome) of the
Son of God is directed by bim that has **all
power in heaven and in earth.” "Even the

SEPTEMBER

’

Dyfi,

STAAR,

MORNNIN G

THE

in Judea; and from Johnwe learn. that the
woman last named was Mary the sister
of Martha

and of Lazarus,

also anointed his feet.

No

Service
pr

oo

and, hat
:
a

Small.

she

-

———

No form of holy service is. to be Nightly

set by. ‘To unloose the latchets of Christ's
shoes might séem very trivial; it might
even seem as if it involved the Joss of selfrespect for a man of position and influence.
to stoop to offices which a servant might
quite as well perform, Why should I bring

myself down to that? 1'will Jearn of Christ;
T will distribute bread among the, multitude

for Christ; T will have my boat by the sea-

clouds shore ready for Christ fo preach in, or T will

from which he is”sometimes hardly distin- "go-ind fetch the ass upon which he shall
guishable, Pretty little steamers ply on ide in triumph into Jerusalem; but what
the lake making tegulap. exeursions dai- need can there be for the diseiple to become
a mere menial ? Such a question as that is
Iy.
Its beautiful natural scenery, salabrious here forever silenced, and the spirit which
Nothing
climate, good institutions of learning and dictates it is practically rebuked,
healthy moral atmosphere make Geneva is dishonorable by which Jesus may be honone of she most desirable places for a res- ored. Nothing lowers a man, if thereby he
idence invthe world. Here lived the Em- honors his Lord. It is not possible for «any

press Josephine, Voltaire, Milton-and Byron.
Calvin and Sir Humphrey

Davy are ‘buried

here, and Gibbon, the historian, lived

near

by, at Lausanne,
To-day we have takensa carriage. and
spent several hours visiting some of the most

interesting localities,

We drove to a point

where the blue waters of the

Rhone,

>

§

1

[

er ought we to know that the lowest grade
of service bestows dignity upon: the man.

who heartily performs it. Even the least
and most obscure form of serving Christ is
more high and lofty than we are worthy

to

undertake,—§

after

passing through the lake, mingle with the
muddy water of the Arve, fresh from the

.

godly work to be beneath our dignity ; rath-"

It is ensier to set a

man

against all. the

world than to make him fight with himself.

Ayre

yy

Selections,

corrupting, t¢ religion, than a devotion

its outward forms.
cent temple, you
awe.

genuine ; mere natural and sentimental

Bending o'er our baby’s cradle,

for

spiritual and holy affections! There is a
special infatuation in the love of what is
nd and splendid in religion. The mind
ngers on mere symbols and shadows.
The beart contents itself with the mere
shell and semblance of worship. You can

ith an awful dread,

ole the whisper

“ Dearyife, our child is dead.”
Swift ceasedmy heart from beating—
‘Would it be:
in no more?

Yet through the blank, the whisper,

Seemed repeated o'er and o'er.

not take a beautiful image as a

that'day of torture,
All through ng®nd
less

guide and

help to devotion, except at the
hazard of
making the image an idol. How,then,
can
you call to your aid in the sanctpary all
that can deiight the sense, the imagination,
or the taste, without danger of a more sen-

night,
And seemi
were often moved in prayer,
wi
it,
ut never once
T would not pray for strength to bear
This trial Ho had sent;
But upudly asked the jewel back
He had only lent.
Which

‘suous and less spiritual worship

?

Besides,

is it not a sign of epiritual inferiority
and
immaturity, when one relies much
on
sensible helps ? Only in the earlier stages
of Ye Christian life should we care to spell,
as it were, oul ofa picture-book.
i,
But then, are we not all children, or so
much like children that we need, more than
we suppose, to have things symbolized?
Who is not more active in sense, and in

But tired at last with grieving, .

And praying
fruitless prayer,
He kindly sent sweet slumber
To banish earthly care,
And in my slumbers, God-like,
we
"He sent me sweetest rest;

For in dreums I saw my darling .
Pressed to her Saviour’s breast,

And somewhere from the distance

imagination,

+ Came a soft, sweet voice to me,

than

in

reason?

Then o’er my troubled spirit
Such blessed calm there fell,

graces of worship? Moreover, how can we
reach the wouldly and wicked, unless we

My 3

#

Coup up

He doeth

the glad refrain,

in

they

our

nor

bear.

to

able

are

brethren

There are those who run such financial
risks in church-building, as neither honesty
nor prudence} nor a due regard to the regular claims of Christian

benevolence,

can

to speak of any special claims,)

(not

ever

There are those, tou, who groan

warrant.

until they sink under their self-imposed
burdens. But what if we must draw to
some:extent

on

in

rely,

and

future,

the

part,.on others? In every new and rapidly' growing community, do we not build for
others even more than for ourselves?
What if we must temporarily give less than
we otherwise would to Home and Foreign
Missions? Are we not learning how to
give on a free and liberal scale, and thus
opening a-fountain te which they may continually resort for their mie
supplies.
‘Is it certain that more would go abroad if
less were spent aL home? And, after all,
how séldom do those break down who
wonld bear heavy burdens and submit even
to unprecedented

sacrifices. for the

Only let them not pledge what is not
own.

Let

them

beware,

too,

lest

“ tempt the Lord,”
_ No! if they must be 30 rich and
as to attract attention

to

attractive

Lord.

their
they

elegant

themselves,

and

even cultivate a love of show and display.
How much that seems dazzlingly if not ostentatiously beautiful!
How much that is
fitted to divert and distract the mind! The
embellishments which might answer for a
gallery of art, or a temple of music and
leasure, have no place in a church.

and

and

look

on

im-

very fact that

the sculptured

or

Knocking

pictured

or poor, whether

6th

rude

or noble,

Christ,

for

What

I

am

holy.”

Always

rather, ** Behold, O

must we

and

look upon the face of thine Anointed.”
And ever since that face dropped
pale and
gory on his breast with that dying sentence, ** It is finished,” God has only to
look upon it to justify any sinner, however
iilty, who looks upon it also in a trusting
faith.

Believest thou this, my heart? Or i8

pride setting you to the hopeless task of
self-redemption, putting you to
gazing upon
some thin transfiguration of self,

to

find

rich

without

a

ground-work for confidence and trust ?
But many are beguiled away from the
simplicity that is in Christ by a false humility. ~Unworthy? Most assuredly you are.
And if you lived to be the veriest saint, you
will be so still. And that is, the reason
a house to worship! But, then,
why God has chosen to save you by one
no need of this. How much that who is worthy. 1t is not a question of
without being showy—clegant | what you deserve, but what. Christ debeing extravagant! Nor should we | serves. And for you to refuse to take the

be blamed, il" we can

only

learn

to

do

a | place which God assigned you in redemption, because of a sense of unfitness, that

thing well by occasionally overdoing it.
No! if they are not to be in all respects
adapted
church,
ty.
In
consist

to their end.
Never, at least mm a
should utility be sacrificed to beaufact, the beauty of a church must
chiefly in its fitness to its social and

eciipse, and Christ is made

of. none

tion and comfort of the hearer—mere

to oor

=

there

are

splendid

whose acoustics are nearly

p5

Gre-

But,

happi-

audience

rooms,

perfect,

. comforts, too, are seldom equaled;
light, and heat, and air, as well as

whose

where
sound,

are distributed with the utmost facility.
No! if they are not to be open and free,
or at least inviting. to all classes,—if they
must lead to needlessly expensive seats,
and choirs, and salaries; to a religious
aristocraey ; to a spirit of exelusiveness; to

all manner of social finery and excess ;—if
they are made so rich and elegant that the
-

poor can not be welcomed

to them,

or,

welcomed, can not feel at home. But
danger, though real, is by mo means

if

the
in-

surmountable.
The cheapness of the seats,
the smallness of the incidental expenses,

the equality of different classes, and their
freedom from fashionable folly; the -cordiality with which the poor are received,
and their chances for a true Christian
home, depend, after all,

not

so

much

on

the house of worship as on the number,
character and culture of the worshipers.
No! if they are at variance with the
spixit or geniusof Christianity. They accorded with Judaism, with its types and
shadows, its altars and sacrifices, its elaborate and splendid ceremonial. Hence the
Jewish
Tabernacle and temple. If we
were building but one great central metropolitan church, we might well make it
as magnificent as possible, and might plead,
in go (¢ Sing, a divine sanction.
Romanism

hE Lat Vee. AMIE cadbiEe,

whether it be a proud self or an humble; a
self-righteous self or “a self-condemning

self’; the moment you put it in the place of
the cross, you. throw the atonement into

ly,

hod

And that 1s
I care not

selt' in the place of the cross.
always to set aside Christ,

religious uses. ‘And yet how many rich
and elegant churches are not fit to preach
in—to say nothing of the personal proteccian or Gothic monstrosities!

care

It is putting

is not humility, but unbelief.

effect

The gospel stipulates to take men at
their worst or at their best. And it matdo
it

It has to
ters little which.
| work for both.
know
You

the same
costs our

government just as much to uniform a
well dressed recruit as it does a ragged one.
Tu either case the recruit must

put

off

last,

in any church.

say,

shield,

our

God,

and

but

not

least.

r———

do

most

Lincoln

writes:

THE

his

truth

what in word we pray for, tell him to his
face as many false tales as we make petiby his endeavors
that God’s name

By DANIEL

advauced

will should

and

be

shows, ‘by his

forsaking sin, that he desires so much as he
should have the forgiveness of it? Nay,

who doth not revenge, upon all

good

loved, this is certain; he that employs not
requisite industry to obtain what he pretends to desire, does not desire indeed, but
only pretends to do so: he that desires not
what he prays for, prays with tongue only,

come to Christ. - For in any event he must
put off the old man with his dress, and put
on the Lord Jesus Christ, who of God is
made unto him wisdom and righteousness
and sanctification and redemption.—Nat,

And yet, this is all which men genhim.
erally do, and, therefore, herein also ac-

pray to God,

before he may

does

daliies

and

but plays

not

with

complish this propheey : ‘Having a form of
godliness, but denying the power thereof.”
— Chillingworth.

A

The

Crooked

Stiék.

+ Christ has a service for

all

bers,” says James Therrall, an

his
old

lot whs

a stick.

so

memcarpen-

down a

moderate

that

drinker

and

way,

came where he was, and when he saw him,

he pussed by on the other side. But a temperance man, as he journeyed, came to
where he was, and when he saw him he had

compassion on him, and went to

and

him,

wept over him, and besought him with tears
to repent and reform. ~ Aud he persuaded
him to sit upon his own beast, Total

Absti-

the

morn-

neuce, and brought him to his family,
And

they took care of him.

in

and

ng he spoke kindly to him, and offered
prayers for him, and departed.

up

fell among grog-shops?
|

A

large

heard his carter one day

town

in

D.D.
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Our Sabbath

“The

School

Papérs,

Little Star,”

Yorkshire

in the yard swear-

deavored to promote the spiiitual good of
his fellow-creatures. He was shocked to
hear the terrible oaths that resounded
through the yard. He went up to the
young man, who was just ssiijos off with
his cart for Manchester, and kindly . expos-

=z»

GRAHAM,
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&

ostage is payable at the office of deivery. The volumes begin with January.
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Fire.
CO.,

and the Fire

Troy

which

have

made

the past twenty years)
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The

Chest

almost

5265

toad

»

and

Intermittant

Fevers,

go

prevalent in many parts of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the article they stand in need of in their decMning years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, fd paves

Sold

by

all Druggists and
Medicines.

Dealers

& PINKHAM,

and retail druggists, Franklin

in

wholesale

+

Dr. H.
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rer day!

Arents wanted!

All clansen of working peo.

\.ple, of eithior sax, young or oid, make more money ab

work for us in thelr spare

moments

or all the timo than atanything

ele, Particulars free, Address G, Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine,

4
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|

Or-

CHURCHES

TO

Day

S. S.

Series.

3

5
15
5
5

Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs. Child’s

A Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the Hymns and
Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the Hymns only.”
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.

A.

S. BARNE

&

COMPANY,

BISHOP SOULE'S
LINIMENT
Sciatica,

Day

Series.
‘

125

Suuny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,
Starlight Series.

125
125
1.25.

Starlight Stories,

a5

Brother and Sister,

iy

Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,

15 4 positive cure for Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neu‘ralgia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
Back, Sprains, &¢. From 2 to 6 large bottles will
cure cases given up by physicians. ‘The only cer
for

5)
(1

Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,
Bright Days,

, NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
.
eowd0t24

cure

is)
a5
5

Bright

Address,

18

Series.

The Christ-Chnld,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,

Large bottles,

$1.50;

lyeow!l

Write for a Price List to 3. A. JOHNSTON,

156
150

100
175

Glencoe Parsonage.
Karly Choice,
Strawberry

150

Hill,

Overcoming,

125

Perfect Man,

1 60

Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over
Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,

55
55
950
55

!

125

Rescued from Egypt,
,90
Claudia,
,90
Child Life,
00
Any ot-which will be'sent by mail, free of postage

on receipt of the price.

Fr)

copies.

New Year,
Fireside Angel,

Co.,

At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,
Providence, R. I,
6m12
FUN

OF

be had

Prize Series.
Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,
Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

Ai

&

TO PASTORS

Rainy

tain

Square, Dover, N. H

or more

A Rainy Day at School,
Rirthday Present,

small bottles, 75 ots. Sold by all Druggists.
dtd
:

Orders by mail promptly and faithfully executed.

4 cents each for two
ders are solicited

by order

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just published hy the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now ready for sale and delivery.

:

the plane inclined.

No One can remain long unwell (unlegs afflicted
with an incurable digease,) after taking a few bottles

%

just revised

Superintendents of

=X

4

TREATISE.
The New Treatise,

AND

BAPIRIST:

, Bladder and Urinary derangements
one bottle will convince the most

Bitters. .
Remittant

the Quaker
Bilious,

HI.

Foundry is »OT, and NEVER has been located in
TRoY, N. Yi, said claims are intended to deceive the

|

tles of the Quaker Bitters,
=
v
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among Amerioan ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicine,

N.

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of

the

invariably cured,
by taking a few bot-

Dover,

of the General Conference, can now

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably etre the following complaints :—
psia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Dy:
Appetite cured by faking a few bottles.
Loss of
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation
cured at once.
Bru tions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities

skeptical.
v
:
0! rms expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate cage.
¥
:
Piles; oné bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies failed.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,
eased immediately.
Til
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Afflietions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysterics
cured or much relieved.
Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side and

Engine can afford to bave it repaired.
L R BURLINGAME,
Address,

more

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

on

The whole thing
repairing or making over.
will be sold so cheap that any one wishing such an

bells, annually, than any other foun
in the country, for Churches, Academies, Plan ations, &c.,
made of genuine Bell
Metal (Copper and Tin.)
RoAll Bells wartary Mountings, the best in use.
ranted satisfactory.
Large Illustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to JONES
& CO.
‘
TROY, N. Y.

public.

the directions

finish and is but

extra

an

itself has

The boiler is damaged by rust and will

need

(which have

CAUTION.
Beware of partiesclaiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose

through the skin or otherwise,

L. RR. BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H.

Engine

little worn.

Bell Foundry

are now making

Address,

Our second-hand, eight-horse power, portable Steam
Engine, which was made by the Swamscott Machine
Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike mane
ner, will be sold upon reasonable terms to a cashpaying customer.
:

at this establishment during

and

.

48 cts.

Engine for Sale!

Street,

celebrated throughout the world, and

been

WORK

has been revised and much improved, printed om
stereotype plates, made from new type throughou
It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes
as well as many of our best Hymns. It is compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social ‘meetings. Price
per single book, when bound in eth, ¥0°cents; per
doz., $3.84. Price per single book, when bound in
thick gasteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz., $2.88.
Postage (extra) on a single copy,
4 cts.; on a doz.

:

CHICAGO

Established

TEHE

The Sacred Melodies

Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
«here, and to place on loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT;

& CO.

SOMETHING NEW!
ENTITLED

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases

made TROY

owing

No percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will be sent free on
application.

|

REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,
in which the buildings were

on a single copy of the
or Myrtle, under’ the
24 cents a year;
and
10 copies or any number
and 10, when sent to one
on a single one. The

the sole

For the

After the Chicago

:—

Postage :—
The postage
Little Star
new law, is
‘no more on
between one
address, than

52623

Old

by fi

Myrtle.”

Single copy,
per year
3
ct .
Ten copies, sent to one address,
20
cts.
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

andkerchief

"| Continue to manufacture those BELLS

The carrier
ing dreadfully at his horses,
was a man who feared God,spent his Lord's

days as a teacher in Sunday school, and en-

Terms

TROY BELLS.

ofthe Blood. Laretin

“The

These semi-monthlies
are published
by the FREEWILL BWPTIST
PRINT. ING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
“paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
that of any
other
paper of their
class.
:
:
All communications
intended
for
Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for either
of the pabels should ‘be addressed to
L. R.
Burlingame, Dover, N. H.

.

Parties designing to get new. Sabbath

Double Shot
Breech Loading Jhot Guns, $40 to $300
Guns, $8 to 150, "Sil glo Guns, #3 to $20. Rifles, $8

Gun
to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, #1 to $8.
discount to
Lidrge
| Material, Fishing Tackle, &c.
etc.,
Revolvers,
Gung,
Army
clubs.
dealers or

bought or traded for.

Goods sent by express

D. to be examined before paid for,

C. O.

teowld

gr >
°

do
Butler's
doVol.1
Vol. 2
.

meg

UE

Pipe,

on Cocheco Street or by
to. Box 597, Dovei, N. H.

For sale by LOTHROPS
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A carrier ina

.

Na

of the Quaker Bitters,

A Swearer with God.
|

do

WonderfilWorks
of Jesus,single,

DO IT.

tf

the passage down

Which of these was neighbor to him: that
—

04
36
Ot,

do

.15

the Year, (Ques. Book) single;
© do
do
do
dozen,
Communionist,
single,
0
i
dozen,
Choralist,
single,
> do
dozen,

NEW PERFUME

ranted.

_ For Kidn

when he saw him he passed by on the other
side. And likewise a friend of temperance

twisted

may well
boast of its cathedrals, and heasharply to him, saythenism of its costly temples. But Christian- and bent that I spoke
You have a bad bargain there, lad;
¢
ing,
ity! How simple its ritual! It celebrates
stick will be of no use to any
the death of its founder with but a morsel that crooked
one.
every
makes
It
of bread and a sip of wine.
« ¢« I's all timber,’ replied my son, not
believer a priest and every heart an altar.
least vexed by my veproof, ‘1 paid
the
How
It seems to abhor brilliant shows.
same price for it as the rest, Depengl
the
can it dwell in all ite simplicity and purity upon it, no tree grows for nothing. Wait
?
building
humble”
and
plain
except in a
don’t fret, father ;let us keep a lookBut then we should not argue from its in- a bit;
sa place somewhere for it.’
there'
;
"out
fancy to its maturity. Is not the Kingdom
time after this I'had a cottage
little
A
«
of Heaven to be outwardly as well as inbit of a house it was, and
queer
a
build;
to
wardly perfected? Is not the Bride—the
enough when it was finished ; there
pretty
8
wife-~to
be
adorned
with
beautiful
. Lamb
and not a stick in
garments as well as with virtues and was a corner turn in 1 it,thought of the crookfit.
would
yard
the
graces ? Must not the church, as she apMany u hard day’s
proaches her millennial triumphs, have far od one, and fetched it. to prepare a joist
failed
have
would
work
more of the external glory of the heavenly
as if the tree BA Trew
* city and temple than ever in her early be- like it. It seemed purpose
|
.
aside for this very
inning ?
I, ¢ there's a place for the
said
Then,”
¢
¢
No! not if they will make our worship
theres a
all!’ Thea
less spiritual.
Here is the most serious crooked stick after
Therrall. Dear
James
poor
for
place
danger. The visible sanctuary has not the
place into which he
highest claims. ‘‘ Ye are God’s building;” Loud | show him the thy * heaveply temple.
‘ye are built up a spiritual = house.” may fit in building
God
that what
Nothing is more ensnaring, if not more ‘That very day I learned

bY

Also at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H.
Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and war-

it has no equal;

A certain man going up from youth to
manhood, fell among grog-shops, where he
was stripped of his money, his character,
and his (riends, and left poor and half dead
with disease. And by chance-there came

terin a village on Salishury Plain, to a
young Christian who complained that she
was unworthy to work for the Lord.
« Let not one of the members say, ‘ The
Head has no need of me.” I used to think
as you do long ago, but he taught ‘me
L
otherwise by a crooked stick.
« One day my son went to a sale of” timber, and in.the

Parable.
—

tly
§

| Treatise,
0
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do .
do
TheBook of Worship,
:
0
StoryofJesus,( Ques. Book)
0
dol

THE

For circulars of testimonials, &c., address

INTRODUCED.

YET

SHEA

All orders at Factory
Mail Promptly attended

cured readily
bottle.

Baptist.
&k

1.72
1.20
12.00
38

Agent; FRANK E. INGALLS, Concord, N. H.
ice, $1 per Bottle. For sale by Druggists, jal
erally.
y

all things, so much as the thing deserves,
to be delivered from the Frcalest evil; sin,
Now, be1 mean, and the anger of God?

heart: indeed,

29
20
2.40
08

, The Heart Regulator has been recommended by
many [Ryeitiuns and is allowed by all who know
its value to be Just what we claim it—a Cure for
Heart Disease.

most, is there that desires heartily and above

his

| | do
do
do dozen, 1.44
| Life of Marks,
ngle, 1.00
do
do
ozen, 9.50
| Church Member’s Books « single,
30

oh

do PaperCov.single,

’

9M

"
i.

GIVE IT A TRIAL,
AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.

any

by

citizen’s dress and put on the army blue.
And so it is not worth while for a volunteer to spend his labor and pains to get a
new suit to enlistin. There is likewise no
necessity for a sinner’s waiting to get a better moral garb, a more respectable wardrobe of frames and feelings,

WILL

Drain Pipes.

DENNIS

How few desire in earnest
sive unto God?
to avoid temptation ? Nay, who-almost, is
#here that takes not the devils office out of
his hand’; and is not himself a tempter, both
to himself and others? Lastly, who, al-.

with

04.

single, 1.60
dozen, 15.36
Siugle, : 120

4

.

i

do

HEART REGULATOR

For House Drains, Town and City Sewers, &C.,
Railroad Culverts, Wen Curbing, and Chimneys,
they are better and cheaper than wood or brick; as
grow harder
theyswill not decay, but continually
and smoother.. They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the. Cement
Pipe can be cut at any time. and branch in two.
r. SHEA has had tén years experience in manu-

means which they know or fear to be offen-

and not

S]

dozen, $18.

fist
Deen
Christian Baptism, Sound, tuglé,

CAN BE CURED,
DR. GRAVES’

occasions,

them

MARCH,

1.2
it

publication should be addressed to
* The Little Star,’ or ** The Myrtle,”

self as often as he says, ‘‘Forgive us our
trespasses as we forgive them who trespass
against us"? How few depend upon God:
only for their “daily bread,” viz: the good
things of this life, as upon the only
not. seeking

single,

do

nat

.16
1a

1.88
18.62
a4¢

FIRST WOOD TYPE FACTORY.
VANDERBURGH, WELLS & CO., [Established
1627.]
Printers’ Purchasing Depot, cor. of Fulton &
Dutch Sts., N. Y. A large stock of Presses & Type
both i and used. Boxwood, etc., for Engravers

meet

the affronts, contempts and injuries put upon him, and so, upon the matter, curse him-

giver of them,

IN

1.92

28
3.26
Tr
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ARTICLE

BEST

fauturing Cement

should be hallowed, that is, holily and reéligiougly worshiped and adored by all men;

Who

mo.

do

This work
teaches how men lived in Bible times and
how to live in &ll times. * It pleases, profits,
pays.” “It
is precious as gems.” *‘It glows with living light on eye
7 The style is full and flowing, clear and sparkling.
ents sold of the author’s former works, *“NighScenes,” and **Our Father’s House,” nearly 100,000 copiet
each. They should now canvass the same territnry
fos
“Home Life,” his latest and best work. Employment for
Young Men, Ladies, Teachers.and Clergymen in everr
county. Send for circular and secure first choice of tery
THory.S
ZIEGLER
& MCCURDY
274 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

As for the Lord's prayer, the plain

unisersally obeyed?

dozen, 9:60

Butler’s Theology,
wo
do,
Hislory,

FOR

WANTED

}

Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for

is; we lie unto God, for the most part, clean
through it; and, for want of desiring indeed

be

0

prepared in a moment. Sold
prep
2t36 9

AGENTS

hav-

‘They

Cement STONE

godless, to

THE

enlarged ; that his ‘blessed

It is

do

do Emboss’d Moroceo,single, 1.10
do
do o
do
dozen, 10.56

I Lessons for eyery Sunday in,

widow to

The Lord’s Prayer.

that hiskingdom should

Books.
on the same

Sixteen Elegant $1.50 Volumes.

They will soon be followed

tions.
For who shows
that he .desires heartily

successful.

by all druggists.

A conse-

by a striving, on the part of the
be like-minded.

also Postage

Price. Postage, Total.
“| Psalmddy,18mo.in Sheep, single, 1.00
16
1,164

The $1000 Prize Series.

These, we think,are evidences of no mean
revival,when they begin to show themselves

at the Lord's Supper? Why fill the eyes
with. gay colors, and the ears with entrancing melodies, when you would listen to
solemn sermons and ‘join in holy hymus
. and prayers ? Alas! ifthe house of worship
there is

Prices of Freewill Baptist

follies

ing ceased to be a slave to sin.
A word spoken in due season, how
it is !—English Paper.

Away Props.

cration even of the mites of the
the cause of missions.

and Christ alone, is our passport to glory.
Never can we say, ‘* O Lord, look upon me,

dors, the furniture, dress and ornament of
a rich and elegant home, are aot fit for the
sanctuary, except, perhaps, on some high
Why wear silks, satins and jewels
Mestival.

is

thyself

subsequent conduct gave proef of his

Rev. Dr.

hold out to him, and if that is right you are
right, no matter who you are, whether rich

if they are only in keeping with the richness and elegance of the residences of its
worshipers? A poor, cheap church 1s indeed a shame to those who dwell in ** ceiled houses.” But many a splendid house
makes the life of its occupant less sweetly
and gloriously Christ-like; and the splen-

become

and

R09

Single and by the dozen;

“See, father,” said a lad who was walkthe multitudinous responses of prayer and ing with his - father, ‘‘they are knocking the want of the day for books which in
struct and improve while they fascinate the
praise, should lead us to avail ourselves of
away the props from under the bridge ; what
the Pope accessories of public worship. are Sheyidolug that for? Won't the bridge reader.”
The original $500.00 Prize Stories (8 vols.
And if of music and eloquence, why not of
P’
$12.00). aud The New $500.00 Prize Series
architecture ? Only let us guard against its |. all “They
are knocking them away,” said
13 vols. $16.75), published by D. LOTHROP
spiritual dangers.
the father, ‘that the timbers may rest more
Co., Boston, have given universal satisArtis, indeed, a handmaid to religion.
firmly upon the stone piers, which are now faction as furnishing an elevated literature
So close is the connection between our
finished.
™
for the Family and Sunday School.
20tf
esthetic and moral nature, that we shonid
God often takes away our earthly props
ne
kpever denounce or disdain its charms.
that we may rest more firmly upon him.
of the greatest problems of the present and God sometimes takes away a man’s health,
Messrs. D. Lotaropr & Co., Boston, pubthe future is, how to make it a more true
he .may rest upon him for his daily lish Books of Travel and Adventure, Poputhat
nged
worship
Our
and powerful helper.
Before his health failed, though he lar Science, Practical and Instructive Stories
Cit N bread.
not become a mere art. It will not be,*i
perhaps
repeated daily the words, “Give ns ‘in the most attractive literary and artistic
we will preach and pray, so as to move the this
day our daily bread,” he looked to his guises, Standard and Religious Works by
yery posts of the.doors, and thunder at the own industry for that which he asked of the best authors, and send their illustrated
gates of mercy. 'If the tendency of rich God. That prop being taken away, he rests catalogues free on application.
29tf
and elegant churches be towards a genteel, wholly upon God’s bounty. He receives his
exquisite, entertaining piety, this tendency bread ; he receives it as the gift of God.
is to be overcome by such words from the
Messrs. DD. Lorarop& Co. eep at their
Bible Warehouse and Bookstore, 38 and 40
pulpit as will fall like’ hot shot on guilty
Cornhill, Boston, the largest ‘assortment of
consciences, and such prayers from the
Signs of a True Revival.
Bibles, American and imported, to be found
pews as will wrestle in real penitence and
—
O—
in the country; also of choice Books for
faith, Then will all that fascinates be
1st. The filling up of the seats in the Public and Private Libraries, for the Sunday
‘turned to our profit.—Advance.
prayer meeting by the heads of families.
School, for Presentation School Prizes, &c.,
2d. A spirit of devotion and prayer per- and fill orders for American and Foreign
How We Are Saved.
vading the young men of the church.
books promptly at the-lowest prices.
29tf
8d. An earnest study,of the Scriptures,
—
OP
and a desire on the part of #1! the members
When, in the darkness of the midnight
5
train, the conductors lamp is seen glimmer- of the Sabbath School.
4th, The revival of family worship among
ing through the car, does he hold it to your
face to learn who you are, in order to be those who have neglected it.
5th. * A better attendance on the services
satisfied of your right to proceed? No! he
lets its beams fall on the ticket which you of God's house on the Sabbath.

must assume a responsibility which neither
we

as

swear,

me, and had known all'my sins and

cross, or listen to the loud-voiced
organ
with its rich and solemn tones, or join in

we

money,

the

raising

worship

in relig-

forms

wilt

allmy life long. My sins came to my remembrance, and I was afraid that he would
strike me dead; and I thank God that I
have been aroused to seek after the salvation of my poor soul.”
The master, as may be supposed,” was
overjoyed to hear the young man’s confession ; and it is gratifying ' to know that his

plodding routine required for material necessities has been gone through with for the
body requires and enjoys
day, and the tired
rest, the minds of many women reach out
hungering and thirsting after intellectual
food: Not having that craving satisfied is
what causes unhappiness for many - whose
)
lives seem dark and barren.
Open the window. of your heart, and let
light into the dark, unhealthy places you
have for years dampened with your tears.
Send disappointment to the winds; take
life as it is, and with a strong will make it
as near what it should be as possible.

even the worst of men confess to a kindlingof heart, and swelling of soui, when

are .two
can not
afford to
ouly pay
to other

Should we build them? There
sides to this question, No!if we
pay for them;or if we can not
what they cost; or if we can
it by giving less than we ought
objects ; or if,

our

pressive as possible ? The

Churches.

Elegant

if we despise the external

make

all things well 1”

and

Rich

ion,

can hear.”

the

After

need of.

sands of women are in

can

we rise higher and ip

hough it may not come to thee.”

stronger

How

Saying, ** Know thy child is eared for,

£

The poor fellow cracked his whip and
pursued his journey, but he could not get
Useful Truths.
over his master’s words. Some time after,
his master observed him in the yard, and
_ It is a mistake to expectto receive wel- was very much surprised to see him so alThere was a seriousness and quietThe Omnipotent Hand that constructed and set
tome, hospitality, words of cheer, and help tered.
in motion that
Miracle in Mechanics, the Human
over rugged and difficult
passes in life, in ness about him which he had never seen Frame,
did vot intend that it ghould be marred, or
return
for eld selfishness, which cares for before i and he often seemed as if he had shattered, or destroyed by réckless management.
something to say that he could not get out. Even
before it was shaped and vivifled, there sprang
nothing in the world but self.
from the earth vitalizing agents to reCultivate consideration for the feelings of At length his master was so much struck spontaneously
dir its injuries and prevent its untimely wreck.
with
his
manner,
that
he
asked
him
if
he
other people, if you would never have your
hese
agents were Mineral Waters, and the
Jincet bo
most useful of
‘them all has been dupli4
°
own injured.
ose who complain most of wanted anything.
¥¢
Ah!
master,”
said
he,
‘*
do
you
know
ill-usage are the ones who abuse themselves
what you said to me about swearing? I Tartanvs Effervescent Seltzer Aperient;
| and others the oftenest.
80
that now the Invalid may, in peint of fact, al
If life to you is not all you would have it, was thunderstruck. I went on the road, he
8 German Spring at hand. or pn
and
I
got
through
the
turnpike,and
reached
fréeshing and ebullient draughts the Seltzer Aperient
seek to make it better and more enjoyable
is
the
most
delightful,
and of all Sreparutions that
the
moor
;
and
there
I
thought
that,
though
yourself, For ut best life fs what we make
ever been prescribed for indigestion, nervous
$ T was alone, yét God was with me; and I have
,
headache, constipation, bilious ik ag fevers and
Employment for the mind is what thou- trembled to think how he had been with irregularities of the genera system it has been the

out a thrill’ of pious emotion. But how
‘easily do you mistake the lower for the
higher, and perhaps the spurious for the

ad

Lowl

You can hardly join in worship with:

17,

turnpike on

the moor, where none but God

no-

God has something for you. to do, and
body else can do it!”

the throngs that frequent its courts, with-

All Things Well.
Fill

as poor and unlettered as I was, there was and then added, ¢¢ But itt thou
stop till thou get through the
a work for me,
There is a work for you;

If you enter a maghifiare filled with sacred

ELE

ees EIN

and | tulated with him on the enormity of his sin,

his glory;

for

gives me he gives me

fo

ae

gEsTEEEd
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School

Li-

braries, or to replenish old ones, can. send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the hooksof other
publiskers, and will be furnished
.to Sabbath schools
in Libraries,at wholesale

prices.
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as far as possible, labor to ‘remove it by
gifts of wisdom and moral help. One may
not-seek church association merely to find
R 17 1873 | cultivated and agreeable
companionship.
’
Def
If this is found, as generally it will be by
those seeking it in a Christian . spirit, . it is
~ GEORGE 'f. DAY, Editor.
proper to welcome, enjoy and make the
Editor.
Asst
,
@. F. MOSHER
—
lp lp
lp
most of it. But the church of Christ is not
meant to serve the same purposes as a social
g&-\ll communications designed for publication
should be addréssed to the Editor, and all letters on
“get,” It is more like a great family. Some
Basiness, remittances of money, &c., should be ad-4
of the members are old ; others are young.
dressed to the Publisher.
‘Some are strong; 3 others are weak. Some

:

WED NESDA Yi SEPTEMBE

Church

Membership.

are

rt tie
The ways of estimating and treating the
question of church membership are many
and dissimilar. Sometimes too much is
made

of it; more

frequently,

too

little.

The Catholic sees no clear evidence
anybody can really be at peace with

that
God

who

own

i: not within the

pale of his

church,
There, as he says, the stream of
grace finds its divinely appointed channel,

and no one can be sure of being reached
by it if he abides beyond its’ borders. The
Episcopalian puts thé»matter not quite as
strongly as this, but even he thinks ita very
presumptuous and dangerous piece of business 10 be out of a church having the apos‘tolic

succession

in

‘its * ministry.

Over

. against these are these who account joining
the church a sort of harmless custom among
religious people ; those who join it in a kind

of patronizing spirit,

as thdugh-they

bad

laid it under immense obligations by

enter-

ing its circle; those who keep aloof trom it
because more or less of its members are not

select or saintly enough for them to be
bound up with ; those who quarrel with it
because of what they call Bysphstionss
and pharisaism; and thoseAvho affect to

hate or despise it though

their want

of

sympathy with its dogtrines, its aims and its
efforts, What is the
riew ?
1. Joining a church—any\¢hurch—can.
not of itself secure a Christian character,
a continued Christian

hfe,

or

a Christian

death and heaven. It isnot an organized
company that insures souls. It has na-spiritual chemistry by means of which it transmutes

reprobates into the

very

elect.

All

it can do falls far short of re-creating a human spirit or marrying it to a blessed im=
mortality. In the ¢ghureh, just as really as
out of it, God’s agency can not be dispensed with, and every member is still put up-

on the great task of working out his or her
own salvation.

2.

If circumstances really forbid one to

join a church, there is no reason for despair

or repining. God's grace.is not pent up with-

in ecclesiastical organizations. The churches can not monopolize his favor.

The pray-

ers of Cornelius were heard

his

and

chari-

ties taken note of in heaven, while he was
*'yet an isolated disciple. The'eunuch went
on his way rejoicing, though no organized
body of Christians had endorsed him. The
penitent thief had the promise of an opening
paradise, while yet his hand had never been

ac

are

and confiding. Some represent maof thought and fineness of culture;
are like inquiring and anxious. chilwho have not yet outgrown the men-

thing ? Toss him into the midst of a nation,

selfexcligni

timid
turity
others
dren,

and

masterful;

others

tal and moral uncouthness of nature.

Some

suggest an eminent moral robustness;
others carry continually the phases of the
spiritual dyspeptic or consumptive. Every
church, because it is on earth, and made up

of very incomplete human beings, is sure. to
contain more or less of these types of character.

And so there is

much

need

of

pa-

tience and charity, of unselfish efforts, and
perhaps of umprized planning and care.
There.is much of the teacher’s enthusiasm
needed, and

not less

of the

mother's

un-

count

church life and

on

that infinite affection

the coming

which

blesses

of

as

with heavenly beam and dew.
It is never
forgdtten; it is, mever left without help; it

never need fear that God's care will be deni“edit in the future.
:
3. Bat when a real church association is
offered, it is not well to turn away. To
neglect a duty or spurn a privilege brings
loss. Itmay bring
even more serions
things than this. The reasons. for openly
taking Christ's yoke and joining the company of his recognized friends and servants

are many and strong.

responsibility.

fect fitness for their place as church members
and may hinder where they ought to help.
6._A church isnot chiefly organized for the
sake of serving its own members in a pleasant way, but for the sake of the needy and
sinful masses outside. And so each member
should expect to enter into: labor for the
world of unsaved

ones.

Like

the

Mastery

his followers should find their chief work in
trying to save the lost. That work will

vot hinder true self-development and religious culture, but help it on to success.

church that
the work of
chuech that
experiences

gives itself
saving souls
grows into
and highest

most

water

fully

The

most earnestly to
without itself,is the
the most precious
graces. They who

others

receive

the

am-

plest showers of refreshment for themselves.
7. Each church member needs to feel
that he or she is aceepted by observers as a
representative, not only of religion in general, not

only

of Christ

the

Master,

but

also of the church as an organized body
and its members in particular.
Such a

member

does not live to himself merely.

He can not ifhe would: The reputation of
his fellow members is largely in his hands.
The estimate put upon the church will be
often made up from the qualities he himself exhibits. He is taken as a specimen.
His fidelity carries honor to the whole
church ; his unfaithfulnéss brings the whole
brotherhood under suspicion and hinders its
work. The body is judged by the individu-

al; and so when he is true in heart and life
all the

members find gladness and esteem ;

wheh he falters they are all shocked by the

It is declining
the help which

comes cf a close union of heart and hand
with other disciples.

It is ignoring one

of

the schools in which the lore of the Christian life is learned.

8.

It is declining
the mor-

al buttresses which are offered to hold
steady our faith and purpose. 1t isa choice

For their sake as well as his own,

Whether

one

finds

little

or

much

medning and joy and profit in church life,
depends, more than on almost anything
else, upon his own active fidelity. He who
knows little of the church's life will think
and care little for it. He who enters with
vital and active sympathy into the plans,
and experiences, and trials, and toils and
trimmphs of the church,

mind and heart.

will

find it filling

The one gets

its associations and sets a

little from

low

value

upon

its influence; the other can adopt with
whole heart the poet’s language :
“*

the

To her my cares and toils be given,
Till toils and cares shall end.
Beyond my highest joy
I prize her heavenly ways,—
‘Her sweet communion, solemn vows,

“Her hymns of love and praise.

May our churches be real, living, working churches.
May our readers know the
blessing of a true and faithful membership.

Spain and Civil Liberty.
For three years and more the politics of
Spain have been in a constant turmoil.
She has spued

out

a

vicious

queen,

wel-

comed and rejected a feeble king, put her
foot upon Romish intolerance, strack down
Bourbonism as often as it has lifted its
head,

testified

in

favor

of constitutional

law, heard republicanism glorified in“words

to work for and with other Christians at
arm’s length rather than shoulder to shoulder, and so a choiceto work with a promise

and clapped its hands as at a new revelation, ands harnessing nineteenth-century

of the Jess. instead of the :greater success.

be sure, singular

And,

making such a choice, one hardly

has

the right to expect God’s richest favor or
his own highest prosperity. For the shrink. ing and compromising soul is not one that
Heaven especially honors, and he'who welcomes but half his trusts has little reason to
expect a rounded experience or a fruitful

life.

To him who is faithful in all things is

given the highest and surest promise,

4.

Joining the church is not the ending

up of Christian responsibility. In some
sense, it is the open and formal acceptance
of such responsibility. One does not carry

his finished duty there.

It is not a mere

asylum where the inmates, retiring from
labor and turmoil, are to be nursed and
“cared for, and saved from-all future struggle
and burden and responsibility. Rather,one
goes there as inlo an organized company

ideas to the car of state.
episodes

reactions; there is more
conviction

among

There are, to
and"

surprising

sentiment than

‘tho masses;

it often

seems as though liberty were confounded ‘with license; and it is hard for the

ity.

.

This indeed is both his privilege and

* that his coming should be a grateful thing

both
to him and to others.
we
5. One should expect to find fiot 4 Tittle

ignorance aud weakness in. the church, and,.

ditions

be

insurgents.

his

To

proper
shirkjng ;
affair

these

he subsequently added the

to

con-

follow-

ize the militia, to

raise, by

forced loan

if

PTEMBER 17, 1873.

Gen.

Butler

and coercive.

:

civil order has seemed to grow steadier
and _stronger..—~¥Fo-day the great drator,

that Spain's opportunity has come’ with it,
And it is especially to be desired that both

parties may recognize the fact
the demands

of

the

occasion.

and
We

rise to
may

misgivings. IfSpain is really successful in
inangurating and maintaining republican
government, her example will be full of
power, and her influence will work in
Europe like leaven in meal.

of the convention at Worcester, nor of what

was done there, The dailies have reported

endurable pressure, and Paris has seldom
been gayer than during the lust eighteen
months; = A people that shows an energy
like this ought surely to make itself felt in

some higher ways than are implied in pleas-

that, and the details are not important to ure, art, novels, and revolutions.
Knowing the fickleness of the French
our purpose. But 1100 men have rarely met
with intenser feelings or a more settied pur- pecple, with their koleidoscopic and sensaLJ
.
.
pose than did those men in the convention tional history in mind, it does not seem
on Wednesday. It was known well enough, Wise or safe to assume that stability and
by those who had taken the pains to look progress are to mark the political life o
candidlyat the facts; that a very decided that country, To-day, as usual, there are
majority of the delegates were under in- partisans of the Bourbons, supporters of the
structions to vote for the renonfination of pretensions of the Orleanist princes, aposWashburn, and were there to do it,— tles of genuine republicanism, ahd enthusithongh papers and placards, in the interest astic Jacobinic leaders, all intent on getting
of Butler, kept up the claim that his trivmph and keeping control of the government.
might be looked for, He was there himself Each hates the rest, and waits impatiently
to lead his followers and.dirdet the fight, His for its opportunity to strike, And yet, the
shrewdness, his audacky and persistence, gains in favor of a real republic appear to
his knowledge of parliamentary strategy,
his be steady and large. M. Thiers is certainly
promptiess to take advantage of every fa- showing equal moderation and energy, and
voring circumstance,and especially his varied his triumph over hostile forces has been
power in leadership and debate,—all this steady and marked.
He ‘grows more and
was well known and somewhat feared. more decided in his avowal of republican
Long the ablest
Even his silence was ominous in the pre- principles and methods.
liminary stages of the meeting. The feeling supporter of monarchy, he is now the venwas intense enough {o make the stillness erable and powerful” champion* and practipainful at times, and then it broke out in a cal exponent of republican ideas. His exvehemence that was almost wild and fu- perience has evidently made him a real convert, and he frankly avows his radical
rious.
The General's tactics were worthy of him. change of opinion and purpose, in words
He brought up test questions over in- that are as brave as they are cheering. He
cidental points, so that his real strength in says:
the convention might be apparent; and, disI have devoted my life to the establishcovering that his supporters were a hopement of liberty in France. I have endeavI
less minority, he rose and withdrew him- ored to establish it under the monarchy.
self from the contest, professing great in- bave not succeeded; and 1 have come to
the conclusion that the one excludes the
terest to maintain the unity and harmony of other. I have therefore become a republithe Republican

party, suggesting that Gov.

can.
[shall give the remainder of my life
tothe endeavor to establish a republican

and his Retreat,

sense of reliefa little bewilderment over this
The greagagony in Massachusetts is over, development, night was approaching, and
| the convention made its Namiastions swith-

That is, itis over for the present.
soon it may return, either in the old

The

How
shape

and art ef tactics.

So
be

quoting

state, and in which he

had

more likely than before to come forward and

say, substantially

Zion's Herald,

and

present incumbent; put him out; put me
in.” And it is just this audacity and pluck,
joined with an ability which nobody can
honestly question, that seems to compel the

It was not a contest

between

opposite

po-

litical parties, for the ‘democratic party
in Massachusetts is too feeble to er
contest. It arose over the qu

er a single man,

and such a

Butler, with such antecedents as his, should
ve allowed to take the control of the politics
of the state int6 his own hands,

“on his own

open to the sevérest

criticism, and chiefly to further his own de-

enlisting in his behalf the sympathyof many
earnest men and the aid of the national administration. It was a practical question,
and one whose bearings are very wide, and
whose settlement at one point is important
to the whole country. Massachusetts was a

word

ble

people were thers to see, to'speak; to

The selection of delegates to nominate

act.
the

chief state officers was not left to a handful
of third-rate politicians.

The brain, the pub-

lic spirit and the conscience of the community for once made themselves felt.’ And so
the delegates went to the convention at
Worcester with the most defisite opinions,
explicitly instructed, and carrying a sense
of responsibility that dignified (heir functions and forbade heedlessness. The lesson

needed to be taught and learned.

Tt ought

1g

to the

incident

history which shows

of

the

preacher

that

was

deeply

in

theit

early

years.

Sermons

and

affectionate
instructions
unite
readily
touch them.
These little fellows often
weep, without attracting much attention.
It is quite easy to draw: them fo prayer
and to the presence of the Lord Jesus.
Hundreds of them have sobbed in common
sympathy at the children’s meetings which

The platform of the convention contained

rave charge, but released for want of evi-

ence.

2

The public can Wot be too much on their
guard against imposition from such swin-

dlers.

Good

good causes must

give money, and much more to

give names,

dence that they are

true men.

to those who do not show

indubitable

good

Nor is it always safe, even

and

then.

evi.

Beware

of wolves in sheep's clothing !

The shameful extreme to which the work
of interviewing, and spreading out the details of private life by the reporters has
gone, is properly struck at by the Waichman and Reflector. - It says:
We happen to know that in a letter of a
correspondent to one of our daily papers,
which appeared withina week, {wo cases of

sickness were veferred to in such a way as
to bring great pajn awd sorrow to the members of these households. We heard it said
in justification of ‘this correspondent that,

as he is a vival. of“ another letter-writer in
the same place, ‘‘he is pushed” to gather up
every fact or event to which any
public interest might possibly attach itself, There
is a great deal in this matter of newsgathering that is bad. Much of the material is
without

any

importance whatever.

Much

of it is of a character that the public have
no right to know and be concerned about.

And as to the way in which this material is
collected,we say of much of it,that it is outrageous. It was once n maxim of the lawthat ‘‘a man’s house is his castle.”

so to-day.

No moat can be

It isnot

built wide and

deep enough to keep out the modern reporting-man. Neither can there be any law or
public opinion, or individual protest so stout
as to bar him out where

once

he

is deter-

mined to enter. What to do about it we
don't know. But we do protest.
~
The

Western Advocale has an eloquent eds

itorial on the treatment of aged
by the Church.

preachers

It says:

Every year we -Hiédr of wounded hearts
and crushed spirits, of rejected men and rebeilious charges. Not'onl the stations, but.
the circuits, have caught the contagion, and
to such a degree that sometimes—rarely as
vet, we trust—old men who

lives as useful and

have spent their

saceessful ministers, are

turned adrift, even in midwinter, to live as
best they can; only not to starve, because
God who hears the raven's ery, and remem-

them

in

the cleft of the rock till their

calamities

be

strike

will

overpast. If our brethren—good meaning,
but thoughtless in their action—could feel,
for alittle time, the smart of the crushing
blows they inflict, they would be more careful in future how they raise their hands to
them.

Surely,

God

not hold

them guiltless who smite his anointed. If
this captious spirit continue, everything
Methodistic will be destroyed. We shall need
no bishop, no presiding Siders, no quarterly
meetings. Preachers will soon be rusting
by scores for want of employment ; and the
people will be spending thousands on importations and trial sermons, and thousands
of charges will be destitute of pastors. Let
us rather try the old paths. The old itinerant road is hard, plain, erncifying, but
healthy for the soul, and successful to save
the masses,

IL is not strange that the Examiner and
Chronicle should resist the unfortunate but
prevailing and mastering tendency on the
part

of papers,

ings.

Now is the hour

when the

‘“‘clder's”

hand should rest upon their heads, ‘and
kindly counsels be bestowed upon them.
A serious injury is done these youthful
disciples if they are encouraged to enter
upon the divine life, and no further interest is taken 10 instruct them in the way,
pointing out their temptations, establishing

ignore. Here is the word that deserves a
wide and emphatic repetition, in the interest of good mordls as well as in that of
good government, no matter who is hit by
jt:

them

in

wholesome

religious

habits,

troducing them into the Master's
and patiently and prayerfully
over them for good.

in-

vineyard,
watching

The Christian Union finds a general and
sad heathenism in our churches at home,
which it describes in these words:
The impatient Christian wonders how
long if will be before the religion of. Christ
shall have conquered the heathenism of the
world. But let us rather ask_how long it
will be until the religion of Christ shall
have

conquered

the

paganism

of

our

for itself.

to give

chromos

or

With such an ambition

for so many years, how

other

cherished

could wéhow come

down to the chromo-premium venture?
.
a
Advice to ministers is freely given. Some

of it is wise and wholesome; some of it
isn’t, Tke following, from the Vermont
Chronicle, is plain and pithy, and if a little

extreme in its terms; it touches a matter of
far more consequence than might at first be
imagined :

* Husband all your strength for the deliv-

ery of your sermon, Take not a step, sing
not a line, speak not a word unnecessarily ;
for we arise in the morning with a certain
amount of physical power, and aequire but. ar

little power during the day

sources.

from

It is the recuperation

other

which

it

gives, and if that force be expended In a
ong walk or ride to a church,

or in any

muscular effort whatever,you have just that

| hearts? How do we talk of God as though much less for the sermon, and every clergywere to be placated! We forget that man must know that the more physical vigFrench Energy.
: herepentance
and faith are necessary con- or he has, the easier he can preach. Sing—
E—
ditions to salvation on account of their ing is an'effor; hence every verse sung is
France feels that she is herself again. effect on us, and we, Jook at the broker a loss of vocal power. Be more of a man
Burdened and bled as she was by the great and contrite heart as something that than to be the slave of a sip of water, a
war, smittenand rent'as she was by the Coin- softens the anger of God. We treat bap- lozenge, or a lump of sugar, before or durism, not as
its deep sym- ing preaching; the necessity of these grows
mune, despoiled of the fairest part of her bolism, but asunderstanding
though God
were a master upon a man with great rapidity, and de- '
territories when Alsace and Lorraine went of ceremonies, exacting
the most literal tracts from his independence and self-reliinto the hands of her conquerors, humiliat- obedience for the sake of his own whims, ance, Avoid conversation from the time of
‘od in the eyes of the cilvilized' world just We talk about the Scriptural authority rising in the morning until the sermon is
where she was proudest and most sensitive, and divine rightof certain iol of church delivered ; for the more your subject abgovernment, as if God would only save. sorbs your whole boing, the greater will be
the theater of struggling factions, yet hor people
whose societies had the requisite "the unction with whi the message is devital and recuperative energy has come out number of officers, and called
them ‘hy livered. Begin in a low tone, but with the
ina way at once surprising and fall of their right names, and elected them in utmost distinctness of utterance; and as
ow warm and the vocal organs
promise. She has just paid the last install- certain fashions. We make him a God of the lan
ment'of her great war indemnity to’ Ger-4 bylaws. We even represent God as the
central selfishness of the universe, doing
many, —5.000.000.000 of francs,—and Seen: all
things
own glory. Behold how
the last of the Prussian soldiers evacuate invincible forisconrhis heathenism
!

homeward.

A nation

capable of so much is certainly capable of
more and better things. True enough, her wounded pride had:
much to do with raising this mass of money.
The presence of an armed and victorious
enemy on her soil has been an almost intolerable thing to her. And so she has strained every energy to pay off the debt and rid
herself of the burden.
Whatever the government asked, in this direction, the people
hive been eyen more than ready to grant.
touched the Frenchman's self-complacen-'
cy and patriotic sentiment, and nothing fis
too great or too hard when these are in-

volved.

But there appears to have been no

unusual sense of being burdened while this
money has been in process of collection.
Governmental expenses have heen provided
for, industry has not complained of any un-

The New
cautious

York

Observer

and conservative,

“rience it has had in dealing

|.

is generally
but

the

expe-

with clerical

swindlers prompts it to the utterance of
plain words, It does wel in raising this
note of protest and warning :
We have tob many of this

cal fraternity

sort

in our country,

of cleri-

men

under variou§ false guises, are going

who,

about

pulsing money, some: of them by borrowing when they have not the slightest intention of paying.
We have posted many
of their names from time to time," but it is
very
easy for a man to change his name
and start anew in the business.
We had
repeated calls about two years since from
one of this class who presented to us
several letters from clergymen in Philadel-

phia,

on the strength

of which

he. ob-

tained money on a false pretense, and he
has not since turned up here. We recently

o

—

i

i

We fancy that most sensible people will
be quite ready to indorse what the National

Baptist says about the patios

who

have

been devising new expedients for bleeding
the pockets of everybody who goes to see.

the majesty which God has furnished at Niagar,” "Tt is' evidently a bit impatient ; but
these words are none too strong :
Now, when, ian has made improvements
and expended money, by building bridges,
stairs, and the like, it is proper that a suitable charge should be made for the use of

them.

But when God has put this miracle

of beauty and grandeur in the heart of a
continent, in full sight of two nations, it is
infamous beyond expression for any man or
set of men to try to shut mankind out from
the sight of it except on payment of a fee.
As well charge every man who looks up at
3

SPY

men and

sometimes suffer by suspicion and delay;
but in these days it'is entirely unsafe ‘to

premiums to subseribers. ‘But whether it
can resist the pressure is not certain. This
have been held during the late services in
the groves, and have sung, after prayer is what it says about the matter:
It has been our aim, for more than eight- |
and ready trust in the children's Saviour,
songs of exulting praise. ;No great ac- een years, to make a paper that would not
count has been made of their tears or pray- need to be propped or propagated by the deers or professions. The number of grown ‘| vise of a chromo preminm. Having succeedpersons that have kneeled at the forest- ed pretty well in abiding by the stand-onaltars has been counted, and published as your-merits principle, we could not, at so
an occasion of special thanksgiving, as late a day as this, confess that our journal
certainly it is; but the most hopeful work needs the help df a poor chromo to make it
accomplished, if it could but be adequately worth what we sell it at. Our ambition is
followed up with tender and constant to make a newspaper in NO RESPECT second
Christian culture, is the answered call upon to-any other paper of its kind, to publish it
the susceptible childhood at these gather- at the lowest possible price, and let it speak

ers jn state and other local elections,
in such
a way as {o make the Presidential patronage
sway the voters. Massachusetts has done
well in uttering this protest. We trust other
states will take it up and swell it. We copy
the resolution for the same reason that we
have dealt with this struggle,—because it
bears vitally upon principles which, in our

good plage to make up that issue and fight
her soil and march

it through to a definite result. Her leading
citizens and her best mew have taken hold
of that question with a .moral resolution
that orie is glad to see.
And it is worth much that the real battle
wad fought at the primary meetings. For
once the caucuses rose into dignity. The

referring

touching his heart, puts in this fitting plea
for the hosts of other boys:
These boys are constantly in the corners
of the churches. They age very suscepti-

Resolved, That while we recognize the right
of every citizen to express and act u i,
enthusiastic support of even good men, as convictions
upon all questions of
inthey certainly create a dread of the work of terest, no person holding federal public
office has
resisting him and gaining his enmity, in the right 10 seek to influence the action of
minds that shrink and shudder at his arro- his subordinates by exciting their fear of
loss of place if their-,opinions or actions
gance and coarseness.
£0
shall differ from his own; and we call upon
The story of his defeat is known over the the President forthwith to remove every
country; for the attention of
the general publie officer who has thus improperly inpublie was called te th
6 which pre- terfered with the independence of the
ceded it. “That strugzle
has been intense, republicans of Massachusetts in the management of their local concerns, wherever.
not to say bitter,
beyond anything that the fact is proved to his satisfaction.
:

Massachusetts has known for many years.

set forth the

him, while a mere boy, eagerly listening
in the corner of the meeting house- to the

boldly, as he has character as citizens, we can not with safety

been saying for the last few weeks,—*I am
a much better man for Governor than the

which

in Alfred Cookman’s

for the Governor's chair, there is no telling against the influence of fedéral office-hold-

assured himself of success, he is not less bu

give our readers a
religious papers by

paragraphs

saw that a Rev. of the same mame had
been arrested in a neighboring town on a

bers the hairs of their heads, hides

topics they discuss and the methods and
spirit in which the work is done.
We
serve up a few such specimen bits this
week.

a truer thing of himself than when he re- two resolutions that it was fitting to adopt
cently declared that, after he entered into a at this hour. One. of them condemns the
fight, he was not wont te leave it till he had salary grab, which Gen. Butler chiefly enmade his enemies regret the contest and gineered through Congress, and which he
The
long to be out of it. And so, though he is still most emphatically commends.
now counted out from the list of candidates other utters a strong and timely protest

how soon or in what way he may put himself forward as a claimant for the public endorsement and the largest honors of his
state. Utterly defente
sedbnd time in his
desperate effort to attain the chief executive

Press.

ee

We now and then
view of the leading

long as
no gure

He could not have said

Religious
tl

out the formality of a ballot, adopted its
platform without debate, and hastened to
adjourn. Afterward, there was not a little
promise of rest for the politicians or the dissatisfaction felt by the majority over the
people of the Old Bay State. For it is not result, The feeling may wot have been
in his nature {fo be quiet. And when he very amiable or magnanimous, but there
was a deep regret that, “after getting ready
moves he means ‘something. He always
hits somebody." He is sure to provoke re- for a decisive fight, the enemy was allowed
sistance,and isnot unlikely to win an enthu- to steal off under a flag of truce, and so essiastic following. He is shrewd, able, and cape a drubbing, a discomfiture,a rout, and
a public overtbrow. But it may be as well
resolute. He does not hasten to retire from
as it is. While Gen. Butler lives, it will be
a contest into which he has entered. What
as impossible to put and keep.him down as
looks like a retreat ora surrender is generally an expedient for gaining time and re- it was to lay the ghosf:6f Banquo. Tt is not
organizing his forces. He is slow to for- wise to waste ammunition. The inevitable
give and forget. = To beat his opponents ip may as well be accepted. But if he can not
some way is one of his strongest ambitions. be taught modesty and discretion, certainly
And he couples with his persistent deterini- by this time his supporters should bave
nition a rare mastery ofthe whole science learned a lessonof sobriety.
ora new one, can not be told.
(Gen. Butler is alive, there can

signs,—even though he had succeeded in

Bat, on the whole, in spite of factions
and changes that keep affairs boiling like
a cauldron and threaten a general chaos,
there has been real progress toward true
ideas and a genuine and healthy national
life. The old monarchical regime seems
now a thing of the past. Each convulsion
is followed by a better promise. Lately,
the movement in the direction ofa true

to be remembered and practiced hereafter
and generaliy.- We trust it will be,
We need not stop to speak at any length

Washburn be re-nominated by acclamation,
gavea general approval to the platform,— | for: of government in France.
uch an avowal as that, made by- such a
which condemned his action in the matter
machinations of the Carlists, his victory of the salary grab andthe enlistment of
an, in such a position, and wielding a
will be of immense service to Republi- federal officials in support of his pretenpower that gives him the mastery of France
canism in every quarter of the globe. The sions,~and in a speech full of biting satire and and the respect of the warld, can’ not be
prayers and wishes of the friends of Re- grim humor hinted that he might. hereafter without a deep meaning, and it surely carpublican liberty everywhere attend his run as an independent candidate ;then he sat ries a cheering promise.
Who knows but
steps.”
down as though he were a generous and France may learn, through her misfortunes,
martyred statesman instead of a self-seek- the. lesson of wisdom to which her prospering and baffled politician.
There was a ity seemed forever blinding her?

law unless its central element is autocratic

can ‘be anything having the real qualities of

But it is chieflya3 a helper of his as- certainly hope, though not without

‘sociates and an added item of moral power,

and, second, that it shall

deal with the

own:

without

motion, by methods

life, learn to do it in a wise way, and find and has almost the power of a dictator.
seh: stimulants and aids as will most His devotion to “republican ideas seems
strongly assure its accomplishment.
He ‘equally intelligent and hearty. His opgoes not simplyto get, but still more to portunity has come. It isto be hoped

comfort,
and quickening the church offers

to their

business, promptly and

Spanish people to comprehend that there

of workers, to accept the great service of Castelar, is at the very head of the nation,

give. He may indeed take whatever of
. light, and moral secority, and peace, and

that they will attend

office in his own

* For her my tears shall fall,

For her my prayers ascend,

It

suggests a seeking after the easier and half
neutral way.

ber that tas with Spain that Castelar has
to deal. . [be Cortes desire him to form a
Cabinet; [Te replies that he will not do so
unless they promise two things: First,

necessary, 500,000,000 reals, to suspend
constitutional guarantees when he deems it
proper. The Cortes yielded every demand,
and Castelar becomes Dictator of Spain.
This man talks as if he had something
more than the ‘gift of gab.’
The Spanish Republic is now in the very crisis of its
fate. Il Sefior Castelar, by a patriotic and
judicious exercise of the powers conferred
upon him, can rally the intelligent people
of Spain to his support and defeat the

Refusing to do Jthis

has a “look of shirking

order? The latest word from Spain intjmates that some such hope as that may be
formed concerning the schorlarly: and eloquent Castelar, ‘We must not be hasty
even in our hopes; and we must remem-

thereby show that they have a very imper-

therefore, he should guard his heart and be
a pattern of fidelity.

fellowship, may

bring it into

ing: that he be empowered to increase’ the
army, to purchase 500,000 rifles, to orgau-

er. And wherever a human soul really
struggles after and yields itself dutifully to
the apprehended will of God, it can not
fail to find an infinite sympathy which at
once offers it a sacred solace and an eternal
hope. Like ‘the rain and the sunshine God
sends abroad his love. And as the daisy
by the highway, the fern in the forest, and
the lichen on the mountain take the warmth

identially shut away from

in chaos, and is he the man to

wearied sympathy and the nurse's assiduous service. And they who lack heart for
such tasks as this state of things calls for,’

stutable.

and the moisture and thrive thereon, no less

“We find in the Christian Union so just and
torcible a paragraph touching the present
aspect and attitude of Spanish affairs, that
we quote it, instead of adding other words
of our own.
It is evidently Mr. Beecher's
pen that writes as follows:
It looks as if Spain had actually found a
man. His name is Selior Castelar. Ten
years ago, Spain discovered that he was a
good historical professor and art-critic.
Four years ago, Spain discovered that he
was an orator, He can reason powerfully ;

he can talk eloquently; but can he do any-

clasped by a fellow-believer in the Redeem-

than the gorgeous flowers in the rich man’s
garden j« so.the loyal human soul, prov-

-
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We sincerely trust that everybody will uesolutely stay away, till the resident swindlers ure brought to their senses.

N. H.,

ries will be held at Farmington,

of the exercises
next

for publication

CoM.

}

week.

of missionaries constitut-

company

in the

York

uy.

(Anchor

Olympia

Steamer

atly strengthen
part of the coun-

ese
e whole body.
Rome in th
the power of

ing the re-inforcement for this fall, left New

Through these the idolatry and many

senseless observances of the
and
church are installing themselves

Fofane
mish

Line), Wednesday, September 10, at 12 M.
Rev. O. R. Bacheler, wife, and daughter

ual;

keeping

** wakes”

hold permanent investments.

They were all in New York the

pany.

which

Sabbath before sailing, and were present
at a missionary meeting at the 17th street
church Sabbath evening. We understand
the meeting was one of great inferest.
Monday, our whole company visited the

Page

houses of brethren

in

is observed here is dic-

tated by Romanism,—it is regarded largely
asa day

at

Elliot

and

the Sabbath

manner

Bloomfield, N. J., where we found good
homes, and a meeting of the friends was

Fabiud,N. Y., Sept.

cur in Italy or Spain, and remain indifferent, almost insensible, when the very same

Rev.

filled.
The singing was excellent, and
the speaking good. Rev. G. H. Ball presided. The speaking was by Ball, Durgin,
(D. W. C.), the Cor. Sec., and all the

missionaries.

Mrs. Prof.

Upham,

Mrs.

Doremus and Dr. Gillette were present,
and spoke also. The prevailing feature:
and spirit suggested cheerfulness and hope,
and even joy im view of the departure on
the morrow.
After the usual running here and there
packing the last needed articles, at

Q. M.,

in the

costing

the

church is poor and not able to do much for
a minister.

twelve,

noon, the friends who came to see these
departing ones off, left the ship, she cast
off her moorings, and our brethren and" sisters, bidding us adieu, sped on their way

Ill, a few

miles

east

of St.

the

That last meet-

By

amount

ed for benevolent

their help.

Mission, $135; the Home Mission, $100;
the local city mission, $67; for the poor,

But the additional three could
to go this fall.

One

commenced
10, 1873.

of

them, Rev. Robert D. Frost, of Iowa, has
been accepted by the Board, and will be

his

from

church :—Paid

about

$2,500.

Now

let

dollar for benevolence.

mission

Open

fields in the

are groaning for laborers,—or

they may.
of the

To meet these future

mission,

wants

or rather the present and

pressing wants that can only be supplied

in the future, the Board have contemplated
the employment of three more by a year
from this time,~—one young man and two
young ladies. They are now preparing for
the missionary work, and will be ready to
go out next season. The only question will
be the money question. And this has been
so well and happily met in the present effort, and the friends of the mission and the
churches contributing have been so happy

in"“doing this work, that they can but appreciate the chance of doing another just
such thing,
We ask that Bro. Frost may find a cordial reception wherever he goes, and a material aid in his work that shall cheer and
C. O. Lisy, Cor. See.
encourage him.

Home Mission Chit-Chat.

Another letter from the state of Alabama

reads thus:
Some tracts having fallen into my hands,
with the Treatise of the. Freewill Baptist
denomination,*I bave examined and am
us
well pleased with them. A number of

whi fi to
have ‘agreed to build a house in We
on't

organize a F. W. B. church.
know how to proceed, There are in this
country a number of Freewill Baptists, and
we would like to have a Conference here
Some of the Baptists believe
in Alabama.

that John the [Baptist set up the Christian
church; others believe to the contrary.
“Some believe that God foreordained that
a certain portion of Adam's race should be

lost without remedy ; others believe to the

contrary.

Some

believe. that it is impossi-

ble for a Christian to fall from grace and
be lost; others believe to the contrary,
+
AT
Ly

his

labors

Bro.
church
time as
is as it

Clerk.

During its
N. Y.
its annual meeting in Attica,
the Cengession, a society was organized, called
, which
Soegiety
Miss.
s
Wemaw
Baptist
Free
tral

in
is to act in conjunction with the Association
to
its mission work, Its constitution is similar
Miss. Society,

to adadopted in Sandwich, N. H., only varied
tion.
just it to work in harmony with the Associa
man‘Much interest and no little enthusiasm were
ifest in the meetings.

Fourteen life members be-

eighteen
gides four others conditionally, making

ons were
in all,were soecured,although the conditi
adopted by a
$25 instead of $20. The Society
onary, Miss S.
unanimous vote, as their first missi

College,
L. Cilley, a recent graduate of Hillsdale
rt

suppo
and one of the three missionaries whose
the Association had pledged.
privilege of
The sisters present had the happy
taking the hand,
looking upon the countenance,
adopted misand listening to the words of their

gionary, and also the two other

dear ones whose

l Association.
support is assumed by the Centra
present, and reThe parents of Miss Cilley were
s the audience,
addres
to
tion
invita
an
to
ed
‘spond
a time forbade
The father, whose euiotions for
long prayed
had
We
¢“
said:
utterance, at length

jhe Lord of the harvestto

raise up laborers and

but we little
thrust them into his vineyard;
prayer wus gothat
to
r
answe
the
what
t
though

ing to cost us ;—little

thought that he would re

to pray that
quire our child; just as we used
thinking of the
slavery might be destroyed, little

of so many of
price it would cost, the life blood
ked that
remar
r
mothe
The
our precious ones!”
bad

Reports for Register not yet sent in.

;

NEY.

MN.

“Wentworth.
PENN.

—

Y. M.

~

Lawrence, Westmoreland.”
OHIO RIVER Y.M.
Shiloh.
vit
IND. Y. DM. if

Notices and Appointments.

‘A

even-

its last session

THE EXgcuTive COMMITTEE of the Freewill Baptist Foreign Mission Society, will meet in the office
ot said Society, at Dover, N, H., on Tuesday, Oct. 7,

will bé held

Q. M. Held

Prairie

Notice.

The Annual Meeting of the Freewill Baptist Foreign Mission Society, for the choice of officers, and
the transaction of any other business legally presented, will be held in the Freewill Baptist church,
in Farmington, N. H., on Thursday, Oct. 9, at 8
o'clock, A. M.
D. W. C. DURGIN, Rec. Sec.
Newmarket, N. H,, Sept. 5, 1873.
3t37

with the

IRA SLATER,

DurbsaAM

ILLINOIS Y. M.

5

Clerk.

There will be a meeting of the

Executive

WISCONSIN

DEWITT

C. DUKGIN,

8t. Croix,

the pas-

He

that church, Aug.
L. A. ALLOR.

R.

RIPLEY

church.

KANSAS Y. M.

Cherokee.
<Not connected with Y. M.

Board

St. Francis (Mo.,) Shelby

ent could say it was good to be there.

OF

In this city, Sept. 9, by Rev.

K.

held at

birthday.

we convey

to the family of

Penn. Y. M., and believe that the monument of
such a life is erected and.inscribed on the hearts
of the people he so much loved.
. A petition was received from the Rapids
church, asking the conference to take measures
to divide the Q.M., which was referred to the
action unseveral churches and laid over for
the
til the Nov. session, which will be held with81, at
Oct.
Rapids church, commencing Friday,
A general attendance is desired,
9 o'clock, P.M.
new
as they expect at that time to dedicate their

R. R. WALTERS,

Clerk.

session
WESTERN R.T. Q.M.—Held its last
Rev.
with the church at Westford, Conn.,Sept. 3.
Rev.
and
an,
D. C. Wheeler was chosen chairm
A very small
G. E. Hopkins, Clerk pro em.
. The
delegation from the churches was present
done with
business was of the ordinary kind, und
ed life,

dispatch, The several churches report
but no special interest. Rev. G. Hunt, MethoG. C.

Rev.
dist, was present, and, together with
nt preachCorttis, gave'the people some excelle interesting. The social meetings were quite distance
a
ing. This ‘Westford church is quite
M., and feels
from the other churches of the Q. Sparseness of
somewhat its loneliness; and the
that feeling.
the delegation has not decreased
Corttis were i
Rev. G. I. Hopkins and G. C.

pointed

delegates to the Mass.

and Re. 1. Y. M.,

to
and Rev. G. UC. Corttis Messenger
sad by

oston Q.

the death
M. ‘Ihe Q.M. has been mude
ev. Daniel
of one of oh venerable ministers,—Rions
were
resolut
Blowing
The
Williams.
Q. M.:
the
©

od in his Providence has suddenly
=e a
brother, Daniel
removed by death our beloved this
Q. M., thereWilliams, an aged minister of.

in the death of Bro. Wiltor solved, 1, Thal,
andthe cause of Christ haye sus-

per-

(In this country, the award of progress

would be called a second premium.) Hence we
conclude that, as the Wilson Sewing Machine was

the only sewing machine that received the Grand
at
Medal of Merit, when the awards were made
the Vienna Exposition, it must have been the
best sewing machine on exhibition; although

other sewing machines that péceived medals for
progress should not be considered very inferior
machines.

the

great

American

Machine.~New

8th, 187¢,

York

In Westfield, W s., Sept. 3, by Rev. W. Phillips,

The Best Music Books
For your work this season, are

The “JOY,” by:-P. P. Bliss.
For Classes, Choruses and Conventions. Specimen
copy, by mail, for 75 cts.; $7.50 per dozen.

Standard Concert Choruses,

Sept.

Trilume,

/

By GEO.

« Vegetine,”
paper, ave
and retail

Liniment,”

* Quaker

advertised in another

Bitiers,”

column

and

of this

for gale by Wm. H. Vickery, wholesale
druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.

Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
executed.

6m18

F.

ROOT.

The latest and best Instruction
Organs.

Book for Cabinet

Specimen ¢opy, by mail, $2.50

SCHOOL OF SINGING,
By

F.

W.

ROOT.

A Book intended to clear away all Mystery from
the Art of Singing. Specimen copy, by mail, $3.00.
Good

GEO.

November 20, 1872.

is fast

becoming

Teachers will remember

F. Root.

The

“SONG

the

*“ GLORY,”

KING,”

by

by

H.

R.

PALMER.

For sale by Book and Music Dealers everywhere.
Published by
JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

popular

No

lady’s

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
13t36] DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO., NEW YORK.

Pitris, 1867.] «THE

DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR MONEY.—70 the Public.—¥or over 26 years Dr. Tobias” Venetian Liniment has been sold; every bottle has been warranted, and not one has been returned. Thousands of
T

Chronic Rheumatism,

4w3T

.

York.

AS, by the concurience of the SPECIAL JURY,
the

Sprains, Old Sores, Cuts, &c.

Depot, 10 Park Plaee, New

INTERNATIONAL

MASON

RAILNROAD
MAINE
BOSTON AND
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.
7.30 &. M. train from Boston leaves. Dover
.
Junction! at 10.10 A.M.
land at 10.45 A. M.
12.38 p. M. train from Boston leaves Dover

land at

Dover

3.30-P. M. train from Boston leawes
land at 6.17 ». M.

for S. B.

\

Dover for Port

-

Vienna, now ready at REDUCED PRICES.
STYLE P. Double.
Five-Octave Qigan,
with Knee Stop and Automatic Swell, fine
quality and POWET. .. ieee sassassanensines $110
STYLE T. Double Reed, Five-Octave, in Upright Resonant Cuse, Five Stops, wi
Vox Humana and Awtomatic Swell...... $130
STYLE 8. Five-Octave, Double Reed, in 4
right Resonant Case,* Seven Stops, wi
Octave Coupler-and Sub-Bass, very pow:
erful and with much variety.............. $190
Other new styles at proportionate prices. ILLUSTRATED
TESTIMONIAL

Alten

Gonie,

920

925
945

¢ Rochester,
“Farmington,

135)
rll.

3%.
uo

oa
28

1110

6.45

6.50
17.08

1.13
11.33,

¢
New Durham,
os
11.47.
7.28
“Alton,
11.65
7.81
7.85
12.00
aus
Arr. Alton Bay,
*Qy on arrival of Trains from Boston and Portand.
for

Dover.

A.M,

«
An.

P.M.

6.35 * 9.30
$5.40
935
648
9.42
7.02
9.565
7.20
10.12

Gonio,
Dover,

7.25
7.45

4.10
4.
422
43)
4.53

10.17
10.356

“Boston.

4.58
5,156

1.40

8.00

.+..Trains stop, but at times not precisely fixed.

poston,

CIRCULAR

New

CONNECTIONS,

leave Wolfeborough

Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich. ~
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect
with trains for

Boston and

and

Portland.

Leave

Gonic

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North StrafLeaye alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works,
ford.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, wath trains each way:
.
JAMES
T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

AND

The Editor of the Boston
statement is endorsed

Chicago.

by

EMPLOYMENT.
Courier says, and the
nearly

every.

Editor

in

New England, most of whom have had'friends attending the {nstitution: To those desiring prac

tical business
preparation
we
can “comment
COMER’S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE as the best insti-

- tution

of the kind

in the

Mr. George N. Comer,
ability and experience,

country.

Founded

by

a gentleman of rare tact,
it has been successfully con-

ducted by him for thirty-two years past and has
had hosts of imitators, but no rival. A young man
here, in a few months, makes amends for a lifetime’s
absence of educational opportunities

and the rates

of tuition are so reasonable as to be within the
reach of almost every one. There are no classes;
‘each student receives individual instruction, pro.

gresses according to capacity, and can commence
at any time. Ladies have an entirely
separate de-

partment.

At the present time Mr. Comer has more

applications for his students as clerks,

The College. i oY

throughout the year,

STAGE

SUPPLE

FREE.

York

JLPUCATION

canfill.

Stages

with

Bay.
wip
9,

Leave Alton Bay,
4
ton
*¢
New Durham,
“Farmington,
¢¢
Rochester,

CATALOGUES,

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

R.

AM,
Leave Josion,
a
over, .

Trains

awarded to

MENT, containing descriptions of new styles. Also

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.

«

MEDAL

NEW STYLES, including those first exhibited at

for Port-

' Trains leave for Alton Bay.

for

SUB

American manufacturers, It is in accordance with
the uniform result at previous exhibitions,

10.45 A. M., and 3.00, 6.23, P. M.

Mrains

two

Organs

strument,_ but is the ONLY

leaves Dover for Great’

Falls at 7.45 P. M.
from Boston leaves.
land at 8,10 P. M.

and

& HAMLIN

Cabinet

for Port-

3.00 2 Mm.

JURY

1m. competition with the best makers from all countries. This is not only the highest award to any in-

leawes Dover for Port-

8.30 A. M. train from Boston

THE

JURIES of most eminent artists and experts from
countries exhibiting, been awarded to the

Sickness,

Sea

Colic,

-

:

VIENNA EXPOSITION

it is recommended to. It is perfectly safe to take
internally. See oath with every bottle. It cures
Dysonsers,

[Vienmna, 1873.

Medal

" AT

certificates of its wondérful curative properties ean
be seen at the Depot. It will do all, amd more, than
Croup,

wanted, to

capital needed. Catalogue. Terms, &c., sent- FREE,
P.O. VICKERY.& CO, Augusta, Maine.
13t36

Kirst

Cholera,

and Boys

Girls

MEN,

WOMEN

for Laconia.

_ The “Centaur

R. PALMER.

Root’s Model Organ Method,

Centennial

Exposition of 1876, they may have so improved
as to equal the world-renowned Wilson’ Shuttle

Sewing

Pritchard.

Berthia Ken-

Mr. Calvin Arthur Parker, of Kau Claire, Wis., and
Miss Berthia Jane Deyo, of Harrisville, Wis.

Tyeowl

The

toward

Miss

all of Lawrence.

derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels.
Ask
your Druggist for it. -BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

of

medai for progress for the article or thing which

At

iston,

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

medal for merit was for the article possessing the
greatest merit of its kind and class; and -the

fection.

In Lawrence, Mass., Sept. 5, bv Rev. A, L. Hough-

ton, Mr. Richard Bailey and Miss Grace

Specimen, by mail, 75 cts-; $7.50 per dozen.

6.50 7.55 10.538 A. M. 4.57, 5.22, 7.45, P.M.

Department, {n two classes,

progression

50,

Champion,

y sell our French and American Jewelry, Books, Gaines, &c., in their own localities. No

THE

the Vienna Utitversal Exhibition,” published by
Archduke Regnier, President of the Imperial
Commission, we find medals were to be awarded,

had made the greatest

Aug.

Hattie

Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —~SANFORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all

6.00 P. M. train

one for PROGRESS.

Wakefield,

Miss

Sept. 7, Mr. John H. Staples and

By H.

York,

and

5.00 P.M. train from Boston

American Sewing Machines.

for. MERIT, and

East

all of Wakefield.

ceipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.
Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,
309 Broadway, New York,
AGENTS WANTED.
1 yeow?l

Vienna Premiums Again,

one

In

For advanced Classes and Chorus Societies.

time and not one-tenth part the expense.

In voting to open fraternal correspondence
with the American Methodists South, the English Wesleyans, now a most influential body,
have done what must be appreicated by all who
are in sympathy with the spirit of Christian
We have
harmony between kindred churches.
something to learn -ourselves from this kindly
action, both North and South,

in the Mechanical

Mass.

toilet is now complete without it. A Machine with
illustrated eircular and fall instructions sent on re-

Seminary, Mad-

- By reference to the ‘‘ Genéral Regulations

Luce, both of

needle-work,
e. ensive requiring
in the
ladies,
Withwork
| its
being
muchplace
moreof handsome,
less

ison, N. J., is organizing an expedition to Egypt,
Asia Minor, and Palestine, to start about Christ
mas. He will take along a large staff of assistants, abd a party of tourists will also accomHe will be assistedin the managepany ‘him.
ment by Prof. Worman, and by Mr. George
May Powell, who has just returned from a trip
to the Orient, which was taken for the purpose
of preparing the way for the expedition now
fitting out.

AND

M.

This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as

The minutes of the Congregational churches
of Vermont for 1873, show 198 churches, memship 17,941; 210 ministers (63 pastors and 93
acting pastors), 19,299 scholars in the Sunday
schools, average congregation 19,482, contributions $41,807, church property $1,234,308.

his memory;

Attleboro,

the land.”

New

Miss Addie

Mr. John ». Philbrick and

Forwarded,

the Sewing Machine,

tainly be re-elected.

MOULTON.

ot

Exhibition of 1872.
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
F. A. Barnard, Pres.
Samuel D. Tillman, Corresponding Sec’y.

Kentucky is blessed with a Christian chief
Gov. Leslie is a member of the
magistrate.
Baptist church in Frankfort, and a regular teacher in its Sunday school. Firm in the discharge
of his executive duties, he is deservedly popular
all over the state, and did not the Constitution
contain the one-term provision, he would cer-

Prof, James Strong, of Drew

Hayes and

Strafford.
In E. Wakefield, Aug. 20, by Rev. J. 8. Potter,
Mr. George A, Gustin and Miss A.M. Grant, both

It is ingenious and will meet the wants,of every

:

{

In South Strafford,Vt.,Sept. 3,by Rev. M. Atwood,

Mr. C. E.

Embroidering and Fluting Machines.
matron in

Lyng; Mass., and Miss

of Rochester.

AWARDED BY THE
American Institute,
TO J. W. McKEE,
FOR

months of each other

Forbes, of

Josie 8. Otis, of Durham. Sept. 8, Mr. Chauncy C.
Cheswell and Miss Emma O.
Mathes.
In Gonic, Sept. 1, by Rev. Geo. 8. Hill, Mr. James
M. Hayes, of Dover, and Miss Minnie ¥. Pickering,

DIPLOMA,

The Campb :llites have commenced a theological school for colored students at Louisville.

Bro. Moulton our sympathy, and pledge our
prayers, that God may. care tor the widow and
the fatherless, carry the little ones in his bosom,
and grant them a day of reunion.
9. That'we endorse with full hearts the resolutions passed at the last session of the Ohio and

meeting house.

a few

24, Mr. Frank L.

Special Notices.

will occur the anniversary of the fiftieth year of
his ministry, the fiftieth of the chureh’s exjstence and the fiftieth of his marriage.

here tokens of his lifework remain; here are his
family, and here xleeps his dust; and it is peculiarly fitting that we join with our beloved denomination in mourning the loss of this faithful
:
brother, therefore,

Resolved, 1. That

Within

Stewart, Mr.

of Dover.

In New Market, July 5, | Rev. D. W. C.Durgin
Mr. Edward E. Davis, of
Durham, and Miss Sara
F. Marston, of N. July 7, Mr. Joseph H. Howe, of
Boston, and Miss Martha A. Pinkham, of N. Aug.

A A Coburn, Patten, Me,
A T Bowman, Hartland, Me,
Randall, Smyrna Mills, Me.
J W Barr, Otselic, N Y.
G Williams, Box 696, Bath, Me.

St. Anne’s church, Lowell, Mass., the first
one erected there, has had but one rector, Rev.
Dr. Edson, who has just celebrated his eightieth

Whereas, Within the bounds of the Cleveland
. M., Bro. Moulton commenced and closed his
and women, saved unto
lifework; here men

Christ by his labors, live tobless

Next

General.

Meetings.

A.

Mrs
Rev
Wm
Rev
Geo

I. D.

Joseph S. Davis, of Pittsfield, Me., and Mrs. Martha

BY MAIL.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Q. M.

Ordaining Prayer by

REV.

Books

session with the Rome chureh, Oet. 24—26. G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.

9. That we commend the action of the state
Association,in their effort to resuscitate the interestin Cleveland, and pledge them our condidence and support.
DEATH

Clerk.

OwEGo Q. M.—Held its last session with the

R. was recognized .as the pastor of our
at H., not for one year, but for as long a
This
they can see fit to be thus united.
should be everywhere.
H. WHITCHER, Chairman of Council.

THE

DAVID A. TUCKER,

Asso. Ill.

MARRIED

Clerk.

tington—Helen' A Hutchinson—G Hilton—H B Hunt—
Geo Hatch—E Knowlton—G W Myers—C_Mitchell—E G
Page—H J Preble—H Prescott—P.M. at Mill Bend—Mrs
W
Ruslow—J W Ross—G P Ramsey—A Stockham -C E
Sackett—LB Starr—J Stockneyer—MTeague—M Thompson—G 8 Thorné—L V Towle—F L Wiley—8 Wood—Mrs
E Watts—N Warner—O Whitney—JM Pease.

Windham Center church, Aug. 22, The churches were not as fully
- represented as usual.
A
precious meeting was enjoyed, and those pres-

possible, the title to the Cleveland Mission property, and take the Mission under its protection.

ON

"°

Sh
MINN. 80. Y, M.

IOWA NORTHERN Y. M.

church in
Farmington, N. H., on Tuesday, Oct. 7,
1873, at 2 1-2 o'clock, ». M., torjthe choice of officers,

its last session with the

;
M.

Turkey Valley.

The annual meeting of the F. W. Baptist Education Society
wlll be held in the F. W. Baptist

Franklin church, Aug. 22-24, E. Redlon, Moderator. The business was transacted barmoniously, and the meetings of worship were well
attended and spiritual. . Next term with Sparta

Clarke:

Clerk of Oxford

Q.M.—Held

|

’
Freeborn.

H. Brown,

SANDWICH Q. M.—Held its Aug. session with
the 1st church in Meredith where Randall had

Y. M.

Waupup.
NN.Y.

of the F. W. Baptist Education Society, in the vestry of the F.
W. Baptist church in Farmington, N.
H., on Tuesday, Oct. 7, 1873, at 1 o'clock, P.M, A
full attendance {s Epecisliy nized,
New Sarket, N. H.; Sept. 8, 1873,
3t

City.

Apple River,

C. 0. LiBBy, Cor. Sec.
837

_at 8 o'clock, A. M.
Dover, Sept. 5, 1873.

22, Conference, Tuesday preceding, at 1 o’clock,
P.M.
C. L. PINKHAM, Clerk.

from them,
the dear daughter, just going
work from the | liams, this Q. M.loss.
onary
missi
§
the
in
ested
inter
been
d u great
herself bad hat the words and counsel of ofr brother
She
.
years
yen
or’se
early age of six
more than twen- are still with us, and will be remembered and
long labored for the-cause. For
to his rewith the Grand cherished, though he bus gone
ty years she had been connected
ward,
.
ty,
Socie
ty,~a

Rapids Q. M. Female ‘Miss. Socie

f ——

with the church at Nottingham Center.
The
churches reported themselves as striving to hold
on to the faith once delivered to the saints. The
business was transacted harmoniously, good union prevailed, the meetings were
interesting,
and we hope will prove a blessing to hoth pastor
and
people. The attendance was
very good,
considering the circumstances.
Next
session
with the New Durham church, commencing Oct.

CLEVELAND Q. M.—Held its Aug. session
It was one of interwith the Royaltonschurch.
est and profit. The preaching was pointed and
spiritual. In the business of conference, the
following resolutions were passed :
Resolved, 1. That we recommend the Ohio State
Mission Association to incorporate, so as to hold
real estate and other property, and to secure, if

Central F. B. Woman’s Miss. Society.
an organization
Association,
The Central
churches in
Baptist
Free
the
all
s
include
which
just held
has
gs,
Meetin
Yearly
Pa.
the N. Y, and

Woman’s

E.

Quarterly

Ministers and Churches.

that of the Free Baptist

New

. Son...

Cor. Sec.

A. TUCKER,

with

Prof. J. Fullonton, D. D.;

-

our

missionaries are doing it for them, as well

with

Rev. D. M. Maddox; Charge:
by Rev. S. F.
Snow; Hand of Fellowship by Rev. S. W. Perkins; Addrgss to the Church by Rev. H. Whitcher; Address of Welcome by Rev. Mr. Lincoln,
pastor of the Congregationalist church at Harri-

Indiana Yearly Meeting.

DAvID

conference.

opening sermon, Friday

ing.

Harrison, Sept. 4, Bro. L. W. Raymond, a recent graduate of the Theological department of
Bates College, was ordained to the work of the
ministry of Jesus Christ, by a council chosen by
the Q. M., in the following order: Sermon by

The thirty-first session of Indiana YeardenomingMeeting was held with the Union
the
ly
of
parts
he will visit other
: Church, Ripley Quarterly Meeting, Aug. 8—
tion.
A young lady in the state of New York 11. Rev. E. Redlon was chosen Moderator,
is ready and anxious to go out with the who conducted the business with his usual
next re-inforcement. It will be thus seen prudence and dispatch.
The delegation was not full, as Switzer‘that there is still an open field before us.
hand
the
of
g
slackenin
land Q. M. did not report itself. Report
There should be no
susand
duty
our
do
To
from Ripley encouraging.
funds.
raising
in
Campbell
and
Revs. Thomas, Grimes
tain the mission, we need keep up the en.AssociaCreek
months.
Sand
few
the
past
the
from
of
us
met with
larged contributions
ndBecause our company has sailed is no rea- tion of Separate Baptists, as correspo
service.
good
or
rendered
efforts
ing messengers, and
son why any should relax their
attended.
well
were
meetings
cease making their donations. The press- The
ure, though not so sharp asa few weeks Preaching timely, powerful and spiritual.

ago, is equally heavy.

ed to preach the

Ordination.

:

A. H. CuasE,

called to

At the session of the Otisfield Q. M.,

re-

ports from every church that has raised a

ing the churches. = A two-fold work is done
by this arrangement,—the churches become
acquainted with their future missionary,
and funds are raised for the outfit and passage of his compary. In due time we expect

the pastoral

to correspond

MILLS has been

L. A. ALLOR,

the Foreign

us have

the Erie Christian

The next session

W. G. CARL, Clerk pro tem. nf Church.

ciirrent expenses and to liquidate indebted-

in his own state, attending Q. M’s and visit-

bas resigned

is ready

Eld.

$25 ; for repairs on the church, $400; for our
ness,

useful to all

Colebrook
church, commencing Oct: 24, at 2
o’clock, P. M. Rev. G. H. Chappell was appoint-

It is due to the public to gate that Eld. E. R.
Clarke, of New Haven, Macomb Co., Mich., is
not a member of any church in the F. Baptist
denomination.
:
.

what we have done as a denomination.
The live pastor of the church in Lawrence,
Mass., gives the following encouraging re-

ready to sail early next spring. He is now
in the employ of the Society,and is laboring

$14.32.

A CHURCH has been organized in Addison, N.
Y., with flattering
prospects.
We
hope for
large and real success.
H. 8. BALL.

purposes ‘the past year,

but not enough to give any correct idea of

port

He

their churches have contribut-

It was expected by the Board that three
more missionaries would have gone in this
company. The mission needed them nearly or quite as much as it needed those who
have just sailed. The work js suffering for

QM.

ranted full length, full size, and of the best quality.

lection was appropriated
to help pay the indebtedness of the
South Ridge church,~amount,

1.

‘toral care of the New Haven, Mich., church.

On Sabbath they
Bro. M. writes :

will follow them,

pot be prepared

Rev. C. B.

Louis,

ing~was a joyful one through hope in Christ.
Many prayers were offered in their behalf
before they ‘went; we trust many more

work in India.

Itis Nature’s Remedy,

Every spool of the ‘Eureka Machine twist is war-

of duterest,

Freckle Lotion.

omedone an
mi
the
t
skin medicine. Prepared only
by Dr. BO. PLRRY.
Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N.Y. Sold by
sts
everywhere,
;
Janae
8361

preached, where Colby had wept over sinners,
and the transaction of any other business that may
and where, more
than forty years ago, a strong
legally come before.the meeting.
t
«|
A. G, HILL,
EWITT C. DURGIN, Rec. Sec.
and fini
Ein
Wino had entertained the GenNew Market, N. H., Sept. 8, 1873.
eral Conference.
And though the church is now
The question of undertaking to raise funds
REV. W.L.NOYES has tendered his resignation somewhat scattered and shorn of its former in NOTE.
aid of Bates College will come before the above
strength, with no pastor.to break to the people
to the F. Baptist church in Chicago, Ill, into
meeting.
A matter of such vital importance to
the bread of life, yet on this old battle-field the
the Society, demands a fall attendance of its memwhose pastorate he has puta year’s hard ad 4). M. was generously entertained, and a very
bers,
D.W.C.D.
pleasant session was enjoyed. Bro. Smith, of"
conscientious work, and an unusual degree o
Laconia, and Bro, Nelson, of Dorchester, were
Christian
and
denomivational
interest.
His
v
present and
preached the gospel with interest
resignation takes effect Oct. 1.
CoM.
TUSCARORA Q.“M. will hold its next session with
and power.
ost of the churches that tustain
the
church
at
Cameron,
South
Hill,
gommencing
on
the nieans of grace were reported.
Some steps
Friday, Sept, 26.
D. W. GLoYD, Clerk.
of a cheering character were taken in the busiREV. J. MALVERN has resigned the pastorate
ness meetings.—The subject of revival meetings
of the church in Biddeford, Me., the resignation
was referred to-the * Mission Committee,” to
Post Office Addresses.
make arrangements.
Hence, churches” desirous
to tuke effect Oct.1. His people accepted the
CB. Mills. New Haven, Macomb Co., Mich.
of
protracted
meetings
will
communicate
with
Pev.
J.
M. Puarkis, Chepachet, R. I.
announcement of his decision to leave with
the committee, which consists of L. B. Tasker,
great reluctonce, while admitting the force of D. Calley and L. Given.
Itis hoped that the
Letters Received.
the reasons which induced his decision. , He has
importance of these efforts be considered, and
that
they
be
made
before
the
deep snows of winG J Abbott—F C Bradeen—L T Boothby—LClark—A A
done a good work in this field, and leaves an enCollins—J M Crandall—B F Carter—W
H Curtis<J P
ter shall come.
The next session will be held
couraging state of things to cheer a successor.
Davenport—A Durfee—J L Dillingham—L Decker —J
with the 1st church in Eaton.
Flinn—D 8 Frost—A Given—Miss E Green
Fullonton—L
I
Com.
L. B, TASKER, Clerk.
—-A Given—S8 Green—A H Huling—C Heard—T N Hun-

Aug 23. The Q. M. passed
a resolution
approving the plan of organizing the three
associations into a Y. M.
had a large congregation.

ane

of labor. Address D, Duc; or D, M. MESERVE.

i

« All that is needed to build up Freewill
Baptist churches
in this country, is good,
faithful ministers. The héarts of the people are open to receive the truth.”
Some few of our ministers are reporting

to their

.

On account of poor health I have closed my
labors with the F\. B. church in Brownfield, Me.
This people need a faithful minister, and desire
correspondence with any such, seeking a field

Bro. Maniiing attended a Q. M. in Lebanon,

-

At a recent communion, six were added to. the.
church in Prairie du Sac. We are painting and
carpeting the F\. B. church in this place, and otherwise trying to make it a better house of the
Lord.»
B. F. MCKENNEY .

you write, our dear
thinking of us, and

$2,000;

made

ph

|

HN

i

Draven timing aad imple Hemedsy(he £1

The best of feeling prevailed during | For sale at all Trimming stores. '~/

present from

any church desiring a pastor.

as long as we are not forgotten we feel encouraged. You ask for the special wants
of thisQ. M. We want everything but
poor preachers. I travel 300 miles every
month ‘to fill my appointments, have built
up three churches, receive $200 salary. We
have just completed the only house of worship

E.' TUTTLE

effect Nov. 1.

things exist in their own country, within two

help; but from what
brethren ave at least

from barks, roots and hexbs.

.collection for F'. Missions was taken on Baurday
evening, amountingto
$4.45. The Sabbath col-

for parades, basket meetings, and

ostentatious funerals. Oh! I am heart-sick
when this matter passes in review before
me, and when I see Christians
so deeply
moved by these same things when they oc-

The parlors were

Several ministers

Mills,

of the -confer-

in attendance,

were

and

A

dl

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

the

WHAT 18 VEGETINE
It 18 a compound extracted

the session. The business was done in harmony, and . the meetings were spiritual and inter-

charge of the 2d church in Lebanon, Me., to take

extemporized at Bro. Elliot's, at which there’ or three days’ travel of their own doors. 1
was singing, prayer, and remarks by Bro. should like to stand with you before some
of your missionary meetings and bear tesBacheler, describing scenes in India, the
on this subjeet; but then, as I
timony
work there, and some of the customsof the should
not come from Japan or China, I
people.
suppose my testimony would be of little
On Tuesday evening, the last meeting worth. But let us work on; the little we
before sailing was held in the parlor of Dr. do will not be lost, and sometime the
Perry, 57 33d street. I bardly know what churches will wake up.
In the western part of Towa, a brother
to call the meeting. . It was largely,
social,
writes
:
‘
by
as largely religious and missionary, and
You can’t imagine the load your kind
somewhat of a Sabbath school meeting as letter has removed from my mind. It has
well, as the Doctor had his Mission Sab- seemed to me that our cause in the West
bath school teachers together for their reg- would fail, and it wil unless we have some

ular Teachers’ Meeting.

the interest

and we trust one that will prove

M. M. H, HILLS.

for the dead, with

The

to

the conference
was

concerned.

on, the interest of which, $7 per year, goes to

and wife (Emily Phillips), and Miss Sibbie burning candles, music, feastings, &c., and
indecency and drunkenness.
Cilley, daughter of Rev. E. G. Cilley of often w
ave these wakes kept
Mich., made up the remainder of the com- It is not unhepal
in ‘the meeting-house.

and

that we felt was’ pressed home

the support of Miss Cilley. The Woman’s Miss.
Soc., not being yet a corporate body, can not

the consecration bythe baptizing
were of the company, and are making their stance,
of
infants,
and the reciting of a foolish ritMarshall
J.
trip to India. Rev. Albert

third

ence.

much

character deserves

{

It was a precious privilegé to meet with the esting. L. A. Allor was chosen clerk and
dear sisters of the Central Association. The treasurer for the elisiing year, Thé next ses- |
the;Capac church, com- |
Master, I am sure, has many workers in this sion wil beheld with
LESSON PAPERS.’ The price of the 8.'S. Lesson
mencing Friday, Nov. 21, at 2, P. M.
L. A: ALLOR, Clerk. | Papers will be one cent. each. per month, or 75 cents |
section of our denomination, whose hearts glow
- Switzerland.
:
per
hun
with love and zeal for missions, and who are
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weighMICH.
Y.
M.
ing
over
four
ounces,
one
cent,
or,
three
cents
a
ready to’ nerve themselves as never before for
ASHTABULA
Q. M.—Held its Aug. session
quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and
woman’s work for woman degraded by the cen- with
Montcalm, Oceana, Oxford,
the South
Ridge church, commencing Aug.
not over eight ounces, double this rate, and 80 on.
ST. JOSEPH’S VALLEY Y. M.
turies of the jeign of Lieathenism, Two large- | 22, A good degree of interest was manifested, On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya
was one of profit, we, trust, to all ble uasterly or yearly in advance, at the office Where
Bearted sister®’secured $100 each, to the Associa- The meeting
N. Berrien,Steuben & Brauch.
.
who attended. A corresponding delegate was recy

For in-

protestants.

the colored

among

who added

B.

of Rev.C.

vored ‘with thé presence

to many hearts on that memorable occasion. =

the South. If these continue, they will
sooner or later, corrupt
wer, and,
guin

** From, its meritorious

.

It is RELIABLE and HAR
8. Bold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

widest circulation.”—Banner of Light.

North Branch church, commencing
Aug. 22,
and continued three days. The churches were
e were fawell represented by delegations.

pared with that which these parents are making,
was a question

cester, M

OXFORD Q. M.—Held its last ‘session with the

aga

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth

booksellers and toy dealers, or sent post paid. on
receipt of seventy-five ceuts, by West & Lee, Wor-

Clerk.

D. C. WHEELER,

:

;

:

Miss. Societies.

money, and prayers, and labors at home, comn-

Protestant churches of

the colored

among

Sailing of Missionaries.
The

4

Abhi

and Foreign
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every

‘to

2

etc., than he

business

o'clock;

day

evenings,

from 7 to 9, between October and ‘April. Catalogues
and circulars containing full information,
with list
of Mr. Comer’s published works on Penmanship,
Bookkeeping Nivigion, eto., may be had ‘wee at
the College, 33 Washington Street, corner of West
Street, or on request will be seot
t-paid. People
who have much writing to do wil} thank ua for informing them that
Mr. Comer has received a full
supply of his ssleprate
peng. {Samples sent by
mail on receipt of 25 cents,
1333,

Pass This By 3 You, ire fyololuns,
r
:

.

wish

to

make

ds

dress, Fareka Portable Tablg Co., 8t. Lot x
v

Rs 2
dn

in readiness

will be

between the Home

One thing is certain, that, unless hbme
matters are attended to, the sources of our
home fing will be terribly corrupted and
Christian power fright hy poral zed.
our
Look at the superstition, fanaticism, ignorance and corrupt morality that prevail

commencing Tuesday, Oct. 7. It is expect-

«ed that a full programme

reaved and sorrowingrends, and may the grace
of God permit us a reunion in heaven.

en

»

Fur MOTH PASGEES, T

The long evenings are now coming, and the chil
dren should have good games
help pass them
pleasantly. Avilude, with its birds and their descriptions, is théezbest ever published, Sold by all

our svaipainies to the he-

4, That we extend

the public services of the Q. M. sessions. The
funds raised had averaged about $20 per quarter,
or $80 per. year, and had been divided equally

in

Anniverss- South:

The

ANNIVERSARIES.

ing the presentation of the subject of missions in

help us to build up F. W. B. churches
‘Sometimes brethren, pressed by the wants of the
ata
iy
this state.
President Ahsley, of Straight Univer- field in their own Q. M., would beg of them to
sity, New Orleiins, gives thie following vivid give all their funds in that direction; but she
firm in her loyalty to the For, Miss. cause.
description of the state of religion in the stood
What is the sacrifice we make, who give only

Denominational News and Notes.
THE

believe the Lord's Table to be free
to sthe contrary.
his children; other
' send me some tracts, and six copies
Treatise; they will be of great use
We would be glad if you would
or send us an efficient missionary to

Some
to all
Please
of the
to us,
come,

the blue sky on a starry night,or who listens
to the roar of the sugf on the ocean shore.

oo
gin
3. That we bow with submission, and kiss the
that, during all‘those years, had been working,
rod that ha® smitten us, believing that our loss
holding its regular meetings and generally secur- is his eternal gain.
|

?

it

ey
n

’

wey

:

bith

THE
Riley he could not sit up.

As he was

a

whole

general

favorite,

the

waited here several days.
ars had

John

The minister salg

If your life ain’t nothing to other folks,
Why, what's the use of living
And that’s what I says to wife; says I,
There’s Brown, the miserable sinner,

urged the party

A cent toward buying a dinner.

I tell you our minister's prime, he is,
But I couldn’t quite determine,
‘When 1 heard him a-giving it right and left,
Just who was hit by his sermon.
Of course there couldn’t be no mistake
When he talked of long-winded praying,
For Peter and Johnson, they sat and scowled

x

And the minister he went on to say,
“ There's various kinds of cheating,
And religion’s as good for every day
As it is to bring to meeting.
;

company

to proceed

without
at

the

him.
Fort,

but I knew that Nell needed my assistance
and sympathy, and I determined to stay
with her. My husband said I should not
stay, I was his, and must go with him,

‘ Yes, Lizzie,’ said Nell, with her eyes ful)
of tears, * it is your duty to go with your
husband.
Go, and be a blessing to him,
for you can be if you will.’
“T went, but all the while

it

seemed

as

though my heart was breaking. This was
my first bitter lesson in life’s school. * It
had been hard to part with my mother, but

STAR,

sp

SEPTEMB ER 17,

come ! It’s bed time !” and away he went an inward struggle. ‘‘Skimmed milk is
to be tucked warm and cozy in his nest, good enough for a tramp like him,” said
there to dream out the fancies that filled his selfishness; but the good angel conquered,
little brain.
:
and the great bowl covered with golden:
The hours
slipped hy. Twelve, one, cream was carried to the thirsty begger, If
half past ome. A distant clingor sounds the good woman crayed any reward for her

throiigh the night air,

Nearer and nearer | generous deed,she bad it at once in the poor

it comes ; louder and louder, until the boy’s man’s grateful look as his brown hands
chamber is filled with the wild crash of the ‘giasped the tempting bowl, and it was with
frightened bells, and Fred springs from his real regret that she waked to find it only a
bed to see the snow all aglow with the dream.
strange red light, to see the flying sparks
But the dream has a moral. How many
drifting away overhead, to hear the up- of our best deeds are spoiled by having the
roar outside, and to know that there is real-

ly a fire!

cream taken off!

a

Literary Review,
am.

would

hardly have

been

time enough to make his toilet, with mamma's help, too; but

utes, he was

now,

creeping

within

from

tem

min-

‘his room

in

overcoat and tippot, pants tucked in boots,
and a waym

cap tied over his ears.

Down the broad stairway, through

the

is, to the

or why

;

is a

him.
How

should not tell what he knows.

with silence,

Aud

To

this book furnishes the am-

plest proof of his wide

vation, varied
thought.

'
cream

he

He

reading, careful

experience
thoroughly

and

obser-

discriminating

appreciates whatever

is noble in his favorite animal and useful in the

of all good

quick

————

sensibility, abounding self-reliance, and a

ready, pointed and somewhat effective pen.

to reply in words; to that which springs from
Ignorance
and prejudice he is content to, answer

word, gives, after all, but-skimmed milk to
golder

3

intelligent and honest criticism he is quite ready

table, but gives no loving smile or friendly
Love is the

ete

Lo.

horses to which this volume so emphatically testifies. That he is a clergyman and is expected
to understand theology, he insists Is no reason
why he may not understand some other things,

only from a sense of duly or for the praise
of men. The lady who loads the little
beggar at the door with the dninties of her

the hungry child.

.

to shoe "him, How to drive him. By William H. H, Murray. With an Introduction
by
Rev, Henry Ward Beecher; and a Treatise on
“Agriculture and the Horse, by Hon. George
B. Loring,
Containing illustrations of the
best trotting stock-horses in thet nited States,
with their pedigrees, records, and fall escriptions. Boston: James R, Osgood & Co. 1873.
octavo. pp. 480, Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Mr. Murray has no fear of the criticism which
possibly awaits him in view of the interest in

, How quickly he dressed! Had it been the giver at least, nothing but skimmed milk;
breakfast-bell which called the boy from and the same is true ‘of all good deeds done
his bed, an hour

¢

Tae PervEcT HORSE: How to know
How to breed him. How to train bin,

The most princely gift,

if given with an unloving heart,

1873.
man

He

not slow to * make up his mind,” ang

ngt backward or over-modest” in expressing
it,
e

has

very

definite and pronounced opinions

on almost every subject that circumstances
call
up, or
that

experience

and

reflection

prompt

him to deal with, He has seen all sorts of men;
he has passed through a wide circle of experiences; he has often bad his courige and his wits
taxed as severely as they would bear taxing; he
has lived amid rough characters; he has
seen
peril; he has tasted freely of adventure; he
has
borne

hardship;

he has frequently stood face to.

face with what is grand and what is pitiable in"
the world of phenomena and action, He writes
graphically and not without exaggeration; he
puts himself most prominently into every part

of ‘his narrative; be indulges his audacity with-

out stint; and he cuts and slashes right and left
without any great fear of wounding somebody's

feelings or of incurring the charge of egotism.
But,after ail,he has given us a book that abounds

in

information, that

is alive on every page, that

is sure to be popular with average readers,
and that, in the main, presents us with a vivid
and faigly- drawn view of the great section of

dim hall, and with a tutn of the key the deeds, and without it they ave, at best, only service he renders. Aud his admiratioli it never our country which he sets himself to describe.
blind. He has made the animal a study, and One must now and then make allowance
for the
this anxiety for Nell in her coming sor- front door opened and closed, and Fred skimmed milk.
"The loud Amens at my preaching,
!
be has. also rendered Limself familiar with al- intensity of his vature and his language, and
TOW.
;
was
running
to
a
fire.
~
And spends his time the following week
| most everything of importance which others not be too certain that his confident opinions
bave written on the subject. And he has put would remain unchanged in eve
‘* In this sorrow I began to think of my
In cheating and overreaching.”
The wind whistled around the corners
ry case if he
Harry’s
Lesson.
into this beautiful book the substance of nearly were. to enlarge his knowledge. But no reader
and tossed the drifting, blinding snbw .in
husband
as
my
all
of
future
happiness.,
—
—
I guess that dose was bitter enough
everything valuable which has beep written by
can fail to find entertainment as he follows Mr.
Every strong heart must have something to his eyes; the cold pierced through overcoat
Harry Conners was fifteen years old, and
For a man like Jones to swaller,
worship,—something Which it enshrines as and coat, chilling his body; the strange, heithought himself a very fine, manly fellow ; others, besides adding much that comes of his. Beadle through the five significant years whose
But I noticed he didn’t open his mouth,
own observation and study. There is no liter!
Not once; after that, to holler; “e
a Deity. TI had rejected ‘God. My sister weird light flared up and down in the night, and so he was in his way ; he despised ary ambition apparent, Nothing is written to story he here tells,
Hurrah, says I, for the minister—
and her childI must never expect to see but he kept on. Men passed him, great everything mean, never ordered about the produce a sensation. There is not a paragraph PRYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
By
Arnold Guyot,
Of course 1 said it quiet—
Man.” New York:
author of * Earth and
again, and so in a quiet way I began to rough men, swearing as they ran; the little boys, and was always
- respectful to of glowing rhetoric. He writes with a practieal
Give us some more of this open talk;
Seribuer, Armstrong & Co. folio. pp. 124.
devise plans for James’s happiness. I pict- engines plowed’
their way through the his parents; but he had some unfortunate end ever in view. He means to be understood,
In the special departments of study of which
1t’s very refreshing diet.
and he will be. It requires only an average
ured the little cabin that should be ours in deserted roads ; he heard the distant cries notions of manliness.
One of these was,
Physical Geography treats, Prof. Guyot is unmental
capaeity
to
apprehend
the
facts
and
prinThe minister hit ’em every time;
the Golden State, the privations J should of the firemen, but still he kept on. More that doing errands was not dignified and
rivaled. Ever since the publication of his“ Earth
ciples and rules he has here laid down.
And
And when he spoke of fashion,
learn to enjoy, the hardship and toil I would than a milé in and out of the winding proper employment for a person of his age we think very few candid readers will go and Man,” he has been both an authority and
And&a-riggin’ out in bows and things,
welcome, and in all my dreams the pres- streets he ran, until, at a sudden turn, the and experience, and should be left entirely through this book without aequiring something the delightful instructor and literary companion
As woman’s ruling passion,
of a great multitude of pupils and general readence of the loved-one was to be mv heaven.
of the author’s appreciation of the horse, and
burning building burst upon the sight in, all to small boys.
:
And a-coming to church to see the styles,
ers. The series of maps prepared under his difinding
their
interest
increased
in
whatever
leWell,
I
like
to
think
of
this
now,
il
it
does
its wild and fearful beauty!
I coulgn’t help a-winking
:
One day his mother asked him to go to
recticn, and the two more elementary schoolIt brightens the miseries
And a-nudging my wife, and says I, “ That's bring the tears.
It was a wooden tenement house, six Mrs Lucas with a basket of work“ and a gitimately tends to improve our equine stock. books previously furnished, have been recogEven if some scrupulous readers here and there
I
have
known
since
then.
you,”
steries high, and ere Fred reached the spot turkey for the widow’s- Thanksgiving din- dissent from Mr. Murray when he writes about nized as incomparably superior to all other
And I guess it set her thinking.
“ After wé left the Fort, I noticed that the flames had wrapped it in a blazing der. Harry did not like to refuse, though he training the trotter for the rac¢ and bringing products of similar aim and character. In this,
the third and highest member of the series of
Frank Clifford was not with us, an. inquir- robe.
How the fire leaped from open win- thought his mother might have sent some
out his speed at Fairs, it will be generally conSays I to myself, That sermon’s pat;
text-books which he long since undertbok to
ed the cause -of his absence.
* Why, 1 dow to window, or crept along the trem- one else as well ; so he took up, the basket
ceded that he argues that question with moderBut man is a queer creation,
prepare, he seems to have combingd all the exthought you knew he went back to the Fort
And I’m much afraid that most o’ the folks
bling roof! How the wind sucked in and out and the turkey and walked along rather sul- ation, fairness and vigor, and leaves no room cellences which distinguished his earlier works,
for
doubt
that,
in
his
own
case,
holding
the
lines
. Won’t take the application.
after we had been out a day and night. the door-ways, and then rushed roaring lenly. Mrs. Conners-looked after him, feeland then to have lifted the whole product to a
Now if he bad said a word about
He declared he couldnt sleep, thinking away as if 1n terrible pain, carrying great ing a little proud of her boy, and a lit- over an animal that does his ififle in 2-30, does higher lével by adopting what seems almost the
not disqualify for going to the study and preparMy personal mode of sinning,
of Ashley,” was the reply.
clouds of sparks riding on the dun-colored tle sorry that he was no wiser, and
ing a sermon that drives the truth home to the perfection of methods, and the employment of a
I'd gone to work to right myself,
style ut once so scientifically exact, so peculiar‘
¢
Fravk’s
goin’
to
be
a
minister,
I
conheart
of an audience in urgent need of conversmoke!
How
And not sit here a-grinning.
the engines rattled, the hoping that Mrs. Lucas, who was a very
clude by the way he stuck to that preacher,’ water hissed, and the firemen yelled ! Oh, it good woman, might say something useful sion, + The mechanical features of the book are ly picturesque, and so aglow with enthusiasm,
Just then the minister says, says he,
that the reader is surprised and charmed as he
in keeping with its contents.
Paper, type, illussaid another.
was a wild storm and a wild fire, but little to him.
;
* ¢ And now I've come to the fellers
proceeds, and the most severely taxed pupil
trations
and
binding
are
especially
attractive
¢ «1 don’t care,’ said a third ; ¢ Franks as Fred enjoyed it all.
Who've lost this shower by using their friends
The day was rather unpleasant, and the and excellent. Every way, the volume is wor- finds study more a luxury than a burden.
true as steel, and if we were all like him,
As sort 0’ moral umbrellas,
Notwithstanding the efforts nmade to over- cold rain chilled Harry so that he felt un- thy to take the first place amrong works of its Whether considered in the amount of informaGo home,” says he, * and find your faults,
Bert Ashley might lead us straight into
come it, the devouring element was "¢on- comfortable, and, it must be owned, quite class, and he who has this can very well aftord tion conveyed, the skill with which facts are
Instead of hunting your brothers’;
grouped and classified, the progressive steps by
heaven. There ain’t one particle of deceit queror, and within an hour the great roof cross, as he turned up the lane that led to to dispense with nearly every other.
Go home,” he says, “ and wear the coats
Ir
which each new level of thought is attamed, the
if he was raised on a planfation with
tell with a mighty noise, sending a blaze Mrs Lucas’s door. He was’glad to find a
wil here,
You’ve tried to fit for others.”
A MANUAL OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
ne; 4 unity of plan and view whieh is finslly set forth,
darkies to wait on him.’
of light to the very sky; and then the fire good fire inside and to haveran opportunity
ed for Colleges and High Schools.
By
An- or the elevated tone of thought and feeling that
My wife she nudged, and Brown he winked,
drew P. Peabody, D.
D., LL. D., Plummer
Ho be Continued]
died down, the crowd moved noisily away, of warming and drying himself, while the
is constantly induced, the work stands out as
Professorof Christian Morals in Harvard UniAnd there was lots of smiling,
and soon Fred found that he was almost good woman put away the work and the
something peculiar and grateful, and almost deversity. New York & Chicago.
A. S. Barnes
And lots 0’ looking at our pew;
fies hostile criticism and successful rivalry,
We
& Co, 1873. 12mo. pp. 225,
.
the
only
one
leflt.in
turkey
he
had
brought,
and
thanked
him
the
street.
One
Running
to
the
Fire.
good
It set my blood a-biling.
take
it
for
granted
that
this
is
to
be
the
textThe
modest
title
of
this
book
is
in
keeping
over and over for his kindness. As he
look at the ruins and he would go too.
Says I to myself, Our minister
with the spirit of the author. But the * man- book used iii teaching advanced classes in or
Is getting a little bitter;
A warm, sultry day in August: papa . Crossing the street, be pushed his way took up the empty basket and put om his ual” is really more significant thun many anoth- Grammar and High Bechools, from Maine to
Tl tell him, when meeting’s out, that I
was taking his after-dinner nap in the li- toward where the house bad been. Dull, cap, Mrs. Lueas said to him,—
er vojume which does not hesitate to announce
Texas.—The maps and illustrations are executAin’t at all that kind of a critter.
*I believe the Lord sent you here this dis- itselfyas a * treatise.” The work grew up as ed with much
brary with a big red handkerchief spread red coals, a great smoke and charred timmore than the average skill, and
Fespeels the publishers have nobly co-opover his head to keep the flies away from bers were all that remained. As the boy mal day. Did pou ever think what a privi- all such things eught to grow up.~that is, in in all
-| connection with the work of actual teachi
erated with thé author, and both-may well join
gazed upon the desolate scene, a cry came lege it is to do the Lord’s errands ?”
the bald place ; for flies like :bald places,
the class-room, It bears the characteristic traits the great mass of teachers and pupils in con.
to
his
ear,
a child’s ery.“ He started and
“I certainly didn't thifik of it in that
you know, and how they can bite !'—mamof its author. Tt is wonderfully elear in thought, gratulation over the result,
ma was down stairs reading, puss lay com- turned about; there it was again! What way,” answered Harry. “I came to oblige accurate and felicitous in statement, simplifying
what elsewhere seems abstruse, free from dogWHITE RoSE AND RED.
A Love Story.
By
fortably stretched out on the rug where the could it be ? Moving cautiously along, the my mother.”
the author of * St. Abe.”
Boston: James K.
“You have obliged me too,” said the matisio as it is cogeat in argument, solid in sub~
sunshine fell warm upon her fur, and even sound became more and more distinct, unOsgood & Co. 1873. 16mo. pp. 242. Sold by
My Friend’s Story.
Dick, the canary, sat drowsily upon his til, close under an old shed and wrapped in widow ; ‘‘but the best of it is that you have stance, analytic in method, eultivated in style,
E. J. Lane & Co.
and
eminently
gracious
in
spirit.
Avoiding
BY MARILLA.
The substance of this book is really suggestperch; everything' was still; when sud- a rough blanket that smelled strongly of done an errand for our Master.”
tedious prolixity and needless detail, it nevered by its second title, and one can fairly well
Harry said ‘“‘good morning,” and went theless presgnts the substance
denly the front door slammed, a pair of lit- smoke, Fred (ound a little baby ; left there
of the fuller treastate-it in a short paragraph.
The form is metCHAPTER II.
tle boots clattered on the stairs, and in to die, or forgotten hy some half-crazed out thoughtfully.
He didn't think much
tises, and in such a way that the pupil, having,
rical, the verse generally flowing on with a
‘¢ There were eighty-five men and seven burst eight-year old Fred, all perspiration mother whose shelter had that night been about the rain on the way home, but he mustered what is here presented, will not only’ pleasant rhythmical movement, though now and
destroyed! The great heart of the” boy though a good deal about what Mrs, Lucas have made definite and positive acquisitions, but then rising into something like majesty, and
women
in our company.
We had the and excitement :
grew
tender as he lifted the ragged bundle had said to him, and his silly feeling that he also have put himself in the way to comprehend breaking out in a tone that kindles and thrills
“O
papa!
may
I,
can
1,
O
please,
usual white-covered, emigrant wagons, in
the more elaborate
which solicit his atin his arms, and with soothing words to was too much of a man to do errands. He tention. We confess works
like a volee from a higher level of life. ftisno-~
whichwe carried all our supplies. There mayn’t [ run to the fire!”
to a strong liking for this
the
little
waif he turned at once and started was really manly enough to see where he manual, and are confident that it will be found mere rhyme-making novice that sings of Eureka
handkerchief was whisked
were many incidents in our travels, highly|- The ‘red
for home.
had made a mistake and to try™o correct it, . admirably adapted to the sphere for which it is Hart, and the two differing tvpes of womanhood
interesting to us at the time, butto arother away in an instant, leaving the poor. bare
which successfully made their appeal to his
”
Tc had been hard work coming to the and the few words that reminded him that intended.
place
to care. for’ itself, for Mr. Maynard
they might seem unworthy of notice.
fancy and his affection, but a writer who knows
We
quote
a
few
specimen,
paragraphs,
in
he
was
serving our Lord in the little service
‘There was.one evening, in the early owned a block of stores down town, and fire through the deep snow, the storm and
something of the poetic afflatus, and can transwhich he deals with a point that
¥. Baptists and
late fine conceptions into choice musical speech.
part of our journey,
of whieh I must speak. fires he dreaded more than even flies. the darkness; it was doubly hard returning ; he had done for his mother put the matter
Arminians bave often heard urged against
yet Fred floundered bravely along. Once in quite a new light. What can be nobler
It is not a poem of the first order, either in
Bert Ashley had been gaining in health and * Where is it, my son ?”
one of their distinguishing tenets:
theme
or treatment, but a pleasant volume
“Oh, they ain’t none now; but maybe or twice he fell, but with unwavering cour- than to work for our Master, our Father in
spirits, and Nell was’ becoming quite cheer** It is urged against the freedom of the human
which even high-toned and cultivated readers
age
rose
and
pushed
Heaven
?
en
again.
they
will
be,
and
Tommy
Herrick
he
runs
At
last
the
ful once more.” When we. were elearing
will that it is inconsistent with God’s foreknowlneed not be ashiimed to like.
edge of future events, and thus represents the
away supper, Bert came up to us saying to 'em, and his pa lets him, and it’s lots of corner was reached ; which-seay should he
——
Supreme Being as wot ommiseient, and in that
That Kiss of My Mother.
PRONOUNCING HANDBOOK of Words often misthere were indications of a severe thunder- fun! May I2 Please; papa, I want to aw- turn; up or down ? He debated the matter
particular finite aud imperfect,
pronounced,
and of words as to which a choice
——,r——
storm, and it would be well to return every- ful I” and the boy paused for very lack of for some time, but at length, growing cold
of pronunciation is allowed. By Richard Soule
To this objection we reply :—
George
Brown
wanted
to
go
somewher
e,
and
Loomis J. Campbell.
Boston: Lie &
thing to its place in the wagon.
This was breath, and waited with great anxiety for and worried, started hurriedly off in what
“ (a) If human freedom and the Divine foreShepard, 1873, 18mo. pp. 99. Sold by E. J.
be thought was the right direction. Was and his mother was not willing, He tried knowledge of human acts are mutually incom.
hardly accomplished ‘when the lightning his father’s answer.
Lane & Co.
J
to argue the matier. - When that would not patible, we must still retain the freedom of the
¢ Certainly, certainly; but, don’t bother it right? On, on, turning here and there,
flashes became more frequent and vivid,
THE SALARY GrAn: A History of the passage
do,
instead
of
saying,
“I
should
really
of the Act imereasing the salaries of mtinbers
like will asa truth of consciousness; for if we disand the thunder seemed but just aboye our any more;” and with a sigh of relief the following, as nearly as he could remember
of Congress; with full lists of the Yéas and
to go; but if ¥6u can not give vour consent, eredit-our OWN Consciousness, we can not trust
heads. I was afraid, more so than eyer tired gentleman threw himself back upon it, the course that he had come, the little |
Nays in both branches, with a sketeli of the
dear mother, I will try to be content to even the act of the understanding by which we
debates, and a review of the apologies for the
before, and went to find James, for I the sofa, and stretched the red covering boy:waded through the night and the snow.
bill; with special reference to the responsibil
stay,
'ghe spoke roughly, and went off slam- set it aside, which act we know by the testithoughtif T was by bis side, the raging of over his head again, while Fred, ‘delighted But the streets all lookedf strange; the
ity of Gen.
B, F. Butler therefor; not neglectmony of consciousness alone,
ming
the
door
behind
him.
Too
many
great
boys
houses
ing,
however, Senator Carpenter and the other
loomed
up
gloomily on either
beyond thanks, rushed out to tell Tommy
-. the storm would seem less terrible.
“(b) If the acts of a freely willing being can
accomplices.
By W, 8. Robinson. (** Wardo
so.
George
was
fourteen, and with his
not be foreknown, the ignorance of them does
¢ ¢ Come, James,” I.said, ¢ let's -geo into Herrick of his success, and to listen with hand, the storm grew thicker, and only the
rington.”) Saine publishers, &e, 1873. 16mo,
fourteen
years’
experienc
e
of
wild
one
wind
of the
answered when he called. He
pamphlet. pp. 80.
not detract from the perfectness of the Sapreme
our wagon. It is awfal out” here.” With longing ears for the sound of the bells.
Both these little publications very fylly and
Omnipotence ean not make two and
But no bells rang. That day passed and had really lost his way !
i
” best of mothers, one would have thought Being.
an oath he turned from me, ‘and began
is in- fairly set forth their aim and character ‘in their
Crying with terror, staggering through better of hini. ‘But he was only a boy. two five. Omnipotence can wot do what
chatting with a man who stood near. I many others, yet the city ‘was not visited
titles. The little volume prepared in aidof cortrinsically
impossible,
No
more
ean
Ombis-.
What
can
you
expect
of
boys?
the
drifts,
So
and
say
half frozen with the cold,
- shrank back in terror, for, although I was by the dreaded scourge. Fall came, and
rect pronunciation, contains a list of 3000 words
cience know what js intrinsically unknowable.
some
people.
Fred
kept
in
motion;
amid
apples,
melons,
grapes,
and
all
the
he
must
find
some
accustomed to his profanity, I could not
which are most likely to illustrate the prevail“ (¢) If God’s foreknowledge is entire, it must
Stop! hear more. That! night, George
and yet, though its
bear it then. The hail and wind had reach- lesser fruits of the season, Fred found one or he might die! How the snow
include his owmrac's, 10 Tes¥ than those of men, ‘Ing faults in pronunciation,
and the tall trees swayed and found thorns it his pillow. He could not
make-up is really tasteful and rich, it can easily
If his foreknowledge of men’s acts 4s incompatied us, and the darkness and tempest seem- pleasures on every hand, and forgot his whirled,
ed more terrific every instant. As [ enter- wish, so that even when the great bells did groaned inthe gale! Would he never get fix it any way to go to sleep on. He turned ble with their freedom, then- his foreknowledge be carried in the pocket, and hardly makes any
and tossed, and he shook and patted it; of his own acts. is incompatible with his own perceptible addition to the pile of reference
ed our wagon I heard Bert's voice, in fer- send their warning notes abroad they did home? must he stop here ? Faster and faster
freedom. We have, therefare,- on the theoryof books which every student wishes to have at
came
his
breath,
and
the
not
call
it
back
to
him.
The
matter
had
litile
legs
trem- but not a wink of sleep for him. The
vent prayer, and by the lightming’s flash I
necessity, instead of a Supreme Will on the his right elbow. It is a most useful and timely
thorns
kept
pricking.
They were the an: throne
saw that Frank Clifford was kneeling with passed from papa’s memory the very, bled as the drifts grew deeper and the
of the universe, mere fate
little composition.
RL
piercing cold more intense. The baby did gry words he spoke to his mother, ‘‘My hi” equivalent to the denial ofor destiny,
them. 1 stood by Neil's side until they moment the boy’s question was answered.
“Warrington” has done himself, the genera}
a personal
not cry now, -but he hugged the bundle dear mother, who deserves mothing but
subject and the special individaal at whose prearose. They naticed my agitation, and in Mamma never knew of it; and so time
kindness and love and obedience from me,”
d) It can not be proved that God’s fore“closer
to
him
to
tensions he strikes, most ample justice in this
keep
it
warm,
and
went
on
and
winter
came,
overcoats
and
tried
to
tones of melting pathos Bert said, * Lizhe said to himself. “I never do enough for knowledge and mau’s free will are incompatible little pamphlet which deals with what js popuzie,.can’t you too trust in our Saviour for mittens, sleds and snow-balis took up the struggle on ; yet the battle was almost over,
with each other. The most
little boy’s attention, and he had no thought and his eyes were growing dim, when sud- her; yet how have I behaved? her eldest we do not fully see how theythat we can say is that larly: known as the salary grab, Few men surprotection P
a
are tu be reconcilpass him in the use of plain, direct, forcible.
Enboy
!
|
How
tenderly
she
nursed
denly a form appeared before him, a heavy ]
me through ed, which is the case with ‘many
“ ¢ O Bert,” I answered, ‘ I don’t know; of ever runningto the fires that so often
pairs of un- gllsh; and he (s thoroughly at home in collectthat
tever
I”
.
hand
fell
upon
his
shoulder,
rage
by
night
and
day
in
that
time
of
doubted truths that might be named.
a gruff voice
1 1 only wish I had sowe place to hide.’
. ing and arrapging facts, making an argument, _
These unhappy thoughts quite overcame
said, * Whose boy is this, out so late at
:
When we can. foresee outward events, we can playing the 'eritie, parrying and returning a #
“Hide in Christ, sister. Let him be year.
It was December. The chill northeast night?? and with a cry of joy Fred cast him. He would ask her to forgive him in often foretell, with litt)é danger of mistake, the thrust, or dealing out pungent and biting satire.
ourrefuge. ‘Tn Hin isthe only safety.’
the morning. But suppose
something courses of conduct. to which they will give rise. He does all those things here; and while Gen.
wind had blown all day, bringing with it himself upon the friendly breast and sobbed
¢ Then they sang,
In view of the extent, and accuracy of human
Butler is especially singled out for exposure and
should happen before morning?
out
his
story
in
the
He wou!d
policeman’s
ear.
y
the flying snow-flakes, and us night settled
foresight, we can not pronounce it impossible,
discipline, quite a number of other men are made
*
ask
*
her
now,
*
*
to-night,
»>
¢ Jesus; lover of my soul,
*
this
*
moment.
*
George
down the storm grew more and more futhat He
possesses antecedent, knowledge ot disagreeably but justly conspicuous as partners
Let me to thy bosom fly, .
crept out of bed, and went softly to his the native whoconstitutio
rious, and the great drifts blockaded paths
n of every human being, m that pitiable and audacious business, Aside
When the tald was told next morning to
‘mother’s
room.
and of the shaping circumstances and influences from _all its personal aims and bearings, it is a
‘*“ When the song was finished there was and doorways up and down the town. The papa and mamma around the cozy hrtak‘““0xeorge,” she said, “‘is that you?
to which each being is subjected, may foreknow
plain, faithful, admirable statement, and ought
Are
a calm in the elements. In a few hours the street-lamips threw but faint and fitful fast-table and before a glowing fire, it
men’s acts, even though their wills be entirely
you
sick
P”
to go into the bands of the millions of voters
For
mothers,
you
know,
seem
storm had wholly passed, and the stays gleams through the darkness, and- solitary seemed almost a dream ; but the fair baby
throughout the country.
;
free.”
came out clear and bright.
pedestrians fought their way homeward
stranger who drank so greedily of the fresh to sleep with one eye and ear open, espeBe
+
rn
cially
.
§
when
the
fathers
are away,
as THE UNDEVELOPED
«~* I never shall forget how Bert ‘Ashley with aching fingers and frost-chilled forms, milk was proof that it had been a reality.
GOLDEN SUNBEAMS: A Collection of New MuWEST; ory Five years in
i
the Territories: Being a complete history
looked as he talked to me that night. He
sic for the Sabbath Sehool, the Social Meeting,
The child was never claimed; but to-day George's father was.
Fred sat by the open grate and gazed at
of
that
‘Dear

Eh ; hj amily Gircl.

had lifted Ida in ‘his

sweet

face

and

arms,

long

and

light

her

little

curls

were

nestled on his shoulder, As the wind blew
- harder, Ida clung closer to him for protection, and, still talkingof Jesus,

his

hazel

-eyes glowing with love divine, he. pressed
his cheekto his little giri’s forehead, and

the glowing embers.

Suddenly out

brilliant coals there came
to him, a memory

a memory

of the

back

of the permission which

papa had given so long, long ago—and he
had never yet taken advantage of it, he

had never been to a fire!

The longer he meditated, the stronger”
his golden brown bair half hid her little the desire grew. ** O, if there was only a
face. I have since thought that an artist fire to-nightI” and the boy’s eyes danced in
might well have taken them to represent anticipation of the fun it would be to
the Shepherd bearing the lambs in ‘his plunge into the deep snow and face the
"arms.
pie sob flying storm!
wil
How grand, too, in this
Te
§

** Not long
restless and

this, Bert grew more fierce wind ! Oh, a fire would ba jolly if it
feverish, and used often to could only come to-night! But his reverie

cough all night, When we reached Fort

‘was

broken

by

mammu's

call,—‘* Fred,

Fred calls a beautiful

mother,” he said, kneeling at her

vast region between the Mississi

Good Mrs, Catton

once

dreamed

that

a

poor man came to her door and begged a
drink of milk, Always ready todo a kindly deed, she hastened to the cellar, but with
housewifely thrift was about to. skim the
milk before taking it to him, when a voice
seemed to whisper in her ear: “Give him
cream and all.” Fora mement there was
“yh

moment of his

life,’

Impetuous nature

gentleness of spirit.

His strong,

became

and curiosities of the great West, By
H. Beadle, author of
Life in Utah,” etc..
Issued by subscription only,
not for
sule in the book spores. Phila, ardandChicago
:
Nutipnal Publishing Co. octavo, pp.
828.
That is.a.-full title-page, ana the promises
it
:

ete.

heaithy,

tempered

pi and

the Paafie, its resources, climate, arr dig
natural curiosities, ete., ete. Life and
Adventure on sp Mrice; mountaing, and the
Pacific
coast,
ith two. hundred and forty illustrations, from original sketches, and photographie
views of the seenery, cities, lands,
mines,
Jeople,

bedside, “I could not sleep for thinking

of
‘“ Snow-flake,” and sometimes tells the
story of how he found her that wild night wy rude words to you. Forgive me,
mother, my dear mother! and may. God
when first he ran to a fire.—Chris. Union.
help me never to behave so again I
She clasped the penitent boy in her arms
and kissed his warm cheek. George is a big
Skimmed Milk, =
etl) Oe
man now, but he says that was the sweetest

«
ba

girl * Sister,” and

by

1t softened its rou sli- makes are certainly large enough to meet dhe
ness, sweetened his temper, and helped him demandy of the most exacting. But what of
he perfor

on to a true and noble Christian manhood.
Boys are sometimes ashamed to act ou
their best feelings. Oh, if they only. knew
what a logs it is to them not to do so |—
Mother's Magazine.

mance? Well, Mr. Beadle has cer
tainly succeeded in making a very interes
ting

—

i

the

while Nell and little 1da were with me, the
grief was nothing to this terrible loneliness,

I don’t think much of a man that gives

f

and

They had found kind friends

-He'd sooner a beggar would starve than give

1

‘Then our lead-

er and take another route.
James and I
remained, but as day after day passed and
Bert seemed worse rather than better, he

last night, says he,

“ Don't be afraid of giving,

8

trouble,

company

deciding to remain at the Fort a while long-

OO

At every word he Was saying.

some

such

was divided, a pat taking one road,and part

Jankin’s' Sermon.
ll

MORNING

pn oa

book.

He has seen quite a portion of the West,

—perbaps

specimens of nearly every noticeable

feature in its scenery, agricultural resour
ces and

life,

He

bas, too, a keen

eye, an acute

mind,

and the Home Circle.
J. H. Tenney.
Boston:
pp. 176.

A good

work, both

By D, F, Hodges and
Lee & Shepard, 1874,
»

in its hymns and music.

It shows the results of thought und painstaking,
and gives proof of. capacity and appreciation.
Possibly it may require more eareful practice to

master more or less of the music than children

like to give, but such practice will be rewarded.
The moral and religious tone of the hymns is
unusually high, and there is very little doggerel.
T. Whittaker, New York, announces whe
speedy issue of two hooks that promise to be of

real interest and value. One is by Prof. C. 8.
Henry, entitled ABour MEN AND THINGS, 8
collectiog of virled papers; the other by Dr,
Gelke, and is called SUCCESS OF THE FrrrH
GOSPEL, a

title that will provoke curiosity, and

possibly reward its exercise.

?

1

hand upon the back and

of the left, while the thum

are wagge oy
sarcastically, mo doubt,—~upon either s
If. you wish to allude to what is called

E

ex-

a greater ado and a deeper impression than
the shrewd and keen. majority. It would
seem sometimes as if clerks understood dry-

e sure, but it, would

medhanical

have been-a purely

onl

i

a

th

operationsin all

remont street, Room 15." Open

tion from 10 tall 12 o'clock.

lands suécessful,

© 1y82

‘* courting,” you interlace the fingers so rete. ; allt
bright ilonds will sail over
that their tips are toward you, and the tips your honizon, so that, in fifty weeks, you
of your bent thumbs about an inch a rt} will get fifty times that number of the les’

in the wind, whose existencea
hose exact position hé could not have foretold, The
roblem N Sultans Joka a gomplex Otic

ceptional cases of outrageous stupidity,
and that these exceptions are liable to make

missionary

then wag

the thumbs slightly, as

if the

8
3
fous,
of that, wisdom,
that

happy pair
were nodding: and ehatterin
in a cosy lele-u-tete, and you will be: st
with the aptness of the representation,

t

RRL
2
Personal Piety

(4)

of the Christian life

conieth

owers and flounces,

for nothing.

they appreciate,

manters,

they

but

ever’

potentin,

If a woman's culture shows

itself in elegant, elaborate, expensive dress,

that they comprehend; to that
defer.
But culture that bas of choiee or by force of
circumstances been expended in other dis

the favor to summon a very intelligent pupil in the collegiate department, named
ones, to give illustrations. He immediate-

1
on
Pah fo Classics,
the morals and
apply to |
,
36
1 /

type

ould be the history of

flected, and wrote

their own

agtobrograpliy

iven them a sense of dry-goods, and to in the philosophy of Mr. Spencer. We
are
ave stripped them.
of every
other. +
not misrepresenti
10 theory,
P.
Tyn:
A plainly Lut perfectly dressed lady, with dall sa; haha
4] it SiKed a
a
the best blood of the world in her veins, stand face to face with the notion that not
and—what is more imposingto the haber- only the more ignoble forms of animalcular
dashing heart—with plenty of money in her or animal life, not alone the nobler forms
pocket, went not long since into a shop to of the horse and the lion, not alone the exbuy napkins. The potentate of the counter quisite and wonderful ‘mechanism of the

showed her such napery as he thought suited

human body, but that the human

to her social position. ‘‘These are rather
coarse,” she suggested. ‘‘Have you none
finer P” “Oh yes,” said the gentleman, ‘‘but

and

left

the shop, because that clerk

never know that it was his own

idiotic

frontery,and not the expense of the napkins,

i

which lost him the custom.
A lady who never made any great figure
in the world, and certainly. not in a waterproof cloak on a rainy day, was seeking a
parasol. The clerk showed her some very

8

EN

senting various ammals.

mind it-

an

dier, and a manof Strong

excellent

and no sooner

sol-

his welcome

face,and

“Why;

why, you seeydudge,

we-went

ten

in out, requires the quest ofa Sir Gulahal,
and Sir Galahal was there to make it. With
indescribable deftness and swiltness he over

turned pile after pile of garments, making
running comments as he went:
“This is
good material, but too low on the shoulder;
this is too deep a collar; this too loud a
trimming. If this;was a quiter shade. Ah!
here it is !—and here!
Or you may like

this.”

shapely and

ont they come,

And

I

sober. And if they had been gorgeous,
suspect the lady would hardly have known
it, so.won over was she by his hetpfalness!
And when he brought a brush and assisted
her in disengaging
her folds from the dust

of our long drought with a dexterity wholly

free from -officiousness, he, needed but to
speak the word, and she would have bought
:
~i
ue in the shop.
every
Dry-goodsclerkings bad.business.— Gail
Hamilton.
OF

The Evolution Theory.

cs

ee

The thovough-going evolutionist, availing
unity of the
himself of the doctrine of the
forces, paces with firm step through the

LW

“Who

4 8

SL

was the-fitst man you met

qn that we went
all that day,
Better.”
.i¢s
The Judge,

looking

rather

in the

night,

gi wd of them bo,

0

back beyond

‘He drives

all form,
all life, beyond

hjoud even

the

: to the raw
nts,
materi
resent,
and iy . At that
p i Ke Ea
_ (stant point there are no such myths as life
and mind; these are unimaginable ages
down to the foture, There is nothing but
e 8e
little Jumps of goody, ard matter.
are ' the De onal

ae,

or

and

to trans:
need tobe left-alone tong enough what
purform chaos intl creation, This 1s
is.
Genes
of
ific
book
scient
the
_to
be
potts
This is evolution as it is held by the. ‘New

Mr. Spencer
School” of philosophy, of which

reason to the infinite complexity of the prob-

"lem, and it may even be questioned whether
many of the evolutionists themselyes prop-

the task they bake to
erly appreciate,

glad

1 had elsewhere

(o

terms,—if I may

Among

ed by necessary

physical

causation.

Men

think that thought and motion baye nothing
of atoms, but,
in common with the buzzing
in trath, these little lumps need, only to be
properly combined to become self-conscious,

and think, and feel, and hope, and Jape.
1f there had been a spectator who could have

detected : the position of the forces in that
ass,he could

nebulous

the parallelo-

by

down through

gram of forces have reasoned

taking,

on

this

almost

customs

enforced

to

and

in Persia,

no light

requirés

considerable

practice,

for

the

to

under-

skill,
in

just as he was about to deposit it a candle,
sef=fire
to. bis

déliberation, was out of the
allow his cherished beard to

was also impossible.”

son

ing himself, an official shouts out, ‘‘He

go,—it was

‘objects, actions,

before words;

has

passed!” and all present bow by stooping
the body and placing the palms of the hands

lightly on the knees. The ‘eye of the
State” then walks backward from the Shah,

Stop My
(1)
save by
(2) ~
ses are

others.
;
»
(1) - Intelligence said—In the more than
fifty issues of the paper, during the year,
you will have every variety of food for your

soul; they bring

candles

itself at last,

withdraw

from

the

scene, and give place to the language of
ih
pa
words.
At table I used to: notice the lively con-

versations carriedon by (he. mute teachers
Some
ly needed interpreting, since

of the face

‘sear

supplied’ a key.

principle of signs

being reSuBRCE

are not very difficult to

they refer to: visible

X

on

nd

they

cOMBERSSIERD C1

object

to

above named

intellect.

to

be

told

and
advisers,”
quiet,

geography,

fore
ble
her
the

the

ete.,

biography,

ends.

.

A

#

of German

and

CLARAA. FORBES, Teacher in Normal

De-

artment,

clubs

varies

at

and culture.

on

A

few

new,

will

to

:

gin.

(2) And Benévelence said ~You arenot
any tod large-heartod nowy; and if ahythi
can melt thé ice of selfishness, and expan
the heart with true and fervent good-will to
men, it will be such a picture of the world's

3

Chicago, Ill.

SCHOOL.

A.M,, Principal, with three Assist
~

A.M. JONES,

VIRGINIA

Sec.

COLLEGE,

peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for & Circular to
REV. W, COLGROVE,A, M.. President. . .

WHITESTOWN ‘SEMINARY.’
~The 32nd Academical

year of this institution

will

open August 25th.
i
The en Ar dement is fully completed, at an expense
of over $30,000; and the facilities of a first class in-

stitution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
J. 5. GARDNER, Prisca,
Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.

"BARNUM’S

0

HOTEL.

Cor. Broadway and Twentieth Streets,
NEW YORK.
ON BOTH AMERICAN and EUROPEAN

PLANS.

Oompleté with all modern improvements ; rooms
en suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
&e.
Location unsurpasséd, being 1n the very center
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of Amusement, and
Lord & .

Taylor’s,

COLLEGE.

Arnold

& Constables’

and

i

J. & C. John-

ston’s Dry Goods palaces.
The hotel is under the
management of A, S, Barnum, formerly of Barnum’s

1875-1.

Hotel, Baltimore;

Fall Term. begins Aug. 29, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
Spring Terma Degins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874,
Sununer, Term begins June 2, and, ends Aug.2l,

I. N. Green, of Dayton, Ohio, and

recently of New York,” and
Barnun’s Hotel, St. Louis.

Fréeman

Barden:

of

J

1871,

EXPENSES.

Taition and incHentals, in advance,
*

EE

A

$7.00

Room rent; pen tein, from
$2.00
Board, per week, in private families,

to.

.

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDQN CENTER, VT.

at the

-

-

-

-

time

removed

from

temptagions which tend to divert
corrupt

the

the

-

I

on

re-

Fall Term

WEEK and expenses pad. We
d reliable agent in every County
U. 8, Address Hudson River
Co., 130 Maiden Lane, N, Y,, or
1yeow20

0

class of Bates College.
Tuition $3.50 to $5.00,
Board $2.50 to $3.50.

Rooms

(hemseIVeE:

can

1ves,

'

be had for those

ar-

and

commence Tues.

to board.

| GEORGE 0. PRAVRY, President.
WARREN

FOSS, Secretary.

Center Strafford, N, H,, July 17, 1873,

Anti

bet

Ey

x

SUP

Hi

neat

to meet
have

re-

plain,

style, set-

TRACT

trinal basig, its church polity, and some of its chief
benevolent institutions.’ They arc fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would learn, by
means of a few words, what are’ the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Price—$a per 1000;
50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen. Send orders to
L. R. BURLINGAME,

DOVER, N. H.

Tob
Work
«Bill
CARDS,
BUSINESS

POSTERS,

Heads

&ec.,

done in the best manner, at this Office.

and

attention

wishing

CreatioL

and

aon
page
tract, ineINN ofJES WW oitia{ forth,
n'a
i
7
A
in

:

ACADEMY,
CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.

of ten weeks will

what we think a réal want, we

at

The
19. 1873, under the instructions of Mr.
a y,1S Aug.
and a member of the senior
T. MAXFIELD

of death

per

Josepn P. THOMESON,
. D. LLD.
12mo,
Price, $1. Will'be sent prepaid ’

In answer to many calls, and

.

activities

ASBES-

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY

|

the morals of the young in our cities.

|

GOOD

St, Moston, Mass.

n

For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
81
yndon Center. Vt., 1878.
.
AUSTIN

FOR

L. R. BURLINGAME.

of Lyndon Center, and is in: the
mjdst of the universally admired hill sceneryo
ont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
at the same

JyJss

post, on receipt of price, by

the
School,is situated on a gentle eminefice in the village

days be-

10 Devonshire

quity,
one vél.,

.

-

PAID

tested By Soloutige Theories of bis Ori

-

-

-

PRICES

or, the Biblical account of Man’s

Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate.
Miss MARY E. MOREY,
Music.
p
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmapship.

.

Illustrated Catalogue mailed,

paper; Fossil Flax and Basch Flac
427 3
ress by m
ving specimens and
price
I
ARV,
ton.
N

J. 8! BROWN, Al B., Principal.”

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Musie,18 Lessons,
‘Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

& SON

and Or-

TOS and AMIANTHUS, otherwise known as
Rock-Wood, Rock-Cork, Mountain Leather, Fossil-

13622

Faculty :

Use of Piano or Organ (exira),

WATERS

Melodeons

MINERALS WANTED.
IBERAL

For Catalogue apply to:
”
WM. REED, Sec, & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1373.

.

! HORACE

eT 1 431 Broadway, N. Yy wil

Pianos,

tone ever made.

term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.
:

«

Offi

$323 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
rgans are the most beautiful in style and
perfect

$10.00

Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
"Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the

Instrneétion on Piano or Organ,

t

of 100

balance in small monthly installments. New ¥-octave
first class
FPiamos,
modern
improvements,
for

Useénf Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
1.5

LYNDON

Tea

gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and

2.80

EXTRA CHARGES.

of

G

dispose

4.00
3.00

clubs, about

Instramental Music, twenty lessons,

0. T. MOULTON.

PER
want
inthe
Wire

al-

This Institution offers to students important aud

as gentle-

WINTER TERM opens Dec. 9,—énds March 6, 1874,
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For further particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A.M, Principal.

of that type

Begun a glorified life beyond the reach

results

The public lectures ot these institutions

WEST

giving permanency.
fol g,0
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.

anticipating a possible unfavoraapproaching illness, she said to
thank my heavenly Father for
within me.
Let me dive or let

Her piety was

hy the

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

the school, recently entered into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus

FoR

LATIN

are invaluable. |

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

CALENDAR

encouraged

ers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek.
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algébra an
Geometry. Special attention is given to reading,
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank

and board in private families
at reasonable

RIDGEVILLE

very

1y48

JORDAN,

the

trom $1.60

as well

!

bemg composed of only one department, a theroughness mn dog their work is secured from Hoth teach-

of Music.
by an. experienced
.

priee of board, in clubs,

D.D,, orthe Lrocepiress,
.y ‘Agricultural
liege

The special work of'this school isto fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school

°

commence,

are much

NICHOLS

L.G.
ants.

LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.

Half terms

the \

The FALL TERM begins August 13, 1873.

habitants, ‘having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facibties forthe aceomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of

oa
weit

:

ductive, farming country.
The village of Evansville
cannot be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in-

which unites constant and quiet cheerfulness
with full consecration to Christ.
Her interest
in all that pertained to the prosperity of Christ’s
kingdom. made her the true and self-denying
friend of the churchin all its work, and hence
To an only sister and a
we miss her neebl:
doubly bereaved bushand, whose home is made
desolate by this dark providence, this blow
comes with almost crushing force ; but faith looks
through falling tears to a meeting not far distant, where the mother and infant have alread

spread a very respectable portion of their
dtores before you, and youl cati not but be
wiser before the get

her death,
turn in her
sister: “I
hope I have

me diey-all is well.”

agricul-

Science, art, commerce,

ture, manufactures, learning old and
history,

tian life had been the earnest.

I heard

while

and

Fuel

R

ready achieved.

INSTITUTE.

age of nineteen years, under the pastorate of
pa-Clergymen’s children and students relying
Rev. Hosea Quinby, at Lake Village, embraced
their own exertions for an education, received at
the Saviour, but never unived with the ehurch, ‘| duced tuition,
.
:
ubs
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; m
nor attained a satisfactory assurance of faith im
lower rates, and rooms furnished for 8
Christ till about four years later, when she was
baptized by Rev. G. P. Ramsey, and united with
LOCATION :
the Free
Baptist church in Oneonta.
Her death,
though sudden and to us unexpected, found ber
The new, commodious building,
gmple in its
rangements,
recently
erected for)
the
use of
fully
fepated, for ‘which her beautiful Chris-

Paper!

into its ‘dungeon ; it bestirs

other

H.,

year of 40 weeks,

Washing, Rent;

Bellefonte, Center Co,, has opened under

tution, and

or

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, pro-

G. H. R,

She was born in Thornton, N.

Selfishness said—Do. it. You will
it, and be the richer.
Economy said—Do it. Your expenlarge. © You must take in sail some-

But I had

Principal,

For further particulars, address the Secrétary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary. .

Mrs. CYRENA J. wife of Dr. BE. J. Morgany
died in Oneonta, N. Y., July 29, aged 27 years,

and, moving down the assembly,
gives
handfuls of silver coins from a golden salver. Inferior officers distribute sherbet
from jeweled cups and bowls of rare china.

for College

Boarding,

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti-

July 2, 1874.

Teacher

i

pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter.
Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for-

Feb. 15, 1873, aged about
years,
She leaves
{CALENDAR :
an aged mother and two sisters, who niourn the
loss of one very kind and dear. She was the
Fall Term of 13 weeks; begins August 26, 1873.
light angd.Joy of home;
her smiling face and
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
December 2, 1873,
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.
words
of
sympathy have often cheered our
hearts in hours of grief and sorrow,
But her
a] hit!
{ TULTION :
labors of love are’ ended, her work is ‘done, ‘and . Primary,
Studies, :
:
.
she sleepsin Jesus'till the tramp of God shall
Common English," «
.
‘
.
wake the dead. Then we hope to greet ber,
“
Higher English
where no farewell tear is shed.
Latin
and Greek,
.
MARY A LEAVITT.
French (extra), .
-

smusement of the beholders.

All marks
of respect are obseéxyed by the
Persians with the utmost punctiliousness
and exactitude. On the Shah entering the
thyone:room on a state occasion and seats

to stad

R. ANNIE DRAKE,
Mathematics.

$2.00 per week, Ladies’
men’s are formed.

". ABBIE Y, SMITH, daughter of the late Dea.
the ~Amos Smith, died of ropes in Danbury, N. H,,

‘where, and here is a good place to begin.

at length

most deeply.

:
and

The Spring Session of the above stitution, located

near

No deduction for less than half a term, except

few hours befor
s death, His deeply aflicted
parents in Hyde
Park, as.well as a large eircle
of friends and acquaintances, mourn his loss

He was eqnal to the

CENIRAL

account of sickness.

deep-seated afection. He realized death’s approfich, and requested the attendance of the
minister of the Cross, and received baptism a

question.
To
be consumed

$175

President, Rev. J. CALDER,
Miss JANE W. HOYT, A.
P. O., Center Co., Pa.

Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.
Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.
one week.
Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Friday, April 10, 1874.

beginning and middle of the term.

“society.
His peculiar gentleness of character he
inherited from his: mothe, a woman of many
virtues, and for whom the son had an unusually

magnificent beard. For a moment he was
in a state of the utmost perplexity. To put
down the tray elsewhere than in its appointed place, an operation which requived some

COLLEGE

and use of heavier Furniture.

August 25, 1873.

Miss ELLA C. HURD, Teacher
Penmanship will be taught
Teacher.

For the last three years he had occupit-d

brilliant, fitting him to he a valuable member

Expenses only

including Tuition,

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M,, Associate Principal.

the position of Paymaster
in Chase’> Mills,
where he earned the affectionate regards of all
who knew him.
His mind was both solid and,

worse,

on

Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.

Spring term commences Feb. 5, 1874.
Summer {erm commences Ab
25, 1874.

Joseph

of 14 weeks, will commen

CLASSICAL.

Fall ferm commences Aug. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences Nov, 6, 1873.

FRANKLIN PIERCE MORRISON died in Lowel,
June 12, of hemorrhage of the lungs, aged. 20

years.

TERM,

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

PITTSFIELD, Me.

NATHANIEL
Topp died in Kittery,
March
18,1873, aged 76 years.
More than half a century had Mr. T. been a professor ofthe religion of
Christ, and maintained his faith to the close of
life. He regarded the Sabbath as the day of rest,
aiven-to man by God for a day of worship and
yraise. “He observed the day in accordance with
Bible . requirements, . reading from its, sacred
pages the truths of God, and with his family
bowing’ at the merey-seat, asking pardon and
sviion in the name of Jesus.
He- labored to
impress
his children with the importance of
keeping
the Sabbath holy-unto the Lord.
His
strict family discipline is rgmembered by bis
children with special satisfaction,
M.

The tray was heavy, the bear-,

which be had riot observed,

Elder.

{

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academ1cal and Ladies’ Full course of study.
Terms, 10
weeks.
y

~

© gett

AGRICULTURAL

acation two weeks.
Term begins Monday, April 27, 1871.

His

Rooms
rates.

80

Complete courses of study for hoth sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin,
North Scituate, R. I., July 10, 1873.

theological

i
E.C,
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N.H., July 22, 1874.

in Chi-

«6

ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.

The FALL

38tf

Summer Term closes Thursday,

The

50

5.50

-

the Principal at

For further particulars, ApRLY to the

Miss

-

a

lili

Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1873.

Vacation fwo weeks.

Mi8s

-

«

rd

For Catalogue or further intormation, address

Winter Term begins
Winter Term =loses
« Vacation
Spring Term begins
Spring Term closés

Miss

-

.

Relist

LAPHAM INSTITUTE.

Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1873.

MAINE

.'

al):

‘West Lebanon, July 29, 1873,

CALENDAR:

Summer

»

“dy

INSTITUTION.

Fall Term begins Monday,

‘White, and was among the first, with her ‘husband,in originating the first F. Baptist church
in Smithfield. Her religious life. has been uni:
thrm, earnest and exemplary, and her death
was calm and hopeful.
She was a mother in
Israel, and her memory ig grateful and dear to
children,
the church, and a numerous acquaintance.
.
M. W. BURLINGAME.

several dishes, and place if, in. front

Shah.

by

HAMPTON

.

ESTHER,
widow of the late Deacon Ethan
Thornton, died in Greenville, Aug. 29, in the
82d.vear of her age.
Our esteemed sister was

baptized over fifty years ago,

anguages,.

ten weeks each.

lungs,; Dee: 27, 1872,in the 49th year of his age.

perfectly horizontally, and deposited’ preprecisely in the right place at once. Some
ludicrous stories are related ahont this practice. - One old gentlewan with a magnificent beard had to bring in a large tray coner was feeble, and, to make matters

of friends,

particulars, address

BRIS

:

Useof Piano,
~ . =
«0
«litle i800,
Good board can be obtained in private families at
$3.00 po week, Those wishing to hoard themselves
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.

A. B, MESERVEY, A. M,, Principal, with eight
associates,
.
Six regular coursés for both sexes. Four terms of

He leaves a wife and one child. Also
JuLivs I. GREEN died in Bethany, N. Y.,
July 10, 1873, in the 47th year of his age. They
leave an aged mother, one brother and one sister
te mourn their loss.
E. GREEN.

eti

manner

circle

further

NEW

cago; after a brief illness, of hemorrhage - of the

take

hy

wide

ASA W. GgeEN died at his residence

When the time allotted

-he calmly completed ‘his task,’ amidst

They

For

Isaac BowLry died of dropsy and heart dis«
case, in Molunkus, Aroostook Co., Me., aged
73. Bro. Bowley experienced religion under the
Jabors of Dexter Waterman, at Rangely, thirty.
five years ago. His last years were his best i
his religious‘experieénce, especially his last days,
when his hope was firm and his joy increased.
He was a great sufferer, but bore it with: true
patience. He leaves a wife and 8 children to
mourn his loss. He died at his son’s,Elias Bowley, where all possible was done to relieve his
wants and comfort him in his last moments, « +»
.
M. H. TARBOX.

ante-

they prepate the way for then; they rouse

anguage

deared him to a

4

]

Waterbury Center, Vermont.

father diéd some years since, killed by the accidental discharge
of a gun.” Young Robert, who
was an attendant upon the means of graee jand
the 8. school, as death drew near, became deepRd interested for his soul, prayed and requested
of others,
His disease progressed
3 the prayers
so fast that during his last hours he was unconscious, The Lord knoweth them that are his.
E. P. Lapp,

which the operation is performed is, especially at cour, strictly prescribed.
The dish
or tray must be held at arm’s length, carried

of the

had

and

strength,

tdining

and-eries for the light of day, Whe#i words
this: All things have come by a rigid, me- (begin
to be admitted, signs introduce them ;
tion
of
ensa
cond
the.
from
ence
chanical sequ
that primeval mist. Not merely the forms and ‘not until the expanding intellect has
of matter, but life, and. mind, and their orown beyond its childhood does the si
various mr inifestations, have all been evolv-

other

dish is, however,

does save trouble; but that is not the main
thing.
Signs can make their way where

ean (not.

article

dish himself, a practice not witholtt precedent at Western courts. The bringing in a

qualities, and whatever else words express ;
but they: do not represent words. Many
people fancy itto be merely a short-hand
way of talking, signs being interspersed
here and there just to.save the trouble of
spelling out all the: words. Doubtless it
words

in Altona,

ROBERT FRANKLIN MASON, son of Robert
and Margaret Mason, died in Limerick, March
18, aged 19 years and 8 months.
The deceased
possessed many amiable qualities,
which en-

3

occasion, and: plunging his’ flaming beard
into. a dish: of eurds which stood on the tray,

them

died

Music.

Instr dmentar Music (20 lessons),

fivhate those students who may have the
spel
inistry in view, by furnishing them every assistance

CHARLIE AUSTIN, infant son of Marshall and
Lydia. M. Pratt,” died in Middlesex
Village,
May
11, 1873, aged 5 months and 9 days.
Precious baby! thus early called to the good
Shepherd
“above
where
sin and sorrow ‘are
unknown.
L.P

in

quetteis the rule that, where a superior dines
with an inferior,
the latter brings iu the first

cedi

represent

than

an Eastern meal is not permitted to
.place in the presence of royalty.
. vi

rather startling to discover here a complete language, -adequate to qll. sorts of
ideas, ‘with which words hay¢ nothing to
do. . It is .no move English than itis Chinese. ~ Its signs

pantomime

Globe, in an

applduse

call

in”

hands, for this indispensable termination

ia

‘witnessed

POTTER

-

Higher

au

5

in his power towards the prosecution of
studies.

ental

TERMS:

Common English,

A special effort will. be made, by the Principal, to

Verses areinadmissible,
WEALTHY

Ta how

Location.

igan.
She was an invalid for many years, and
every attention that loving children ‘could give
was rendered; her Christian cheerfulness eontinued to the end. She rests in peace
G. W. MARTIN,

for the repast expired, the princes rose and
quitted the room without washing
their

toa
ratioI had not
Lira spent
T EWORE

per- ‘the unconscious

Their proposition in plain words is

form,

a

ro

is one of the chief apogties.
It often happens that a few vague and
general analogies are’ allowed to blind the

men

funnier

was nearly choked.

- “Ihe SignT hang

animal and vegetable kings oms, and then Nant rn
brings all things home to the pajentage of and atttractive matter

matter and force.

lis

I was

animal, the ungrate-

food into her mouth, and as His handfuls
were remarkable large, the poor creature

q

and

:

The Building, one of the flnest in the State, is romantically situated amidst the highest mountains
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
.
Theology.

:

of Ins

I.G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY OBNTER, VT.
¢
Faculty,
:

who do

Knox Co., Ill., Aug. 21, at the residence of her
son, S. 8. Potter, Esq.
She was the widow of

chamber, and stood round the table-cloth
without saying a word.” On a signal from
the Shah they squatted down in their appointed places, and silently
proceeded to
eat. The dishes which stood next them
might be to their tastes or the contrary, but
it was not etiquette to ask for anything, or
to help themselves from a dish at a distance. The Shah .oply spoke to the senior
prince, who sat by
his. side. During the
whole time his Majesty's favorite wite remained seated behind him. Every now
and then the Shah would shove a handful of

blank, asked,

me that Hanis Anua sand aj

MRS.

than

grandsons, were summoned from the

| “Yell. thehekthorming if was reported
isappeared

Star,

Teacher

The Sourie of fradies in tis sche] embraces
everything
necessary
to fit one for college ora practical business life. 3
'
8
r
For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed. It is free
those
laces of resort conduciveto idleness and
cious
morals, common to la
‘and
ol a
The Brosent management take great pl
presen ng the Cope of Teachers to the attention of
parents and
guardians and the public, as eminent!
{ualified to fit scholars for every honorable position

odio Reepins, Penmanship,
Pen-Drawing, Instruction in
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax
Flowers, &c., each extra.
»

single square can well be afforded to ‘any single
obituary,

Shah are very different from those which
prevailed in the time of the celebrated Futteh Ali Shah; who died in 1835. When he
took his mid-day meal, or dinner, he used
first of all to seat himself and taste some of
the dishes; then, on ‘a given signal, his
wives came in and stood round the room.
At the same time the princes, his sons and

2”

0

Mrs. M. E. FLINT,

2.25
wisiung obii-

Principal.

Miss SARAH CL'GILMAN, Assistant.

Instramental

Jequal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important,
Not more than a

which prevail, or have prevailed:
The customs of the Court of the "present

see. Andtp-

cr sy 11.0

under b e instruction of
G. W. FLINT, A B.,

Ches+

in
Civ
1
Mechanica
erand English ; careful a gine of
manners ol Cadets. Kor cireulars
.
Cor, THEO. HYATT, President.

Common Euglish,....... .aabit "on wee
Latin and
Greek, extra,..
’ French, extra.

Persons

uaries publishedin the Morning

the only country where Oriental etiquette is
kept up in all its ancient purity. It gives a
few illustrations
the dinner customs

to fighting again, and. fil
and" towards night" it* looked
a
barbiiui

SWhat-aext??

times

The London

§

fle

finished

subject, remarks that Persia is now

WE

| “Gen: Woglg¥ry
1
| «And what ‘did he'say?”"
|?
st
is
10g yn
Coon $3

story

- —

on not having our supplies cut off, andI
wanted to see after things myself.”
“How wast
Uie/néxt morning when you
came on‘the Held?” inquired Judge
Butler.
| “Not mpghyehange sincg the, night be-,
fore.”

ACADENY!

Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

Persian Etiquette.

against a. surprise.”
~+Why-did-yon-go-yourseh—Why-net
send one af your aids?”
“| “You see, Judge, everything depended

not overloaded with trimming,
not grotesque

other objects,

words.— Harper's Magazine.

“When it: got: dark I rode‘over to Saltiilo
to look after our stores and to provide

distinguish a selier of sacques in a ware. house I wot of.
A sacque rich and fine, but

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

ful attack of the goat upon the deliverer,the
glee of the rascally little spectators, and
finally the ignominous retreat of the great
statesman when he was forced to * let go
and run like blazes.” Of course it was

and we fit all’ day lopgilosing a good many
be a mine of wealth to him afid his employ- | ‘men, and at uight it lodked pretty bad.”
ers and depowdents!
Md
Har
“Well, what next”
Not to all mens
given
that grace
and
oraciousness, sorvieeable, not servile, which

was the

behalf of the unhappy

fighting ‘early ibdhémorning thew first day

his en@izing manners

MILITARY

Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department,
‘Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.

Jones proceeded to dramatize it in the
most amusing fashion that can Le imagin- the late Seldon Potter, Esq,; and lived to the
ed. We saw the great Senator taking age of 73 years and 9 months, She wus a memhis dignified ¢* constitutional” in the streets ber of the Freewill Baptist church for. about
of Washington, the little ragamuffins ma- forty years, and the’ religion of Jesus was
comfort in her last hours.
She often- exliciously teasing the long-bearded goat, 4 her
pressed her religious interest for her children,
the benevolent interference of Mr. Clay in among whom is Elder Potter, of Lansing, Mich-

goed sense in the

every-day affairs of life, had been educated
in the camp, and knew no more of statesmanship or $n perationsof government
common, not to say shabby, specimens,
than
a
Comanche ¥adian; nor was he diswhich she declined. A little farther down
al accomplishments,
for g8 {
the counter she bought a‘whole piece of tine tinguished
or narrative ond ;
e talent. Then he
and costly linen, observing
which, the had a habit of
fon
in eonversation
knight of the parasols came
down and begs that amounted 2¥m@st fon stammer.
He
ged ber to re-examine his assortment, of spoke in a terse, sententious style upon subwhich he had contrived to upearth an aito- jects with which he was familiar, and his
gether different and better eollection. She suggestions, especially on military matters,
too fell below the requirements.of the ocea- were marked by quick perception and sound
sion, and bought her parasol without en- judgment. - But he was never diffuse or delightening him upon his. ditcovery of his monstrative,and wasted no’ words upon anystupid mistake.
body,.
A lady, large and lovely, a serene Quaker:
Fadee Butler, a colleague, in the Senate,
goddess, made some benevolent casual re- of Mr Calloun, calling to pay his respects
mark to the elerk with whom she was traf- to the President,begeed him to describe the
ficking, jast as she would ‘have patted the manner in which the battle of {Buena Vista
head of a strange dog who might have run was fought. His brother, Pierce Butler,
up and sniffed at her gown, and the little commanding the Palmetio Regiment, and a
whipper-suapper clerk followed her to the very
gallant
yell in the battle, and
door and—winked at ber! And while she the, Judge wad}
lly ‘anxious to learn
stood staring at him in her first amazed con- the particulars of that “desperate contest.
sciousness of his individual existence, he “Weil, well, Judge, yon waet to know. how
winked again!
°
the .thing was done. . Come and dine with
Thus vacaous do the .gods make a human me to-day and I will tell you all that IT
skull, yet furgjsh it ‘with all the ganglia of know abeut; it."
YN
life.
=
Judge Butler was a hasty, impetuous
Happy are those merchants who can se- man, and the words flowed from his mouth
cure the right sort of clerks !—for a right in a torrent whenever he had occasion to
sort there is. "I bought a table-cloth of him speak. He wasall impatience during the
yesterday. T had forgotten to take the size dinner, and the moment they were alone he.
of the table, or a pattern of the color to be broug} J up! th in
of ah battle.
matched. Patiently he. evolved my probi) '/ Yer, 4
. your brother was’ a
able needs from my fragmentary facts, dis- brave man, and behaved like a true soldier.
cussed pleasantly the presumptive evidence, But ‘about the”
battld<you want to know
and seemed as much interested in ‘the har- how ‘it was fought?” ‘ou
= 1
,
monies of my dining-room:ps if he had ex“Yes, General; if you willbe so kind. 1
pected to eat theré thrice Ff day during the wish to leat how your {roeops Were: dispdsremainder of his natural life! ~ Did he de- ed on-the field, and how you posted them
ceive me? Not a bit. I knew of a surety to resist a force so overwhelming.
Santa
that my dining-room
Was no more to him Avna must hav out-unibéred you four: or
than the peanut stand on thé common oppo- fivetdlone”
ioodad LV
site. Me and it hashe already alike forgot“The difference was greater than that, I
ten. None the léss was his momentaiy and think, but we didn’t stop to count, the Mex«friendly, but not faniiliar, assumption.in me jcans. 1 knew there was a heavy force, and
and mine altogether winning and encour- longed for a couple of regiments more of
aging ; and doubtless was if, for that mo- regulars.”
1-0
;
(
went, sincere. His sympathetic and refined
“Undoubtedly.” said the. Judge; ‘but
nature does unquestionably and spontanewhat was your ewder of battle ?”
ously ally itself for snécor and good cheer to
ail who appear to him. May-dijs-kind heart,

and

the young man gave us some specimens of
antomime, in which he excels.
To see
ow he would succed with something en‘tirely new, the teacher related to the class
(the well-known anecdote of Henry Clay’s
adventure with the goat. All eyes were
[intently fixed upon the rapidly moving fingers as they spelled word after word;

—

Gen, Taylor, although

'

Obitwaries,

these grammatical accidents may very well’
be left for the imagination to supply.
;
Alter having exhibited the signs repre-

Gen. Taylor as a Ilistorian.

ef-

sheets of a good

5) “Conscience here appeared, and gave

can be dove. In point of fact, however,
1 presume it is not always done.
Some of

lander.

will

GREEN

gladto learn that upon a pinch the thing

selt—emotion, intellect, will, and all {heir
phenomena-~were once latent im a fiery
Slogd.nfarden P, Bowen in the New Eng-

they are more expensive.” Itis ever to
be regretted that the lady turned in silence

religions periodical.

The FALL TERM of this Institution will commence

E, HIBBARD, Principal.

ly represented Various. forms of a given selfishness a frown that caused a hasty exit
6. T. Swasey, L. A. Buttertield, E. C. Smith, Miss
verb, in each instance naming the mode, of that personage, and bade economy be Abbie Lyon,
i
tense, person and number with great pre- wiser in counse] next time, sustaining all
Calendar:
cision. Iam sorry
that I can not recollect the above appeals in behalf of the cause
ALL TERM, 18 weeks, Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
INTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 2, 1873.
how to make, for instance, the third person
they plead, and making me feel that T could
|
'SeriNG
TERM, 12 weeks,
Opens Feb. 3, 1874.
singular, Pluperfiet subjunctive, of the not do a more unwise thing than to stop my
Wud
© Maition :
verb to write, in sign language;
Ld
but I was paper.
NU
-

dental, or free, was there,
se “dancing
atoms whirled and: whirled until ‘they became self-conscious, and. thought, and re-

rections they know mothing about. ‘They
can not see it. They do not miss it. Long
companicnship with dry-goods seems to have

contained in the weekly

day, Aug.

- LEBANON ACADEMY.
LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.

|

. ter, Pa.Tr
sore only), Session opens
ednesday, September 10th. ata
evated and
healthful;
Grounds
Buildingsiene.
handsome
and
commodious;
Con reamplé;
of bien
jeand

grammatical modifications of more varied and préssing and affecting apthat was not mode,
tense, ete., Professor Cooke didme peals for the higher life of the soul than are

4 Haman’ hehrt,

Chitin
rivakiitl
ob Fit

count

will commence

day, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,

New Year; and you can
that en
Tod ork ab onoy dialt oil bn i One hl a pening to, inquire Whether the near-at-hand
goods, and nothing else. Silk: and velvet, a human ha ‘there is not an ache that has ging re tho. possible to express
inif sign £n lan- not get anywhere, save from the Bible,
Pr
words, modulations,

Ee

SEMINARY.

DR, MOSES E, SWEAT, Sec'y.

daily during vaca-

.

H.

KENNEY IVAN Ia

A
from

i;
J
§
said—A. higher

The FALL TERM

Next school
year begins
Sept.
1, 1873. Course of
stud ; Commmertial and knglih branches. ial
ogue and Report for
ready ; furnished free
pon application in person or by mail, Office 149 A.

Prophecies are rapidly being fulfilled, diyine
promises are being performed, Bible doctrines confirmed,
rovidences, illustrating
the Sacred Record, constantly occurring,

the right
e ten dod fingers

PARSONSFIELD

26, and continue eleven weeks, under thé continued
charge of J. LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. xa Barker,
dens ack or Music, with such
other assistance as may
needed. For further information address DR. MOSES D.
SWEAT, or IVORY MARCH, North Parsonsfleld Me.

Bryant and
Stratton College,
BOSTON, MASS.

Ten

thousind bees will bring forth the honey.

by ‘extending

=

Sn

ion, it must be admitted that therd 4

beforehand the track, of a ball, se that speetator could have foreseen all our oe
our

bug? is intimated

Bible than a good religious periodical.

other,

deductive Teugoning, as the engineer traces

science, our civilization, and ‘eo
have
prophssied all that is yet to come. He could
ve fureton all the folly and suffering and
sin of"
we
0
‘
mbles in’
kvl
ap htha fen

he can detect character at a glance, and dis-

cern instantaneously between the righteous
and the wicked,
this is a correct opi

each

you.

&&

Cr

clerk

ak

Academies,

ray ep

© AARSF ou

try districts that the urban dry-goods

is a being of preternatural acuteness, that

thumbs

EMI

:

twelve

(8). And Spiritual Wisdom said—There
is scarcely any better Conlin entary on the

803

ARO

rah

coun-

by twirling the

the fingers being loosely interlaced. ** Hum-

a

pen

the

By simple

months, it will lay before

a

.

Swil

RoA

to Shakespeare and his plays,

A

faith in

sing, wants and miseries as; during

to continents

1878.

B=

Seema

a

prevailing

Mh

simple emotions. Beyond this the uniniatbd seas,
to the lowest forms of life,to man, ed are apt to find themselves in‘the dak;
and the Iliad, to Newton and the: unless there is somebody to interpret. For
to
Ho
Princip , to Milton and the Paradise Lost, example, the sign fo “Quaker” is made

orbital rings to solid globes,

Stupidity and Sense.
There is a

ly

oy

ine

a.

a

s

SEPTEMBER 17,

STAR,

2238833832
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CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, has
been ckahhed in an entirely new dress, and
presents
a very
othnely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book.

15 cts.

Price,

in cloth, only25 cts.;

Postage extra; on

in

paper covers

the former, 4 cts., on the

Iatter 2 centa

28, M. PEXTENGILL & C0,10 State
Street, Boston, 87 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, aye our Agents for
procuring advertisements for our paper (name men-

tioned) in the above cities, and authorized to con.
tract for advertising at ouy lowest rates.

Cotte

Yours truly,

8. M. PETTENGILL & CO.
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is

A--serious
.

than last year.
3
The formal payment of the amolint of the
Geneva award, $15,500,000 by the British minister,

Sir Edward

Thornton, to Secretary Fish,

took place Tuesday.
A balcony

a military

:

containing many

parade

people

:

at Williamsburg, L: 1., Mgh-

persons,

wounding

many

other

:

An important witness in the Stokes case has
been arrested in New York, being a, woman
who, it is said, picked up and secreted a pistol
dropped by Fisk at the time of the homicide.

The elequent

1872.

Some

ed in this-eity

Ocean

John

Bright,

Eduiund
cial

Yates,

the

novelist,

failure,

It cost

between

seventeen

and

fer of all these Indians is confidently anticipated.
It is reported that the German Government
has taken an additional five millions of United
States. five per cents.
The
made through the syndicate,

in Oc-

seventeen

of the men who have arriv-

millions

subscription was
This makes about

subscribed

by

the

German

Government,

Paragraphs.
Weston is walking at
sin.

county

in Wiscon-

Oranges of Georgia growth were
as they are this year.

The

The women of Glen Cove, N. Y., Tuesday
night, tarred and feathered a woman they suspected of being guilty of improper actions.

California

University

never as big

calla
will

brief

hot

explore

the

lava beds in the interests of science.
M.

du

Chaillu is said

to

be writing i book of

his travels in Sweden and Norway.

In Boston, Wednesday evening, there was a
mass meeting of liquor dealers and other opponents of prohibition, to take measures to carry

2

The Wanderer, the oldest journal in Vienna,
established in 1809, has ceased to appear.
Its
politics were of & federal tendency.

in November, a movement to
’

A Texas paper keeps the commandments in
type at the head of its editorial page.
As leading articles the editor can’t beat them.

The cholera epidemic in Millersburg, Ky.,is
A Minnesota editor says that he had rather
abating. There were only two deaths, Thursday.»
pick a pocket than write a sonnet.
Possibly he
Provisions having given out, the citizens of Par,is more used to the former oceupation.
is are sending them cooked Rod, and the city
The class-list of the Cambridge University excouncil has made an appropriation Tor their ben‘aminations for English women shows 220 candiefit.
The United States Treasurer has learned of dates at the nine different centers where examinations are held. Last year there were 154, and
the existence in pearly all of the large cities of
the year before that'127.
the recently discovered counterfeit §500 notes.
The treasury department has had photographs
There is a singular natural curiosity in Sadawof the genuine and counterfeit $500 notes taken
ga pond in Whitingham,V¢.,consisting of 150 acres
together on cards, representing those notes enof land floating on the surface of the water. The
larged to about five or six times the real size.
tract is covered with cranberries and there are

000.

trees fifteen feet high. When the water is raised or lowered at the dam of the pond, the island
rises and falls with it. It affords a tine shelter for
fish, large. numbers of which are caught by bor-

The grain cars that arrived in Chicago last
Tuesday would make a train 12 1-2 miles long.

ing a hole' and fishing down through, as through

Gévernor Kellogg, of La., has issued a procla-

In the hilly regions traversed by the intercolonial Railway of New Brunswick
and Nova
Scotia, thousands of large trees were uprooted by
the recent tempest, and
in some
localities
lie thiek and regular in a swarth as though they
had been mown by a gigantic scythe. Fortunately none fell across the track.’

mdtion offering $5,000 reward for the apprehension ‘and conviction of the murderer of, Judge
Crawford and District-Atterney Harris. Also
$2,600 for the apprehension and conviction of the
murderers of Thomas Archibald, who was murdered by two unknown men while standing at
the gate of his house, in Richland parish, on the
2d instant.
A butcher last Monday, on his way to market
in New York, was lassoed by some desperadoes,
who threw a rope over his hiead with an aceurate
aim which practice alene could secure, hauled
the man ifito the wagon, robbed the vietim of
$300, when the desperadoes made their escape.

The

Mississippi

Jackson, on
300 Granges
represented.

State

Grange

“assembled

at

Tuesday.
There are upward of
in the state, and nearly all were
Among the delegates were about

20 ladies.

AE

Many delegates to the Evangelical Alliance,
which is to be held in New York, from October
2d to the 12th, have arrived from Europe.
The yellow fever epidemic at Shreveport, La.,
has reduced that place to a deplorable condition.
Nurses and physicians are being sent there, and
measures for pecuniary aid are in progress.
A considerable number of state-rooms on the
steamer Rhode Island were robbed during the

trip to Stonington, Tuesday night.

The robbers

literally hooked the pantaloons 6r other garments through the skylight windows.
Several
gentlemen found themselves sans culaites when
aroused to take the train.
”
A collision occurred on the Pennsylvania Railroad at Willmore Friday night, by which an en—

the ice in winter.

Italy’s

monks

as was expected,
monasteries,

are

not

io disappear

with the

entirely,

confiscation

of their

It seems that in a number of

cases

devout Catholics have purchased the confiscated
property and given it back to the dispossessedpriests.
Some have appeared in the buildings
from which they were ejected a short time ago.
A Danbury boy found a pocket-book belonging to a Mill Plain man, and restored it to the
owner, who gave him a five-cent piece. The boy
looked at the coin an instant, and then handing
it reluctantly back, audibly sighed as he said,
*¢ T can’t change it.”
A short time since a colored man entered the
office of the clerk of a county court in the West,
and advancing to the table where the deputyclerk was busily engaged, he produced a marriage
license, for which he had paid the legal fee a few days before.
* Boss,” said he, ‘de
lady declines dis document, and I fetch it in to
get my money back.”
It was a little consoling
to the datkey to be told that some went farther
and had fared worse; but; when assured his
money could not be returned, he turned indig-

nantly, and muttered as he made his exit,
¢¢ Eberybody’s gone back on de document !”
Fratieé has paid over

the

last milliard of her

war indemnity, and has received
official acknowledgment
from Emperor
William that,
A
‘| having folly discharged all her engagements,

gineer was killed and a fireman wounded.
passenger train and two freight trains came together

and

a

terrible

disaster

was: narrowly

avoided.
The. vellow fever is increasing at Shréveport,
La., and has appesred at Memphis, Tenn., whére

about thirty deaths have occurred, ehiefly among
the negro populatiou.

Orleans

Quarantine

against

New

has been established at all the prineipal

ports of Texus.

i

A vigilance committee

in Vermillion parish,

La., has been operating against a gang

thieves and several
law are reported.

executions

of eattle

under

Lyneh

sigued,

The

Mississippi

caught fire

Miss.

steamboat

and was

Friday.

‘seuttled

James
near

Howard
Commerce,

Loss $160,000.

A New York policeman

was fatally stabbed

by a drunken nan Saturday evening.

The list of

homicides comprises a murder in Chicago and
fatal quarrels at New York and Jersey City.

FOREIGN.
Notwithstanding the Abyssinian

Geneva
been

teen years,
Important,
+4

war

and the

award, the public debt of England has

reduced

by $3828,722,775 within the last fif-

;
despatches

official

are

received

from the Polaris search expedition, fo the effact
that the Tigress has discovered the winter camp
of ithe Polaris erew on Littleton Island; that the

Polaris is sunk; and that probably the crew are
on board a whaler from Cape York. Other despatches, however, give a less hopeful opinion

as to the situation of the crew.
An accident to the steamer Cityof Bristol occurred

1.4

on

Monday

York

under

last, 260

miles

south-south-

eastof Halifax Cross Head, one of her cylinders having broken. The Bristol kept on to
New

sail, keeping

in the track of

* /homeward-bound- ships of the Inman Line, and

met the. City of Brussels on Monday night,
srhich iromediately took her in tow and bore up
for Halifax.

Senor

Vg

Castelar

is

elected

of

president

Spanjsh ministry, and has organized a new

inet.

an end. The German troops who occupied
Verdun, as a last collateral security for the unpaid
balance, have now been withdrawn, and Frenchmen are very naturally and Characteristically
jubilant thereat.
’
George Francis Train has an income of $28,000
yearly {rom rents alone.
!

150,000

\ Gen. Jubal Early ‘bas written a letter vigorously defending Jefferson Davis’s late address
before the Southern Historical Society, .

:

of Austria

the Empress

that his nonspresentation to her im-

stuffs, including wheat, corn,

from the United

barley, flour,

States, seldom

equal

estimate, because no

etc,

one would

correct; and I only ask
twenty-four hours, and

in value

the imports of foreign svgars., In 1871, the total exports of breadstyffs amounted to over
$90,000,000, and the imports of sugars and mo-

believe

f

REV, ROBT

| 000,000, to pay for the

sugar

and’

ported; and there hus"usually

molasses

im-

Low

Ah, me! how full of

bounding

Drinking

cane sugar. Taking the lowest yield of the beets.
—15 tons to the acre,~we
would have 1,350
pounds as the product of coarse sugar per acre.
The commonest kind of brown sugar is now
quoted at eight cents in Chicago, and is much
higher in the interior towns of the West.
Supposing the unrefined beet sugar to sell at that
price, the product would be worth $108 per
acre.
But these estimates are extremely low.
A work on ** Beet-root Sugar,” published a few
years ago, states thatin Germany the average
production from beets is 2,100 pounds of suzar.
In France the average production is said to be
2,200, and the highest production 5,000 pounds
per acre. The rich lands of Illinois and Towa
should, with proper culture, yield more than

any in France, but if only 2,000_pounds of sugar

could be obtaiued, this at eight cents a pound
would be a gross return of $160 an acre, which
is at least quadruple the largest return ever received, from. wheat in that section of the
United States, and about ten times the average
gross value per acre of the wheat product in the
West.
Sixteen bushels is rather above the average crop of wheat, and it seldom brings over a
dollar a bushel at the place of production.
This subject of beet culture has been discussed
at different times in these columns, and at considerable length, but it gains a new interest

from

the

present condition of agriculture in the

mouths; they

of foreign birth.

Of the 92,245,

native born, 18,530, were natives
Of the remaining
73,715, nearly
five-sevenths, or 50,277 ,were born in the six
States lying in the latitude of Nebraska, and
between it and the Atlantic, namely,~In Iowa,
7,611; in Tlinois, 9,655;
id Indiana,
6,040; in

Ohio;

10,729; in/

New York, 9,246.

Penosylvunia,

. Here is a notable

tude.

are

#4

proof
to

6,991;

of how

and

prone

stickto their

native

in

i

Westlati-

With reason have we more roads runifipg

after mas-

ducing it.

hour.

The

Shah’s

astrologer

had

read

this in

Oak Ames’s brother
estate will not settle

about
death.

and executor says that his
more than $2,000,000, or

one-third what-was estimated at his
Themet result of all his Pacific Railroad

operations
tive loss.

and

speculations

turns

out

a

posi-

It bas been demonstrated thata beetle is capable of lifting 815 times itajown weight.
A
man of ordinary muscular power is fully one

bundred times feebler, and had an elephant
such comparative strength it could run away with
a load of 5,060,000 pounds.
The flea, too, scarcely three-hundredths of an inclyin biglit, manages

to leap without difficulty over a barrier fully
500 times his own altitude. For a man, six
feet

is. an

unusually

high

leap.

Imagine him

jumping 8,000 feet,or nearly three-fifths of a mile.
An Englishman, go it is said, proposes to sell
in the United States the uniform in which Frederick the Great died. He offered it toa Prussian

and the old clothés of Stepben: Girard in the
Girard College, doubtless

thinks that we vener-

ate the cast-off garments of great men,
If he
will applyto Barnum, he will be convinced that
our loye of relies will not stand ‘$6,000 in gold.

States

in the Union, as

well as in

MAIN,

tf37)

another, as the prices

of different.

fertilizers

can

heaps;

heis a better who

manages
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wanted every.
4,000 actual settlers, have bought farms‘of the pointed missionaries to India, All such may now be SUR
E of SUC
ESS Where, Business high
Burlington and Missouri River Railroad. Rail accommodated by enclosing 30 cents, with address, 1 profitable and legitimate. Articl
e needed in every
amily, sells to
great satisfaction. Address) Ere
road land-buyers have béen more numerous to the undersigned at Hillsdale, Mich, The pro- 508
CHEMICAL
MANUFACTURING Co., Philadelphia,
bécause they bought of ten years’ credit, at six coeds, beyond coat, will go to the Mission.
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lyeow
JW.
per cent interest, and in contracts sinez 1872, | Hillsdale,
Sept. 6, 1873.
w HALLACK.
nothing of the principal is payable till the end
of four years,
Twenty per cent, is thrown off
from land prices for speedy improvement, &e.~
of press, The price has been reduced from
Rrof. J.D. Butler.
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§1 00
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He is a good farmer who makes good compost
manure applied as fust ag it is made,
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CHEERFUL VOICES, Price 50 cents,
By L. O. EMERSON,
A School Song Book,

sod plowed in the Fall and exposed to the cold
of Winter, or plowed immediately after a crop
of hay is taken off, or, still better, if the crop of
grass is plowed under about the time it is in
bloom and left to lie until seeding time, will al-
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blame. A Persian King only inakes use of
lucky bours; and the time at which the Empress
was prepared to receive her host was an unlucky

the ten territories.
This result had been reached
within three
years after
Nebraska
became a State, and
affords a striking illustration
of the
internal
migrations or reciprocal removals, which are so
characteristic a feature of American life. Foreign immigration is nothing to domestie,no more
than our foreign commerce is to that inland.
Each State is hence a sort of Congress represent.

Medium

Mackérel,bbl,

PURE GOLD, BRIGHT JEWELS, FRESH LAURELS,
GOLDEN CHAIN, SHOWER, CENSER, and all of our
publications are seld by the leading booksellers all

ie

Stagnant or foul water is injurious
mals.
It causes blood poisoning, and
to many febrile co
laipty, und is
great causes of abortiqnin cows and
mals,
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a less yield in beef or milk than when the tock
is in proportion to the capacity of land for pro-
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east and west than north and south.
Of the remaining 23,438 Nebraskans, all but there need be no: allowance made for wastage
as in sowing by hands One bushel and a peck
about 10,000 came either from Missouri, 4,650;
per acre is plenty, and, ifthe grains be small,
Wisconsin, 3,756; or from New England, 4,501.

But some
portion. of the
native in each of the other
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balf a pint of some mild fluid while taking
and dyspeptics should not drink a drop
they are eating, nor for three or for four
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Contains 160
s of New Songs, by the favorite Authors LOWRY and DOANE, is pandsomely
printed on tinted
paper, yet is sold at the popular
price—$30
per 100 copies,
bound.

West.
The farmers must perceive at.last that
they can not go on growing grain in constantly
increasing
quantities with any hope of profit,
It is impossible to imagine any occupation more
unless the cost of sending it to market can be
diminished.
The A question
with
them
now suited to a lady living in the country than that
If she has any superfluous
should be, what other staple they can best sub- of poultry rearing.
stitute in part for wheat. Very much can be affection to bestow, let it be on her chicken-kind,
|
said in favor of sugar beet, It is an exceeding- ‘and it will be returned cent per cent.
ly productive crop, and there is a practically unThe bad farmer, despite of a good soil and
limited demand of sugar within the country at home
markets,, will become bankrupt and
highly remunerative prices. Establishments for wretched, while the industrious and intelligent
the manufacture of sugar {rom beets would need shall triumph over every difficulty and find himto be erected within not too great distances from self in the enjoyment of peace, prosperity and
the farms, but at present there is a like necessity happiness.
for threshing machines and flour mills to convert
Nature, in providing grass as the food for dothe product of the wheat field into a marketable mestic animals, seemed to have designed it for
{orm.— Press.
fl
frequent clipping.
Can we not, therefore, make
our hay of better quality, and at the same time
‘Where Nebraska Came From. give larger profits,at the close of a long series
it
of years, than will the following of that system
Of the 122,993 inhabitants" of Nebraska, in which attempts to change from one specialty to

1870, one-fourth, or 80,784 sere

0

30

0g 000 |
/ OIL.
8 00g 850 Olive,
¥ gal
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Newest Sunday School Song Book
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tication. This gets the food in a suitable condition for swallowing, Drinking
every
few
minutes while eating, prevents the usual flow
of saliva; also it washes it down before it can
bave a chemical action on certain portions of
the food.
One of the most pernicious habitsto
health,is drinking several tumblers of water
while eating; better drink warm drinks.
The
stomach will not digest one particle of food
when it has a temperature below one hundred
degrees of Fahrenheit; neither will it digest

than
food,
while
hours

Cannel.....
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& MAIN. Pub’s,
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while Eating.

besides
a chémical action of the food

Price, $12 per Dozen.
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COAL.

ceipt of one dollar.

the youngsters are, when in a drove of twenty,
heads uplifted and tails erect, their long hair
streaming straight out behind, they charge in
thundering column across the shaking
field!
See how they tear along with hoofs that spurn
corn to sell in Europe. They may accuse the the plain, with changeful gait, and action free’
high fréights or high customs tariff, or what and swift as a swallow’s! See that sorrel trot!
they will, but the real cause of their trouble is Look at his stride! How he opens out! Ha! did
catch his step? Good
that they are raising altogether too much wheat you'see the chestnut
for the home market, and are too distant from heavens! how that brown one runs! Ho! -here,
Europe to compete successfully in that market, boys; here! Now look and see them come strung
even with the lowest possible freights. Let them out in line, heads towards us, ears pricked, and
then go to raising sugar-beets, which we under- eyes on fire! Hi, there! hi, there! Now see them
stand are wgll adapted to the rich prairie soils swoop to the left, and go tearing away like mad,
of the West.
Napoleon I. instituted the beet- muzzles straight out, and ears laid back, until
sugar industry iu France, and after some years they pass the ridge, and the valley catches them
of efficient protection it took a strong foothold. from our sight! Circus!—there never was such
It’s enough to stir the blood
Now it supplies the French with all the sugar a circus as that!
in the veins of a deacon !— Murray's ** The Perthey want, leaving a large surplus for export.
The average yield of sugar beets to the acre, Ject Horse.”
with ordinary tillage, is from 15 to 20 tons. In
France extra good cultare produces 30 bushels,
and so much as 08 bushels has been raised” from
—
B—
a single acre. Five tous of clear roots, we learn
Nature
never
intended
for any one to wash |
from an éxcellent authority, produce about 450
She has wisely
pounds of coarse sugar, which, when thoroughly down their food while eating.
refined, can not be distinguished from the finest placed salivary glands in various places in our

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES

Molds..... «es

Anthems

A3~ One Copy #ent by mail, for examination, on re-
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Markets.

For the week ending Serr. 10, 1873,
CANDLES,
MOLASSES.

DOANE,

Contains 192 pages of solid Music, and is sold at the

developtirent of their powers by lack of needed
exercise in their second and third years.
I hold
that a colt needs a great deal of exercise; not
to the halter, which is good for nothing but to
sweat out a lazy groom, but sharp, quick exercise, in the taking of which every muscle is)
brought into play, every joint tested, and every
vein, however small, swelled taut with rapic
blood, as is the case when allowed the iborty of,
hill and plain, and to follow ,the promptings

of nature.

been a consider-

W. HOWARD

-3

Now, no sensible man will turn a colt of fine
. loose ‘inthe pasture after the second
lassesto upwards of $86,000,000. The value of promise
grain and flour exported is stated, however, in year; and Ido not after the first. A valuable
curreng¢y except that shipped from the Pacific coltis too valuable to risk in that foolish mancoast, while, as to the imports, none but gold ner, especially if he is a horse-colt. He should
Yalues are given, These two items of trade, be kept in a large, roomy stall, where he can be
therefore, were nearly equal in that year. But attended to and trained day by day. Butdo
in 1872,the balance was clearly in favor of the im- not forget his need of daily exercise. Do not
ports.
The exports of breadstuffs amounted to think that a boxestall will suffice. You might
something above $88,000,000, and the.imports as well teach an eaglet to fly. in a large cage as
to give the needed discipline to a colt’s legs,
of sugars exceeded $90,000,000,
>
heart, and lungs in a box-stall. Many most
promising youngsters are fatally checked in the

were not sufficientby almost $84,

AND

is especially valuable in Churches where Hymn and
Tune books are used, and for Singing Class exercise.

mate; and, if you are not astonished, I shall be.

suggestive. There is no good reason why we
should import sugar any more
than that we
should depend upon foreign countries for our
flour and potatoes, {Why may not our farmers
cultivate beet sugar upon a large
- scale, as was
suggested in the Report of the Department of
Agriculture for 18717 In 1869 the breadstufls

LOWRY

Temple

you to watch a colt
make your own esti

©

Pieces of superior merit, by

it to be

mediately after arriving .in Vienna was due to
his ignorance of European customs, and that, if
he had failed in courtesy,the stars were alone to

the

men and arm half a

days ago, it appears that the exports of bread-

ANTHEMS,

The

A fine collection of New Anthems and Opening

young birds, they developlin motion. The number of miles & colt of high ‘breeding, and in good
condition,
will go when at pasture each day, is
something surprising. - I'will not mention my

—

From the December Report of the Chiet of the
Bureau of Statistics, which came to hand a few

ern emigrants

cab-

to put down the Carlists and intransigentes, proto call out

* Beet Sugar.
i

is legallyat of Nebraska.

prince at £1,200, but the price was too high.
The speculator having heard that we preserved
the uniform of Washington in the Patent Office,

He is resolved upon a determined effort

~ iltion reseryes.

German occupation of her territory

The Shah of Persia explained to

Alexander R. Shepherd is appointed governor of the District of Columbia, vice Cooke, re-

To begin with, then, let it be remarked that
colts need a great deal of exercise.
By pature
they were made
for rapid movement. Like

able difference against this country.
The farmers who are located near the center
Father Burke is lecturing in the South of Ireof the continent, more than a thousand miles
land.
:
by this
" Paris is given the palm for producing male | trom either ocean, should have learned
tinge that they ean not profitablyFaise wheat or.
flirts.

held in $5000 bail for trial and one in $2000.

A herd of 115 short-horn cattle was sold by
auction at Utica, N. Y., and the total price obtained was $380,000.
One animal brought $40,-

TEMPLE

-

\
{

EVERY CHOIR NEEDS

py

——

| sent abroad

i
fairs

day, that the accident was caused by the gross ,{‘Sermonetteis what they
negligence of the contractors.
Two of them are- “weather discourse in Illinois.

the prohibitory law, and substitute liA procession was got up and spevehes

from
finan-

reservation in Kansas, under the direction of the
special commissioners, and the successful trans-

tell a hortible story of suffering

the election

writing

Several hundred Kickapoos and Potawatomies
are on their way from Mexico to the Kickapoo

people were killed, rendered a verdict, Wednes-

into

hus. be-

eighteen millions of florins, and the receipts,
everything taken into consideration, have not
yet reached two millions.

and torture,
They say that on account of the
neglect of the owners to provide suitable provisions they were all attacked with scurvy.
They were terribly beaten by the captain and
first mate, and atter the vessel was wrecked; ten
men died of scurvy, and those who had been
foremost in protesting against the.action were
left on the island, the captain of the Abbie Bradford refusing them passage.
The coroner’s jury in the case of the falling
building on 11th St., New York, by which eight

, repeal
cense.
made.

pub-

Vienna, says that the exhibition is a greal

The whaling schooner Abbie Bradford arrived
in New Bedford on Sunday, bringing fifteen men
of the crew of the Ansel Gibbs of the same port,

which was wrecked in the Arctic

Quaker,

in

—

{xercising Colts.

America, have

come an officer in the Church of England; that
is, a Chancelor of the Duchy of Lancaster; he
has the patronage of forty-one livings.
Strange
anomalies time is constantly presenting;
but
there is none more strange than that of a Quaker
locating pastors for churches of the establishment.

It is said that, no efforts are at present being
made in behalf of thie condemned Modocs.

tober,

to

i
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were killed

attempt to hold their religious exercises
lic,they will be expelled from the city.

witnessing

day evening, gave way and fell to the pavement,

fatally injuring twe and

MORNING

been notified by the Prefect of Police that if they

The returns’ from Muine indicate the election
of Dingley (Republican) for Governor, by about
11,000 majority.
The vote was much lighter

A

A party of Mormon emigrants, who have just
arrived at Paris, on their way

Governor Washburn and the entire
Mass.
state ticket was re-nominated by acclamation at
the Worcester convention, Wednesday.

°

riot occurred in the presidency of

Madras recently, and eight natives
by the troops sent to quell it.
MISCELLANEOUS,

woh

1

THE

)
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in five days, 75 in two days
}
fast. 3000 Agents Wante ind
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